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ALBXTQUEBQUE MOEN ING

CITY
EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, April 6, 1922.

FORTY THIRD YEAR.
VOI;. CLXXI1I. No. .
--

JU,

n. S. PRINCESS IS
18. KILLED WITH AN AXE
UAL' PT1 V MAHRTF.n
5 OTHERS HACKED, 3 PROBABLY
'
' '

Funchal, Maderia, April 6 (by
Press. ) The
Associated
the
Emperor
heart of former
was
y
Charles of
removed last night. It will be
.sent in a glass jar enclosed in a
The
silver casket to Austria.
present intention is to send ths
to
Hungary.
body
All business was suspended today for the funeral of Charles.
Large crowds lined the route of
the procession to the church.
King Alfonso of Spuin Bent a
floral piece on which was Inscribed the words "From Alfonso Mil. to Charles of

FATALLY;

f

HOUSE, DARE i BURRED

iiu.sjreaus
Report of Impending Wholesale Dismissals in the Internal' Revenue Depart-- ,
ment Is Not True,

Haps-burg.-

"

Crime Committed On the Tremblay Farm,
Near Concordia, Kan.; Officers Have No
Clues, But Are Tracing Movements of a
Motor Car Reported in the Vicinity Tuesday Night.

iiiiiiiiil

(BY THE ASSOC IATF.D I'UI'.SS.)
Concordia. Kans., April ,". Using ue removed the four vmniyr eliil- Former Archduke" Felix, son
dren, Albert. 11: Francis. IJ; A the family axe as a weapon, an
of Charles, and the former
;ini, l.;jea. 5. I IO' IS oe
killed onunse,
retoday
early
person
ill.
were
are
w
ho
Zita,
only one of the injured children
hacked
18,
Theodore
as
Tremblay.
todnv
can
improving.
who
recover, physician? said.
ported
i;four of Theodore's younger brolb- In the barn liaeband frnind the
lers, three probably fatally, injured burned b"dy of Then,!, re.
the father, aud set fire to the house
Investigation revealed, aeeoidim;
' barn at the Tremblay
)
farm lo the officers, that the fire was
ARE
started under a mattress In the
St. Joseph, this county,
f fleers said tonight ibey wor
father's room. There, It was said
.bout clues to the murderer, hut tho axe, together with an overturno i en mev vt;, e mt tpiiMnuiiK n ed lantern was found.
According to the father, Theo5$",' ports iliut a motor cur went south
Ironi tlie Treuiniay nome uuoiu J1 dore had decided lo sleep in the.
o'clock last night. The elder Trem- barn last night and bad made himWilliam ,'hiliiDS.
When
bed of straw there.
blay. who is only slightly injured, self
throw no liftht on the killings. questioned by officers he was not
could
OV.-hu.
William Phillips of
The crime was discovered by clear as to the events of the night
'
setts has been named
. sec- neighbors attracted to the scene by and itiwas decided, to wait until lie
could recover sufficiently before
retary of state, svxre V Henry the, burning bouse and barn.
P. Fletcher, who r
quest ionimr him further.
I'oet and Mauds Tied.
that
. d
arStood Well In Community.
Joseph Baeliand, tho first to
'.nster to
Former Employe Kills Man post to become U.
officers he found the
Trcmblay's wife died about a
Eelprim. State dopar i.nent em- - rive, told
his
Othe
There are fhron older
ago.
of
rear
house,
the
at
year
father
in Machine Company
ployes recall that Phillips' first ap feet and hands lied with wire and daughters, married and who live
in the diplomatic serKilled
pointment
Is
home!
was
in
only
from
He
ffice
away
Tremblay. acChicago;
bleeding.
vice was that of se.cond secretary dazed and
dressed. He collapsed wlici cording to neighliM'S. stood well in
parity
U.
to
S.
the
legation at Peking, Uachand appealed and murmured the community, which is made up
By Superintendent.
where he succeeded Fletcher.
lie
'Theodore is in tho barn."
largely of French Canadians,
(B The AMirlii!nt Pri.)
Bachand snid he carried Trem- owns 210 acres of land and is
lie
Chicago, April 6. Two men were
blay to the front porch and then trustee of Shirley township.
went Into the burning house where Is 48 years old.
killed and three wounded today EVERY UNION MINE IN
when a former employe of the .CENTRAL
PENNA. HAS
W. A. Jones Foundry and Machine
CLOSED
REPORT
offices
the
into
DOWN,
walked
company
of the concern and began firing
Assocliiled
(By The
Pre..
with two pistols. Ho was then
Altoona, Pa.. April 5. While ofshot and killed by the plant super- ficials of both the
miners and operintendent, who opened ffre in re ators in the central Pennsylvania
CASE
RANDS
soft coal fields were in Washington
turn.
In
a
attending preliminary meetings
The dead are Charles Salfeld.
former employe of the company, connection with the call for a Joint
and Chester 'Borgstrom, employed conference there April 10 to disDF
TODAY
cus the strike, representatives of
in the offices.
i
i
"
ib
ku
The wounded, all employes of both widen In the field announced li i
tho concern, are F. H. Hoge, J. A. today that there wan no changes in
the situation.
Sizor and Joseph Bender.
A mimher.of Ihe
mines: Appropriate
Lawyers Finish Arguments
There were more than forty
district are. operating
but
persons, more than half of them In the union
Gov-in Trial of Miss Stone,
in
;
By
mine has closed down.
Participated
women, in the offices when Sal- every
Considerable coal is being ship
Will
feld enteren ana began shooting.
of Slaying a
Accused
ernment Officials,
Tlie total number of cars
While the employes scrambled for ped cast.
over
sent
Ihe
railroad
Cincinnati
a
Pennsylvania
Be Held Today.
cover. Miss Florence Samuelson,
Lawyer.
at today was 4.610. nearly Ihe normal
telephone operator, remained
the tonnage, and the proportion of curs
Tlie AKMielntftl I'riM.g.l
her post and sent in a call
(11, The AMMeiiiled I'm,.)
llir
being loaded was practically
thej
New York. April ii.' The ease of
police.
Washington, April 0. -- I'nique in
Meanwhile, K. J. Powers, super- same as I, i fore the strike.
Us conception and in its design is Miss Olivia M. Stone, graduate
intendent of the plant, heard the
the memorial which will be un- nurse, charged with murdering
a pistol
shooting mfl obtaining
in Aldington National ceme F.llis G. Klnkeud. Cincinnati lawfrom his desk rushed for the front
GUILTY veiled
tery tomorrow over the final rest- yer In Brooklyn last August, will
office. Powers fired twice, the buling' plnee of Hear Admiral Hobert go to the
lets striking Salfeld in the- neck
jury tomorrow'. Both
K. Peary, discoverer of the North
and heart.
up their
at- - sides finished summing
be
will
The
Tole.
unveiling
Salfeld, according to members of
Aspln-a- ll
case
ceremonand
late
Justice
today
with
fended
appropriate
with
crazed
OF
had
been
the company,
ies in which
President Harding
toldthe supreme court jury
the desire for revenge because If. n,
and Secretary Den b.v have prom- that he would defer his cliaTg
court suit growing out of a busiised to participate.
ness deal with an employe of the
the morning.
The memorial consists of a huge until in Calls
firm.
for Conviction.
USING U.
ohlale spheroid of white Maine
e
District Attorney
Assistant
n
granite. In proportion and In
an address which
concluded
like the earth, resting on a lasted almost three
100 BUSINESS MEN ON
hours, by callmassive granile base. On the surupon the Jury to convict Miss
A TRIP INTO MEXICO Fraudulent
Claims Alleged face of the granite globe are hewn ing
th law on
"to
Stone
that
prove
outlines of the land and water
can he enforced against
to Have Been Made in the
masses of the earth's surface. At murder
(By The Aocl,,trd Prni.l
men."
North Pole, tilted toward the women as well as
Negates, Ariz., April 5. Carrythe Sale of Oil Lands Lo- its
"Judging by the pa.ct." he sa!d.
north Is the bronze star, symbol of "there
ing more than 100 American and
Is
chance that
not
much
Mexican business men, an excurthe achievement by which Peary's you twelve men will do
cated in Montana.
what you
sion train known as "The Recogniname will ever be remembered In swore to do when
you took your
tion Special." left here late today
mind of man.
Amuirlutrrt Pri'M.I
The
(By
In
the
Jury box. .Induing
tour of the west
for ft nine-da- y
The symbolic nature of this places
ii.
Ltachel
Omaha, Neb.,
past, there isn't much
coast of Mexico. The purpose of Cecilia Strickland April
monument was conceived by Ad- from the will
business
a
and
her
woman.
convict
you
hope
miral Peary during his last, illness
the trip Is to promote better trade
I
that God will give
relations between Mexico and the associate, Ramuel R Mus?er, were and suggestions for It. were dictat- But am hoping
to
and
courage
bring
strength
United States. The excursionists feund guilty of using the mails to ed to his wife, herself nri Arctic ayouverdict
this
Included Americans from San Fran- defraud in the sale of Montana oil explorer and traveler of note, less case Is notof guilty, because Olivia
only
against
cisco, Los Angeles, Tucson. El. Paso lands by a Jury in federal court here than three weeks before his death. Stone she Is a mere details It Is
On one side of the supporting
and Douglas, Ariz., and Phoenix, tonight. .Miss Strickland and Mus.
to test the supremacy of American
Arizona.
ser were officers in the American granite block, upon which rests the law."
n
mass, is the Latin
Special entertainment for the Brokerage and Development corpoMr. Warbasse dwelt at length on
Ant
party has been arranged at points ration, which, the government motto "Inveninm Vlam
tho testimony of Dr. Sylvester It.
(I will find a way or make
along the route to Teplc, Including charged, made fraudulent claims bv
I.ahy. alienist, of Brooklyn, who.
Mazatlan, Hermosillo and Cullacan mail in the sale of "units" of Mon- one), which was a favorite quota- after
hearing a long hypothetical
In the state of Sonora. Ten hom- tana oil property.
tion of the explorer,
the other question,
declared it was his beC. J. Westerdahl.
sides, respectively, bear the le- lief Miss Stone was sane when she
ing pigeons from Camp Stephen D.
Charges
against
Little were taken along and will one of the Jurors, were made to gends:
shot
Kinkead.
"Ttobcrt Kdwln Peary. DiscovImmediately
Judge Woodrough
bring back reports of the trip.
"No alienist has heen here to
after the jury retired to deliberate erer of North) Pole. April fi. 1900.
she wasn't sane." Insisted Mr,
cause
thi "Rear Admiral U. S. N.. Civil say
and. If substantiated, may
Warbasse.
"Instead, the defense
Scientist. has
Explorer,
proceedings to be a mistrial, it was Kngineer.
spoken of an explosion of the
said by court officials tonight. The
brain.
lt
"His beloved wife, Josephine
charges were contained in an
Emotional Insanity.
."
hy Charles K. Wilcox, a pri
Dlehitsch, 1N63
"Thev have declared she sufvate detective,
who declared he
This support. In turn rests upon fered
from
emotional insanity, a
overheard Westerdahl In the court a wide. base, and the entire memocorridors say that the "defendants rial is one of tho most distinctive name which Dr. T.ahy declared
are nothing but a bunch if rob- among the historic monuments meant nothing to him. The oniy
evidence which has
bers." The affidavit also declared which mark the resting places of undisputed
been offered Is that Miss Stone,
that M'esterduhl had been seen to the nation's honored
dead.
Kinkead. was sane."
"put his arm around Mrs. Gustaf-son,- "
The
will be performed when she shot afternoon.
Miss Stone
witness. Mrs. by the unveiling
During the
a.
admiral's daughter, Mrs.
some
to
extent Ihe comUnited
to
Per- Onstafson.government
according
Edward Stafford, who was Marie regained
States Attorney Kinslcr, tonight, de Ahnlghito Peary, and was known posure which she lost when
J.
her counsel, mad?
Sum- nied this statement.
during her childhood as the "Snow his appealReilly,
Mrs. Gustafson told him.
for her In the morning
She was born nearer the session.
Baby."
had
But
Westerdahl
ss
the afternoon
that
Juror
said,
than any other white child. In ended she had
come by a window where she was pole
her second fainting
of
far
the
northern
headquarters
yesterday and where the one of the expeditions of the nine- attack, and although quickly re20 standing
He placed
rain was blowing in.
vived had to be
down s'.nirs
'
by which
Peary determined to the detention helped
his arm on me and told me to stand ties
room.
the
of
Greenland.
insularity
Mrs. Kinkead, widow of th- - slain
bond issues were, declared carried back or I'd get wet." the attorney
man. also
stronger In the
and the three new commissioners quoted Mrs. Gustafson as saying.
MILITARY
GOVERNMENT afternoon. appeared
In the morning under
presented witn tjielr authority or
by Mr. rtellly she had left
office.
OF SANTO DOMINGO IS attack
the court room weening, hut she
City Manager James Gladding
efwhen Mr. Warbasse behanded in his designation to take
FLOATING BOND ISSUE returned
gan and sat there the rest of the
fect at once. "Hie resignation was
afternoon. For the first time durread to the commission and it was
(Hj The Amoriatrd Vtem.)
In deep
decided to place it on file for acWashington, April 5. The state ing the trial, she appeared
tion at. tne regular meeting next
wearing a heavy black
department announced tonight i mourning,
which
veil,
she
kept,
constantly
had been Informed that the miliWednesday.
Many protests were received retary government of Santo Domingo, pulled down over her face.
garding the paving of North Secacting on behalf of the Dominican
WINE Cf)I1SCATFD.
ond and it was decided to take no
I'epublic, was Issuing (5, 700, 000 In
ARE
Oakland. Calif. 'April B.
action until the next meeting,
twenty year 5", 4 per cent bonds,
hundred gallons of wine were
when the city engineer will prepayable at 101.
The loan was made necessary seized at a grocery store opposite
sent a tabulation of the frontage
the
technical
high school here affor and against the paving. The
primarily, it said, by the financial
(II? The Awinrlnted Pre.)
6. The work depression which has affected all ter a policeman disguised as a prep
question ofW6 whether the street
Washington,
April
and a school sophomore, carrying his
feet or 40 feet was of
should bo
the 100,000 odd rates considerable part countries
of It would be books, on a. stran. had bought s
discussed, as it was reported that in rewriting
bill
tariff
the
finally
to
meet
used
Fordncy
the
street
40
is made
feet wide,
government's de- gallon and s half, according to n
if the
it will destroy about 60 full grown was completed today by the senate ficit, resulting from a decrease in report on file at police quarters
shade trees. This question will finance committee
republicans. revenues during the past year.
also be decided at the next meet- Consideration of the technical adwas
ministrative features
begun
ing.
deorgo Ttosllngton. representing late in the day and Chairman
thai City Electric company protestis hopeful that the bill can
ed against the street car company be completed by Saturday.
The big question remaining bebeing required to pay for the pavfor distriThe supply of old clothing furnished by the
ing of North Second street be- fore the committee Is that of the
tween tlie street car tracks. Mr. valuation principle to be written bution among the needy, through the medium of Rabbi Molso
cominto the measure. The ad valorem
Ttosllngton stated that the
Uerginnn of tho Bureau of Charities, and dipt. Dirk (; nest of tlie
An amazing quantity of
pany could not afford to pay for rates, as now contnined in the- bill, Salvation Army, has been exhausted.
the improvement.
have been calculated on the- basis wearing nppnrel wns supplied In the drive, which was conducted
Upon motion of Commissioner of foreign valuation, but whether hy the Klk club. But It Is gone. Many nnfortunntc ieople wen;
Thomas Hughes it was decided to this would be approved finally remade mora comfortable during the winter by tills means.
conform witn tne usual custom and mained to be determined.
It Is believed that ninny who contributed garments then have
to grant a reduced water rate for
Some senators said the sugar
additional clothing or bedding which they could spnre. Manx did
y
400 square feet of garden for each schedula would bn reopened, proh-ablnot aid on tlint occasion.
tomorrow, but that aside from
Therefore the Klk club has agreed to supply the automobiles
property within the city limits
The new rate will' be effective this the rate question was closed.
to collect contributions of these articles on next Sunday afternoon
April 30 and will last until Septem- The committee recently agreed on at a o'cloek.
ber 20. The rate Is IB cents more the house bill sugar rate of 2 cents
We ask the public to be ready with their packages at that
than the' minimum.
s
full duty sugar and 1.6 cents Cuba honr. They will be placed on your
x
Just before 2 o'clock.
Last year the reduced rate only raw, but American beet and cane
Cars from the Elk Club will iniiku the various streets of the elty
lasted until August 20 and many sugar producers
are dissatisfied
and roHeet the parcels. They will not knock at your door. The
were
still
gardens
producing wHh these duties, clalmlne they
package must be In plain view.
We ngnln Join the Evening Herald In asking the people to
heavily when the reduction expired will not afford the protection necand the full rate went into effect, essary to maintain American inspare what they can. In order to aid those In distress. This is a
mnMna the gardens very expensive dustry in competition with that of very practical charity. Please
to operate.
Cuba.
n

Km-pre-

-

Changes Are Con-- !
templated to Bring the!

Some

Service Up to the Highest'1
Standard of Efficiency,
(lly The

ll. The

j

IN

AID

l'rH.)

Awi-inlt-

Washington, April t. Apprchcn- which have beset the minds
of the army of government pni-- !
Pluyes in Washington since Presi-- j
removal
lent Harding's over-nigof twenty-nin- e
bureau of engraving officials, were partially u'luyed
today by .Secretary Mellon, who circulated among the personnel of
the treasury department a memorandum saying that reports of impending wholesale dismissals In the
internal revenue bureau were without foundation.
Stories that heads are to fall
right and left in the
of the Internal revenue bureau. Mr.
Mellon said, did not emanate from
any official source. The secretary'b
statement, however, did not preclude the possibility that changes
may be expected in bureau and
other government departments as
the work of bringing government
service up to the highest standard
of efficiency
Such
continues.
changes are predicted by officials
Routine Vnsottlod.
Some of the rumors that were
emstarted among
government
ployes by the bureau of engraving
order have considerably unsettled
the routine or gome bureaus, according to officials, because they
have started many men and women
in the service Worrying about possible further action which might
affect them. Today's memorandum
by Secretary Mellon Is expected to
improve that situation.
Tr nan tirna 4nriin-i,ama- - 4Ka
memorandum was circulated that
the changes which are yet to be
made in the treasury personnel will
be accomplished gradually and that
no wholesale dismissals are to be
feared.
Mr. Mellon's memorandum to the
treasury employes said:
"My attention has been called to
the reports which have been appearing in the press predicting a
general reorganization of the bureau of internal revenue and the
removal of certain officers and
heads of divisions.
"These reports do not emanate
from any official source and are
absolutely without foundation. No
euch reorganization is now, nor has
been at any time contemplated. It
is my desire, however, that the efficiency of the bureau should be
maintained at the highest possible
standaid and with that end in view
I shall expect every employe of the
bureau to give the commissioner
and his duties their loyal support
and complete
Hill Sees Hardin.'.
Louis A. Hill, the new director of
bureau, conferred
the epgravlng
today with President Harding, but
declined to disclose any details of
the
his conversation on leaving
White House. He said however,
the
for
not
had
he
signed
yet
that
stock on hand and was awaiting the
results of the investigation now
conducted by the department of
injustice. This Investigation and
ventory, he added, would probably
take some weeks.
Discussing repor Jhat thrJind
(Crntlnued'on Page Two.)
Finn

be-in- g

IN

COMMISSION

'

HEAD

PEAR! MEMORIAL

ORDER

TO

BE UNVEILED

II

ST

WKUINCTIIN
nun ii u u

JURY

j

Ceremonies,

non-unio- n

fr

et

WEATHER

I
i

FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., April B. New
and Friday
Mexico: Thursday
partly cloudy south portion, unsettled north portion; cooler Friday.
Arizona:
Thursday, fair south,
snow north portion. Friday, fair,
snow
extreme
northeast porexcept
tion; somewhat warmer.
LOCAIj REPOI5T.

Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at t p. m yesterday,
recorded by the university:
66
Highest temperature

Lowest
Range
Mean . .,
Humidity at A a. m.
Humidity at 6 p. m.
Precipitation
Wind velocity
Direction of wind
Character of day

43
23

H

,

B8

12
0

60

Southwest
Clear

H.i

The

ANKitriiitftl

J'rn.H.1

Chicago. April f., Hope that the
will "clean
building
industry
house" without tlie necessity for
intervention was exgovernment
pressed in a message from President Harding read here tonight at
the annual banquet of the National
Lumber Manufacturers' association.!
President Harding expressed particular interest In plans looking to
cost
the restoration of normal
liases, the elimination of waste and
conditions which would promote
Iviilding through reasonable assurance that builders will not have
their investments impaired "by reaIn
son of further disorganization
lie also expressed
the industry."
a desire that the industry do away
with "practices which have been
disadvantageous to effective comwaste to our timber
petition and
resources. "

LIIOOD SWEEPS

LFOUND

MM

j
i

FRAUDULENTLY

S. MAILS

WARM

IYDRALITYRAGE

War-bass-

powl-io-

By a Majority of
the
Carried
and
712
the
On
Candidates
Other
Him
With
Ticket
Peoples'

Elected

"

'spici,. dispatch to momnina jouhnali
Baton, N. M., April 5. William
J. Linwood was elected mayor of
Raton at the city election by e
sweeping victory over the progres
she party, which held the reins of
government of the city for the past
twelve vears. Linwood had a ma- ioritv of 712 votes urid not only
carried his own ward by a majority
of 1SS but also his opponent's ward
un
hy the big majority of IS!),
wood ran on the people's ticket.
the
is
This
biggest
probably
ever registered by any parly
in the city. The peoples parts
mailed Its campaign about three
days berore the election and perfected such a whirlwind campaign
that the progressives were taken by
This was an effective
surorise.
piece of work and in the victory
the aggressiveness of the winen
voters of the citv must he taken
Into account. They got into the
campaign for a better and cleaner
that
iinton with an enthusiasm
Pn
envi-lc- l
an lirestible punch.
the
conditions
weather
der perfect
whirlwind" battle was carried on
Notwithstandthroughout tlie day.
ing the intensity of tlie purposeree,of
of
best
both sides the
personal
Ing prevailed and In no ward was
anv sort of disturbance manifested.
The following will make lip the
official roster of the city: William
,T.
Linwood mayor; .Mrs. Alfred .1.
Klfs. city clerk: Henry C. Jones,
alcity treasurer; Harry Brooks,
derman First ward: D. K. Poynter.
alderman Second ward; I'.ugene G.
Twitty, alderman Third ward; Felix
Baca, alderninn Fourth ward.

earth-shape-

i8.r,fi-in;-

o.

attl-dav-

ARE SWORN IN

Sidney Weil Made Temporary Chairman;
manent Organization Not Formed;
mer Garden Water Rate Becomes Effective
April 20 and Is Extended to September
Newly elected City Commissioners W T!. 'Walton, Sidney M. Weil
Tlngley took their
and Clvdo
beoath of office last night
McClel-la- n
.
fore Police Judge
poand assumed their official
rorrmiis-s'one- r
sitions on the board. As
to
unable
was
Clvdo Tlngley
remain through the session, due to
sickness, it was decided not to of
a permanent organization was
the board and Sidney M. Well with
chosen temporary chairman
power to net in the vnrinus capacities of chairman until the porrr.ti-neorganization is effected.
Tn closing the Immcdlnte work
of the old commission, which consisted mainly in making an official
canvass of the votes, the various

HARDING HOPES THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY
WILL "CLEAN HOUSE"

I

RESIGNS AS CITY
WAGER; HEW MEMBERS OF

GLADDING

Princess Margaret Boneumpagni.
Princess Margaret Boneompagni,
who was Miss Margaret Iiraper,
daughter of the late Sen. Draper,
has sailed from New York for a
winter cruise in th9 West Indies.
She i.i the wife of Prince Andre
Boncomparni of Ilaly and their
marriage has proved very happy.
They have known each other since
childhood, Sen. Draper being at
to
one time U. S. ambassador
Italy.

WOUNDED

PISTOL DUEL

fordIeyWiff
bill rates all

REWRITTEN

n

er

YOUR AID REQUESTED.

door-step-

AS TO

PLAIS

OF

u.s. is free to
shape

Atum-lnfc-

Prr.)

Washington, April 5. Cross examined
for three
continuously
hours by two democratic members
of the house merchant marine committee, as to operations
of the
shipping hoard and details of the
administration's plan to build up a
merchant marine Chairman Lasker
at today's session of the Joint congressional hearings on the uhlp subsidy hill, predicted
that If the
measure was enacted a privately
owned American merchant fleet of
7 r. ' ( fl 0 o tons
would be on the seas
"within a short
time." Such a
fleet, he said, would be sufficient to
half
of the foreign commerce
carry
of the I'nited States.
The session was devoted entirely
tn cross examination of the chairman by I'epresentntlves
Briggs.
Texas and Davis, Tennessee.
A statement
bv Mr Lasker that
water
rail and
transportation
should he more closely
brought forth a remark from
Chairman Jones of the senate commerce committee, that he thought
a "flexible organization" should be
created to bring about
between the Interstate Commerce
Commission
and the
shipping
board.
Appointment of a group of experts to represent both bodies, Mr.
Lasker explained, is embraced in
the merchant marine program now
pending before tho house and senate committees.
Cross examination of Mr. Ijisker
Is expected to continue tomorrow
Thus far. no questions have been
asked him by any of the senators
participating In the hearing, or by
any of the republicans on the house
committee.

its.d1

policies; says

Chairman Outlines Details!
of the Administration's
Scheme to Build Up a '
Merchant Marine in U. S,ln1

,

HEADS NOTTcTfALL
RIGHT AND LEFT, SAYS

LASKER OUiZZED

SHIPPING BOARD

Austria-Hungar-

ast0uphea1

EDITION

Dally hy Carrier or Mall, 85c a Month
Single. Copies 5o

(

PHILLIPS NAMED
AIDE TO HUGHES SOY,

KARL'S
HEARTJ.EMOVED; TO
BE SENTTO AUSTRIA

mellow allays
workers" fears

CITY

VICE PRESIDENT

-

,.

'5
to useiT ana its reopie,
Ooolidae Tells Michigan
V,uiy

n,

INai'on

Republicans,
MUCH ACCOMPLISHED
BY PRESENT CONGRESS

First Thought of the Administration "Has Been
of Our Own Country and
Qur Own Welfare,"
(By The AHim'lHtrd

I'lT.)

Mich..
Lansing,
April
highest duly of a naiiuu Is to Itself
and Its own people, mid before.
merican can minister to other na
tions there miirt he health and
prosperity at home. Vice President.
Coolidge declared tonii;hi in an address before n republican gather
ing. The first thought of the pres
ent admlnist ration, he added, "has
been of our own country, of our
own domestic welfare."
The refusal of the United States
to "diminish her sovereignty bv be
coming a part of the treaty of Versailles and the covenant of the
league of nations," left the nation
free to determine Its own relationship to other people and to manage its own internal policies, the
vice president declared, adding that
ttns nas been the great protiiem or
the present administration."
People MuH Be Strong.
There has never been
doubt
that this country must recognize
its necessary relationship to other
nations, he said, but "our own peo
Ihev can
ple must be strong befo
strengthen other peoples."
ihe White House has been open
ed to the people, and approach to
the
president has not been hindered.
CIVIC VIRTUE STATUE
Mr. Coolidge said. Communica
tion
congress and the pres
PRAISED, CONDEMNED identbetween
has likewise been open, frank
and Inclusive, he added, and there
(By The Anorlatcd Prew.)
been no coercion end no servilNew York, April 5. The statue has but a
of conity,
of civic virtue, sculptured :y Fred- - stitutional strict observance bred of
Independence,
nek MeMonnlcs for erection In mutual regard,
confiand
respect
City Hall park, was praised an.l dence.
condemned today in a second pub- "The truth is," the vice
lie hearing called by Mayor Hylar, continued, "the nation president
has been
and the board of estimates to learn participating In a great liberal
what (lie people think of it.
has been felt
movement Which
Most of those favoring the group around the world. It has had its
which depicts a muscular youth effect alike on our domestic Instispurning two sirens who would en tutions and on our foreign relations.
snare his feet along the path of There has been a disposition to rerighteousness, thought it would be nounce all sanctions of force and
a good idea to wait until the Statue rely on the freedom of reason. The
had boon, put in place and the president., h&iese.nie.d hlB pro
people had a chance to see it be grams to congress. Jte has given
fore a decision was made. But op his views when asked, but neither
ponents would have none of It, in an attempt to obtain legislation
now or later.
lor secure the ratification of treaties
Mary .1. Lee of the Home Rule has there Ueon any resort to presleague, who thought It would cor- sure. There has been a free governrupt the morals of little boys and ment. Jurisdiction over it has been
girls suggested that in its stead restored to the people."
Work of Congress.
there re erecteC a statue of the
If those who think the present
mayor himself, "who cleaned up
congress
lacking accomplishment
our civics."
The mayor made no secret of would cease their criticism long
his own feelings. He agreed with enough to examine the record. Mr.
Coolidge said, they would soon find
those opposed to the statue.
A
they had been misinformed.
firm foundation has been laid for
BANDITS ROll BANK.
ho
of
the
prosperity,
promotion
Los Angeles, Calif. April 6.
that economic
Bandits today entered
the First added, explaining
had heen advanced hy efhank of Arcadia, near freedom
National
removal
of
fective
rastralnts of
here, forced tho employes to He on trade, and that also there
had been
the floor, and escaped with from
'Continued on Page Two )
$2,500 to $4,000 in cash.

REPORT FAVORS ELIMINATING
WORD "OBEY" FROM MARRIAGE

VOWS OF EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Proposal Also Made That Bridegroom's
Pledge, "With All My Worldly Goods I
Thee Endow," Be Stricken Out; Many
Changes Recommended in Book of Common Prayer.

(BY TIIK ASSOC! ATFD PRKSS.)
New York, April 5 (by the Asso
provide for the singing of a hymn

elated Press). Recognition of the or anthem at this point.
Another proposed change would
changed status of women by strik- strike "obey"
from the sentence of
ing from the Episcopal marriage espousal.
ceremony the promise to obey, and
eliminating the compulsory giving
In marriage was proposed by the
FLOWERING. ANNUALS
commission on revision of the book
of common prayer, In a report made
FOR YOUR GARDEN
Do you know when each vapublic tonight.
riety should be planted?
equal rights with men
DAHGEROUSi in Oalnlng
Do you know all about taktheir marriage vows, however,
ing care of them?
the women would lose a special
Do you know which varieties
privilege now accorded them. For
should be transplanted ' to obthe proposal to change the ceretain best results?
OF
Do you know for which anmony slso provides for striking out
nual
flowering
plants
the bridegroom's pledge "with all
s
are helpand
my worldly goods I thee endow."
ful, even essential?
The commission's
PACES
report, pubThe Department, of Agricullished In the form of a
ture has Investigated this subhook and proposing more than 250
ject thoroughly, and embodied
alterations
and the inclusion of
its expert's knowledge In a
(By The Aumi'latfd I'ms.)
It Is
booklet on the subject.
Lisbon. April 6 (by Ihe Associated seven entirely new offices, or forms
worship, will be submitted to the profusely Illustrated and highly
Press.) The arrival of the Portu- of
useful for home gardeners.
guese aviators. Captain Coutinho triennial general convention of the
This is a free government pubnnd Sacadtira, at St. Vincent. Cape church at Portland, Ore., next
Our Washington Inlication.
the
was
Verde Island, this evening,
formation Bureau will secure a
Under the constitution of the
cause of great popular enthusiasm
church it cannot be adopted until
copv for any of our readers
in Lisbon.
It has been approved by two genwho fill out and maU the couthe
Tomorrow
will nroeeed to the Island cf Sa'i eral conventions but members of pon below. Enclose two cents
and
,Thiago (Santiago), one of theCape thecommisslon hope to see the tn stamps to pay postage,
be sure to write your name and
Verde group, and on the following changes finally ratified at the 1925
address clearly on the lines of
iriav. if weather conditions are satis- convention.
Six pages of the report are dethe coupon.
factory, will continue its flight to
the Island of Fernando, Noronha. voted to the proposed changes in
of
a
distance
coast
Brazil,
of
the marriage ceremony, the first
'off the
FREDERIC J. RASKIN.
nearly ,vi miles across the A- hint of the breadth cf the revision
Director
In the following:
tlantic.
appearing
most
stage
This is the
dangerous
"Make the promise of the man
The Albuquerque Journal Inand constitutes the third leg of th and of the woman Identical in
formation Bureau, Washing'
Journey. From Fernando Noronhais form :
ton. D. C:
the distance
" 'Wilt thou love him, comfort
to Pernnmbiicn
I enclose herewith two cents
about 878 miles.
him. honor and keep him in sickIn stamps for return postage
ness nnd In health: and forsaking
on a free copy of the booklet,
OFFICERS APPOINTED.
all others, keep thee only uhtn him
"Annual Flowering Plants."
Santa Fe. April 6. Five peace so long as ye both shall live,
officers to serve upon the premises
At present the woman promises
Name
of railroad properties have been to "obey" and ' serve.
The next change, eliminating the Street . . .
appointed bv Gov. M. c. Mecnem
under the act of 1921. These men, compulsory giving of a woman in
to serve without cost to the state, marriage, would make it possible
City
are: W. C. Wlegel, L. B. Miller. F. for the clergyman to omit
K. McCuaig. J.
B. Kelly, L. D,
"Who giveth this woman to he State
iWaltcrs.
married to this man?" and would
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DEATH SATURDAY
Charge of Murder
slaughter May
Against Jean P.
lahoma City Oil

FREE TO SHAPE
ITS OWN POLICIES,'
SAYS VICE PRESIDENT

U. S. IS

ISTRIKE If HARD

FATTY ARBUGKLE

TELLS JURY HIS

COAL FIELD MAY

STORY AT TRIAL!

TERMINATESOON

or Man

Act of Mercy, Not of Evil Lewis Will Attempt to Hurry
Be Filed
ll LCI L. uui
Negotiations for Settle looming year
iniu mo
he added,
Day, Ok- Present Difficulty, Movie
ment; Awaits Outcome of hasThishadaccomplishment,
a remarkable beneficial
Man.
effect, has made possible the pass
Clown Says.
House Invitation.
of the revenue

(Bv The Assnclnfffl Press.)
OMahom City, Okla.. April 5.

(Ity The AhmmIuIi'iI

l're.)
0.
An

RECORD

Rrivan. Armenia,
April 6.
Efforts of the soviet government to
with
the
here and
famine
cope
their special efforts to save the
children have been ol no avail.
Starving mothers, maddened by
the sight of their dying children,
desert them In the hopo that some
of the American workers will pick
them up and feed them. The children meep In mud to keep themselves warm.
With tho spread of typhus the
adult population is slowly becoming extinct.

(fly The AbsocIuIoiI Preen.)

bill, which for
age
the first year It is in operation, he
explained, will reduce taxation by
an estimated
amount of abou
Tho costs of trana
$S00, 000,000.
porlation already had been greatly
reduced and are being further Investigated for a general readjust
ment, and he asserted further "tho
prosperity of the nation, the management of the business of the na- Minn, has been restored to tho peo- -

(Br The Associated Trent.)

A

FOR BUTTER FAT

I

I

1

SOVIET EFFORTS TO
COPE WITH FAMINE IN
ARMENIA OF NO AVAIL

MI1ESL ITA
SETS

(Continued from Page One.)
no officious meddling of the gov
ernment in private ousiness.
Expend!! iircg Reduced.
Economies have made It possible,
ho said, to reduce government expenditures from an actual outlay
to an' estimated outlay
v

Duluth, April 5. Jean l)u Luth
Coronet has made more butter fat
than any other Guernsey cow in
tho world during the last year, according to availablo records, and
has In the same time produced
two hopeful in Oolden Coronation
King and Moonlight's Coronet.
Coronet's butter fat amounted to
953 poundB from a total of 20.02d1
pounds of milk in 12 full months
those days
milking, subtracting:
devoted to calfing. Sho was milked under specifications of class AA.
Jean Du Luth Coronet was bred
and Is owned by John O. Williams
and George 1'. Grout of Jean Du
Luth farms. 12 miles southeast of
Duluth, but has made her record
in the hands of the RarnumOuern- sey Breeders' association, Barnum,
Minn., also near Duluth.
She Is
the first cow in the association's
to
show
chamworld
possession
pionship production, and she will
he sent to the Na.ional Guernsey
breeders' sale as representative of
northern Minnesota's 'milch cows.
Coincident with the announce
ment of Jean Du Luth Coronet's,
record comes a statement from
the Barnum Guernsey Breeders'
association that it Is negotiating
for an interest in the bull May
Rose Moonlight, near kin of Jean
Du Luth Coronet.
Jean Du Luth Guernseys have
for years been principal winners
at stock shows in the American
northwest, and have taken honors
abroad in competition with world
famed cattle.

act
Now
San 1'rancUeo, April
York, April 6. John h.
additional evidence not now of mercy and not of evil intent to- - Lewie, president
of the t'nlted
deis
in the hands of authorities
ward Jlips Virginia Rappe, was the Mine Workers, established tempo-- 1
veloped before the coroner's InC
Roscoo
which
precipitated
rary strike headquarters In Now
quiry Saturday, County Attorney thing
(Fatty) Arhucklo into the maze d York today to, await the outcome
Huehes said today his only ro- - dlUiculties
leading uuZ munslaugn
eourse would be to file a chnruo c,
of the house labor committee's In- n s a re si
of murder or manslaughter fiRainst of Miss
vitation to bituminous coal
testified
he
death,
ituppe's
Jean P. Day, prominent local at today in his third trial on the tors to Join the miners In aopera
wage
torncy and oil man, held under charge.
Ple- conference at Washington, D. C.
bond for slaying I.ieut. Col. I'aul
Miss Rappu 111 on the
found
"I,
I; riemlly t
While awaiting further ndvlc3
Wnrfl Beck, assistant commandant floor of my bath," ho said, In deWhat had failed of accomplish
at Post Field, Oklahoma aviation scribing incidents of the Hotel St. from Congressman Nolan, chair- ment
at Paris had been done In
Htation, when the officer was said Francis party in which, according man of the house committee, Mr. Washington, Mr. Coolldge declared,
to have been making improper ad to prosecution allegations, he futal-l- y Lewis announced he would attempt adding that "our necessary relato hasten negotiations for settle- varices toward Mrs. Pay In her
attacked her. "I asked her if
tionship to other nations has been
home here early yesterday.
not as one of antagonism
could help her and carried her to
LZltthe , ihr" l'
operators revealed,.
The county attorney made that a bed. Later I told the other guestB
of friendly
but
on wage contract
nnnounce'mont when he learned of the party that she was ill. Still
thrnuRh Pay's attorney that neith- later I called a physician to attend negotiations, in session here.
er Pay nor his wife would testify her."
Referring to reports from Wash- MELLON ALLAYS WORK-ER- S'
ington that operators of Ohio and
at the coroner's Investigation.
On Stand Three Honrs.
FEARS OF UPHEAVArbuikle's testimony occupied Indiana already had sent teleOnly Known Witnesses.
So far they are the only known three hours, the cross examination grams to Mr. Nolan declining to
IN ULJS. BUREAUS
AL
s
wHnea"es to the killing and county consuming
of that time. meet with the miners, Mr. Lewis
said:
Dut
now
detectives are
seeking to learn He smiled as he took the stand,
"I have not received any official
(Continued from rage One)
If there were any other persons appeared bored at some points In notification
that the operators represent at the time Peck met his the cross examination.
fused
can
been
the
Invitation.
I
duplication In the numbering
only
but
The court room was crowded
death.
The county attorney Raid
reaffirm our willingness to nego- of Liberty bonds, high officials delie expected developments on this tho throngs wore thinner and less tiate
them
with
at
time."
clared there had been a few dupli
any
enthusiastic to hear than those
ansrle tomorrow.
Officers Well I'leusMtl.
cations tound among the two hun
which greeted his appearance as a
Pay has admitted that he struck witness
Mr. Lewis appeared well pleased ared million numbers, due to lapses
on the occasion of the first
Beck the. blow which cuiiRed hid
conthe
with
attitude taken by the
in the mechanical numbering de
death, claiming, however, that the hearing of the case.'
He explained that he came tn Pressmen toward his presentation vices, but that no loss had beer ocexplosion of a pistol with which
the
of
miners'
a
and
case,
expressed
casioned
the government as the
the
before
two
days
he struck tho officer on the head, San Francisco
'heller that the werkers had estab- bonds were not checked by number FORMER
fatal party ' purely for pleasure.
was accidental.
PHYSICIAN IS
at
lished
of
their
purpose
1 had a new car to
sincerity
hut by individual pieces, and where
try," lie saia.
Authorities are endeavoring to
hearing In Washington.
had been Issued payCONVICTED
Later 1 was going to the golf tour the"Our
BY JURY
duplicates
ascertain whether the discharge of nament
position remains unassailments had been made for them.
at Helmonte."
the weapon was a contriubtlng
Mellon also conferred
wltr able," he said.
He denied acquaintance
Secretary
cause to the fatnlity.
Los Angeles, Calif., April 5.
"There also seems to be a sympa with tho president late today but
several guests at the party but Miss
Admits Striking Officer.
Studer, formerly a physihe said, lie had known tor thetic response on the part of the- declined to discuss the subject of Joseph
of Peoria. 111., tried for the
cian
Day said In a statement that he Rappe,
our
to
to
efforts
settle
peaceHe also denied ac public
the conference.
murder
returned to his home and found five years. with
of his mother. Mrs. Elizaope-- j
our
tho
with
controversy
ably
Jesse Norgaard,
quaintance
Lieutenant Colonel attempting to who
beth Studer. at their home here
testified that while he was a ralors."
COAL
last
assault his wife, and that he struck watchman
OF
He vigorously denied reports that SUSPENSION
September, was convicted of
at a Culver City, Calif,, unless
the officer when the latter made motion picture
the bituminous
atmanslaughter by a Jury In the Los
operator.)
Arbuckle
studio,
FORECAST
PRODUCTION
a. motion as to attempt to hit him
Angeles superior court here late
to bribe him with a "fist- agreed to a conference, the union
nfter he had ordered Beck from tempted
from th
withdraw
today. The Jury deliberated six
ful
greenbacks" for the key to men would
Afiinclnled
The
Tress.)
the house. Mrs. Pay has corrob- MissofHappe's
uu
and
(Rr
hours. Sentence will,
unci
room at the studio. cuiieries
engineers, uieinen
orated certnin details of her husbe Imposed Friday.
Indianapolis, Ind., April B.
pumpmen detailed to protect propIncidents of Party.
band's statement, but neither lias
Studer was accused of shaking
Complete suspensionn .of coal proAt the behest of his counsel, Ar- erty while the strike is on.
100 I'er Cent Effective.
duction in the
Winding his mother whllo he was angry and
explained why they will refuse to buckle detailed the incidents of the
before
bituminIn
The
West
both
of
the
field
strike,
then
Virginia
(lulf
testify before the coroner's jury.
pushing her down a short
saying he had no knowledge
and anthracite fields Is effect- Sunday was predicted in a state- flight of steps, Inflicting Injuries
"There
are numerous points party,
that Miss Rappe was in his room ous
ive
100
which don't Jibe," County Attorney when he entered to dress lor an
per cent, Mr. Lewis said ment here tonight by Lawrence which caused her death.
He contended she was taken sud-- !
Hughes said, "and if Day Is not other engagement.
He acknow- - Although reports were too incom- - Dwycr of Buckley. W. Va., a memexonerated of all blame In the ledged the presence of llquor In P'ete to Indicate to what extent the ber of the excutive board of the denly with a fainting spell, clutchn
matter at the coroner's Inquiry, a ttenerous Quantities and his appear iuii.cm'u
miners na.i Cnited Mine Workers of America. ed at him fcr support and fell down
murder chargo will be competent." ance In pajamas and lounging robe. Joined the walkout, he asserted In the New Uiver field, ne asserted the steps before he could prevent It
A military
court of Inquiry,
being ex- only fifty men a're at work. Mr.
The only threat, vocal or other- "the strike Is rapidly
This was his
trial. In the
n
which Is to come here from Fort wise, at the party was uttered by tended Into
territory.' Dwycr said the miners In Wing first the Jury stood eleven to one
Miners
Bam-hinto
a
the sub- nulf number 10. ''00 and those In for conviction.
Sill to look into the case had not himself when he told Mrs.
delegates
convened late today.
Maude Delmont to "shut up or committee on wage scale
th" New River f eld about 11.000.
continued to present
I will throw you out of the winMr. Dwyer Is ere for a conferIn
support of their claims for ence tomorrow
William
AGItFK TO WAGE CITS.
with
dow," he said, ridding that it was adata
conefcent
increase
for
per
twenty
i r
of the
Creen. seeretnry-treasu- i
Chicago, April 6. Wage cuts mnde because she opposed his
a minimum wage of United Mine
men
tract
and
Mis'
aid
the
to
10
forts
of
Workers
suffering
America,
per cent for men's
averaging
sr.. 20 a
workfor
time
a
hotel
Btralght
He
told
day
of
towere
the
-'
assisting
workers
for
to
Rappe.
pushing
clothing
regarding plans
agreed
ers.
union's suspension of work among
day in a three-yea- r
agreement to attache to carry Miss Rappe Into
reIssued.
room
she
could
where
Communique
become effective May 1. The new another
workers.
the
Tn a
better attention.
communique issued at the
agreement affects only Chicago ceive
Arbuckle said that although he ciose or me nay s session, .in me
.i i.r--l n rnilMTV fIDI IO
A minimum
factories.
clothing
g
uncon.-ciot- i
f VVtLU LUUIMIT UlnL lo
' wage of $35 a week Is set.
Gorman,
secretary
Wages knew Miss Rappe to be
for cutters will range from ?3 to he went to the hotel ballroom after the subcommittee, said:
SPELLING CHAMPION
"The miners submitted an exthe party and danced until after
?47 a week.
ty)in&MJi'idk$ia. For Infants
hibit entitled 'The justification for
midnight.
(B. The AMnrlntrA TrM.)
an increase In the wage rates of
Argument Over FvUlenee.
CHARTER AMENDED.
6.
MarColo..
; Invalids
Denver,
April
on
the
miners."
contract
Arbuckle's
appearance
5.
Santa Fe, April
The Big 4
The exhibit emflraced figures of garet flatfibell, 13 year old eighth
COOKING
NO
Consolidated Oil company, incorpo- - witness stand was follow.ed by an
grade pupil from Weld county,
rated, of Lns Cruees, has amended argument over the admlssibillav of life and accident Insurance com- won
"Food Drink" lot All Ages,
the stnte grade sehnnl spelling
Its charter to reduce the capital the evidence of Mrs. Virginia panics on the hazard of the anth
dehere
by
today
championship
uick
Lunch at Home Office.ana
to
to
Francis
Attached
Dr.
the
racite
miners.
secretary
Breig,
stock from $1,500,000 to $200,000.
feating Joyce Story, 12, of Rio Fountains. Ah oi HORUCtCS.
H. B. McDowell Is president. Etolle Wakefield, at whose sanitarium exhibit was a comparative state- Blanco
county.
In
9.
ment
steam
of
accidents
railway
Snyder secretary and Thomas F. Miss Ttappe died September
In the state oratorical contest.
Mrs. Tireig testified
that she the I'nlted States and coal mining Russell
limitations & Substitutes
Cooney statutory agent.
Smith of Huerfano counwent to Miss Knppe's room at the accidents in Pennsylvania."
Verdid
won
honors.
first
ty,
sanitarium the morning of the day
Mortality Kntc.
of Ouray, finished secrIip died to present (he patient with
Philip Murray, vice president of Hotchkiss,
of WJfWMrBlliWI!!!1
bill. She said that Miss Rappe the L'nited Mino Workers, who ond and Virginia Marstetter
looked at the bill and said that she headed the miners' section of the Sterling. Logan county, third.
offered figures to
really should not pay it as "he was
show that the mortality rate among
responsible for my being here."
"You can pay the bill after you the men was 81 per cent higher
Wind Shield Glass-LumbYou
won't than In the other norm'al basin Inleave the hospital.
CO.
j O. RAII1K1IX1E ll'MIIKR
secredustries of the country. In 1321.
431 South t int Street.
leave for a week or so," the
I'honc toi.
killed
641
men
were
there
he
said,
tary said she told Miss Rappe. to
and 28,000 injured to such an ex"I wish I knew I was going
L
live that long," was Miss Rappe's tent that Pennsylvania paid them
This was based
reply, according to Mrs. Brelg, "but compensations.
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
I'm going to die." Then Mrs, Brelg upon figures of the Pennsylvania
testified Miss Rappe accused Ar- state department of mires.
find UVIfiVm.
Itiitlfrmnlt'r
Tfl. tDU-Insurance companies refuse to; 21C9 Hon lb Hecnml St.
buckle of attacking her. She said
more
that the girl told her: "He grasped protect an ordinary miner for
me by the arms and threw me on than 1250 in case of death, Mr.
the bed and threw his weight on Murray asserted, and the premium!
me. After that I knew nothing."
says Ceo. Rogers, 42$
rates, because of the hazard, are
Her testimony was the first based upon an age sixteen years
California Ave., Chica,
C.
which told of a direct attack on above that of the person insured,
go, well known dining
Demand ljglit-hou- r
Day.
Miss Rappe.
IN OCULAB
SPECIALIST
The miners today also offered
car steward on the
Defense counsel, following Mrs.
REFRACTION
appearance on the stand. testimony In support of their deGrand Trunk System. Rreie's
107 S. Fourth.
rhone I0S7.W
day for ali
moved that her evidence he strick- mand for an eight-hou- r
Exhaustion after work,
,
It was
workers.
en from tho record on the ground underground
con'
We
that no proper foundation had been claimed that under previous
loss of appetite,
laid for its introduction.
tracts, specifying eight hours from
-- J...,-L
miner
the
to
t!
"bank
actually
bank,"
' v.us0.f. t,vc, i uuuneu anai
MIXFR. FATALLY STABHED.
spent ten hours underground, as It The
tack of energy are nature's
took him two hours each day to
Kdmonton, Alberta, April 5.
fawas
get to and from the bottom of the
George Mattlch, a miner,
warnings. Check these sympan
stabbed
and point of occupation.
shaft
argument
tally
during
toms today by getting a bot- over
the coal strike,, nt Mountain
la a highly paid, confidential
The position affords untle of Tanlac. At all good Park, Alberta, last night, accord- UPHOLDS MISTLETOE
usual opportunl.lee fur advancement.
to
to
tho provincial
reports
ing
Our course of Intensive
druggists.
In
SYSTEM
here
YARDS
STOCK
police
today.
secretarial duties, tactful training
.

TTnleRa

1

,

two-third-

j

one-ha-

April 6, 1922

STAY IS GRANTED.
5,
Washington,
April
Siang
Sung Wan, the Chinese student
convicted of murder of Ben Sen
Wcl and sentenced to be hanged
here Friday, was granted a stay of
execution until June 2.

To

Buy-Offe-

satin combinations
origto sell around
$45.00. Specially offered for a
lew days at

inally intended

$32.50

Canton Crep; Crepe Romaine and
Georgette
The qualities and prices on frocks or gowns in this
group are really
worth every one's serious consideration.
The shades are the most
popular for the season and many novelty and distinctive styles are
noted. Very special at

$15.00 to $49.50

LOVELY NEW SUITS '
THAT OFFEH UNUSUAL VALUES AT $25
me
r
suns
nvn

c

ij

Kinu oi
.
ctn
t,
mat you win nci in
carefully
chosen exclusive showlnf? of all that Is really now and doiirable.
Included are new
'ailored
n'n""l',h
suits
in
and Tweed. Suits at this
JJUT! nt this store and the valuesJersey
offend a uiumaU Ali rcgu.ar "i,cs.P

.

HOME CRAFT WEEK

L

If you've ever bought Home Craft Curtains and Laces,
you do not
need to be reminded of their superiority.
Beautiful, sheer curtains, exquisite effects yet remarkably durable and practical for any use casement curtains,
window curtains, bedspreads, pillows, scarfs.

--

't Tire Me At

some

AFTERNOON FROCKS AND GOWNS

n

Doesn
All c;

This group contains some very
high type frocks of poriet twill,
trelaine, very fine tricotine and

$15.00

1

er

in These Specials

red

at

negotln-tions-todrt-

Gained 20
Pounds and My Run

may & Mosking, v ropnetors.

CLOTH DRESSES AT REMARKABLY LOW PRICES

non-unio-

I Have

Telephone 627.

These are very smart looking
cloth frocks, mostly in dark colors. They show every degree of
refinement one would expect in
frocks at much higher prices.
Specially priced for a few days

non-unio-

i

Today is the time to study and prepare so that tomorrpw
MAY NOT be the time to regret. Ask any of your ac
quaintances who are well along in life if they have not
often wished for a business education.
Enroll for a course in our DAY OR NIGHT SCHOOL.

Headquarters
Xor
Gordon nose

f

lAroid

the Time to Get Ready

Extraordinary Inducements

lf

it

flow Is

The Growing
Store.
I'honc 283

non-unio-

'"

n USINESS

OLLEGE
r
J SIrttfp IT OURSES

JLBUQUERQUE1

4n i .ways

Quaker Craft Curtains

Quaker Craft, Filet Net Curtains. Hi
Inch hem and lace edpe; pair. . . ,$3.5i)
Quaker Craft Filet Not Curtains, laco
motif Insert In corner and laco edire;
Pair
S7.r()
Quaker Craft Kllet Net Curtains very
fine quality, comes In cream and white;
beautiful border pattern and linen lace
edge; pair
$n.5(

Quaker Craft Nets
S3

Inch Quaker Craft Curtain

yarl

Nets at.

,..43c

Inch Quaker Craft Curtain Nets at.
vjrd
75p
3d to 45 inch
Quaker Craft Curtain Nets
at yard
nn
gj
44 Inch Quaker Craft Lace nt
yd'.'srso
3fi

T

TA1MI

AP

BROS.

j

Furniture

H. CARNES

At Sacrifice Prices

Are Exclusive

--

Jlf

Agents for the Famous

Private

SECRETARY

Seeley Mattress

lournsl want ads oet results

has Increased during the last few
years, F, W. Waddell, of Chicago,
vice president of the Fowler Pack
ing company and an onlclal ot Armour and company, who owns the
Fowler company, testified at the
hearing the department of agriculture Is conducting here.
Mr. Waddell said that Armour
and company did "not encourage
direct buying as a general policy,"
but asserted, that a system of direct
buying such as that In vogue at
the Mistletoe Stock Yards of the
Fowler company here, was necessary at Kansas City because of an
Inadequate supply of hogs on the
publio market to satisfy packer requirements.
Waddell said he knew of fifty or
sixty Independent packing plants In
the country which bought hogs ai
they are purchased at the Mistletoe
yards, and that prohibiting such
practice would do more to remove
stabilization of prices than anything
mat count be none.

A Problem
end,

mW

LucasealFloorVarnish
oIvm tha prablam fTertivtlr. It fives
a finuh of oeaufiful luilr and Aon not

No surface of the home U given
harder usage than the floor.
And it is a big problem in th
mind of every housewife to keep
thrtn In an attractive condition,

(By The Associated I'rem.)
Kansas City, Mo., April G. Di
rect buying of livestock by packers

ahow heel marks nor mar aaady. It m
lough and elaitic and doea not turn
arhita under contact with hot or cold
water. Can not ba aurpasaed aa a preserver and renewer of the surface of
oil cloth and linoleum,
Thia is one of the line of Lmcmtral far.
ukei- -a varouh for each purpoea.

IF.LKGATF.S A PPOINTI vD.
Santa Fe, April 6. Three additional delegates have been anointed
by CVv. M. C. Mechem to represent
New Mexico at the tenth annual
convention of tho United
States
Good Roads association, which will
be held at rhoenlx from April 24
to 29, Inclusive. The delegates are
Wlllard E. Holt of T,ordsburc. T)r.
T. V. Martin and Earl W. Love- ridgo of Taos.

VQWt DISREGARD

Varnishes

a

Stains Enamels

State Distributors

I&AABB
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"
First and Copper.

Phone 305

A COLD
Foley's Honey and Tar will check
cold if taken In time, and will

also stop a cough of long standi-)- ".
ii promptly gives rol ef. soothes
and heals. Mrs, Geneva Robinson.
88 N.
Swan St. Albanv. N. v..
writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar is
the best cough medicine I ever
used. Two bottles broke a most
stubborn
It
lingering
cough."
loosens phlegm and mucujj, eases
hoarseness, stops tickling throat,
helps "flu" nnd grin coughs. Sold
everywhere.

correspond,
ence, stenog. tphy,
etc., assures you of an accounts,
excellent position
our
through
placement bureau on
graduation. Individual Instruction our
specialty.

Western School for

Private Secretaries

Eighth Street and Tl.'iras Avenue.
Telephone UOI-- J.

The peer of all Mattresses. Carded felt
cotton,

non-tufte-

layers.

LUMBER
GLASS

PAINT
PLASTER

CEMENT

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North

The Finest Mattress
Ever Made.

COAL
FANCY

EGG

.,

.$10.50

GALLUP LUMP

.$11.00

OMERA

.$11.50

LUMP.

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L.

RejuUr Price.

s

S.I. Pri

j

$15.50

$10.50

Our stock' is complete,
From $7.50 Up.

$18.00

$11.50

$26.00

$17.50

A few Ostermoor

$35.00

$21.00

$35.00

s

at

IN ALL SIZES AND FINISHES.

$25.00
Were $35.00 Regular.

liliOME FURNISHERS

STRONG BLOCK
Copper

at Second St.

LIVINGSTON & CO

1J

-

213-21-

JOE MILLER, Pres.

du

$8.95

Close-out-

Just received Several Cars
of

is

lllfeek

$12.50

Now

First Street

IT MIGHT BE

REDUCED, WE ARE GOING TO SELL 200 BEDS AT
THE SACRIFICE PRICES LISTED BELOW:

For

in

d

OUR STOCK IS TOO LARGE AND THAT

5

West Gold.

Albuquerque, II. M.

j

FORMATION OF RECLAMATION
ASSOCIATION

MORNING JOURNAL

ALBUOUF.ROUF

April 6, 1922.

MIDDLE

IB

RIO

GRANDE VALLEY RECOMMENDED

BALLET MAY
GLADDING WILL
FIND A NEW
HOME IN U. S. START ENGINEER

Theaters Today

I

in that institution,
has just reILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
ceived word of his appointment
APPOINTS U. N. M. MAN
to the same position at the UniAS MATH ASSISTANT versity of Illinois.

'IV Theater Repeating today
for tho last time, "Tho Great ImFrank Chappell Ogg, a senior
personation." played by an
ut tho state university and an ascast, headed by James
also relating the Burton sistant Instructor of mathemat s
Holmes "Travelogue" and "Current Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater For tho last
time today, the great Charles Ray
is being repeated in the play "R.
S. V. I'.;" also
repeating the
"Tea
for
laughable
comedy,
Two." Willie Whitmoro. the exwill
pert vaudeville entertainer,
appear also today for tho last
time at the Lyric theater.
i
Pastime
The popular
funny man, Harold Lloyd, is at
the Pastime today as the star In
"A Sailor Made Man;" alfo showing the "Law of the Woods,"
1'athe Reviews and some inter
esting screen anap shots.
.

all-st-

Kirk-woo-

cm

BY FREDERIC J. 1IASKIN.
III
Washington,
April 5. Is the
American ballet to be the next development In the art of the dance?
Paul Tchernikoff, former dancer
with Pavlowa and now ballet mas- New Firm Is Employed As
ter of the Washington Opera comConsulting Engineers for
pany, says that tho most promising
progress in the art of ballet is beCity
ing made In this country.
and
Russia
have
Program.
France,
Italy,
'
"That in order to raise funds had their turns" at being the center
Organization of a Rio Grande
NT.
Valley association for the purpose with which to carry on the work of of the dancing stagjj, Mr. Tchennl-kof- f
James
Gladding, for two years
of securing better river protection tne association a memnersnip lee
points ou. it was In France city mannger of Albuquerque, preand the reclamation of the waterl- of $10 a year bo collected.
the ballet was fixed into lt9 sented hie resignation to tho city
office be that
"That a permanent
ogged lands of tho middle P.io
conventional form almost four cen- commission lost night and will open
Grande valley was recommended opened and maintained at Albu- turies ago when Louis XIV was nn engineering office
in Albuquerto the joint committee of the va- querque and at such other places in patron of tho dance. For some que. He will have his brother.
rious civic clubs at a meeting of the valley as may bo from time to years this
king and the more sup- Raymond r. Gladding, associated
persons interested in the reclama- time decided upon by the board.
ple members of his court took part with him. The firm, name will be
"That the management of the as- In
tion project last night at the
elaborate
ballets presented at Gladding & Gladding.
sociation be in the hands of a beard
Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Gladding is a mechanical
Versailles, and finally this dancing
The members of the real estate of directors, the board to be select- monarch
established a royal acad- engineer with a degree from the
in
board, at a meeting two weeks ago, ed from each county represented
Massachusetts
Institute of Techofficers emy of the dance to promote his
unanimously decided that every the association, that thesecretary,
favorite art.
nology In 195. lie came to Albumember of the board would be- uhall be a president,
0
and served as city
Dancers still describe their steps querque in
come a member of tho reclamation treasurer and vice president from
from that time until 1014. The Relief from Pain, DUcomfort
by the terms fixed upon about this engineer
association when it should bo or- each county.
ho
when
resigned to become ciy
"That the officers of the associa- time. Given a list of such terms
and Distreis Has Made Pyramid
ganized.
to Becure as gllse', assemble',
rondo de engineer of El Paso, Tex. Serving
once
at
shall
tion
proceed
at
Pile Suppositories Famous
C.
announced
Reld
W.
Captain
Paso
as
El
from
in
engineer
balcity
facts
available
all
data,
Jumbe, arabesque, reverence,
compile
the meeting last night that L. J. and
1914 to 11116, Mr. Gladding entered
or
are
In
Perhaps
you are struggling with
different
countries
necessary
that
r.nd
let
dancers
figures
Burkholder, an engineer of the
United Slates army and be- the pain and distress of Itching
requested by the state or federal would build practically tho same tho
reclamation
service, authorities.
government
was
of
came
lie
piles or nem
bleeding,
protruding
engineers,
captain
dance.
will arrive next Monday to
Dramas done in pantomimo and tn the war from 1916 to 1918. hav"That this information be furwith the committee on rec- nished
and
home
from time to time to the dance, performed according to the ing seen service at
Mr. Burkholder has
lamation.
association and to French standard of what should abroad.
Iteen stationed In the KJephant members of the
In 1920 Mr. Gladding became city
the
press.
be good and bad form in. ballet,
KL,
Si. "
Butte district, and is familiar with
V,
has already gained
"Your committee
manager of the city of AlbuquerEuthroughout
popularity
reclamation
work of the kind consulted
various organlzationsand rope, and it was not until a few que. His brother. Raymond, who
which will be necessary here.
individuals and. has met with pro- decades ago that the art was very will be the junior member of the
The report filed with the Cham- mts of
new engineering firm. Is a sanitary
hearty support and
much changed.
ber of Commerce follows:
studies nt
and your committee believes
This time Kussla was tho Inno- engineer. He made his.Mexico
on
"To tho Joint committee
to
now
hand
and
at
of New
is
time
tho
the
that
University
took
the
vator.
dancers
Russian
reclamation from the Rotary and push for the development and reof the at Boston Tech. Ho is at present
technlquo
Kiwanis clubs, tho Ral Estate clamation of the middle Rio Grande conventional
French ballet for a basis and be- engaged in sanitary engineering
board, and the Chamber of
valley, and that with both the state gan to do radical and beautiful work in Wilson. N. C.
authorities and the federal govern- things.
"My brother and I havo been
They went out of the Rus"Your committee recommends ment readv. willing, and anxious
to open an engineering ofplanning
their
astonished
schools
and
sian
that an association bo formed to be to
results
in this work
audiences with a great variety in fice in Albuquerque for some time,'
called the Rio Grande Valley asso- - will be securer.
nrrhoids. If so, ask any druggist
was supposed to be a restrict- Mr. Gladding sa(d last night. In"Wo
ciation for the purpose of joining
"Your committee strongly urges what
El for a fill cent box of Pyramid Pile
a branch office
may
open
of
tho
form
dance.
ed
inand
one
lost
be
in
Suppositories. Take no substitute
nd advises that no time
organization all who are
Tho Russian influence has been Paso after we becomeamestablished
Relief should come so quickly you
terested in securing better river1 that nothing foe left undone to com
confident
I
in
this
forwill wonder why anyone should conterritory.
we
nlmost
havo
so
strong that
protection and the reclamation of mence this work and to nring mm
in tho southfield
is
J
there
tinue to suffer the pain of such a
that
skirt
a
tarlotan
that
billowy
gotten
d
tho
lands of tho mid- great 'undertaking to a success
the
of
advice
west
for
distressing condition. For a free
engineering
was once the stock costume of a
dle Rio Grande valley.
our
trial package, send name and adIn
available
will
be
that
kind
a
of
kind
Almost
ballerina.
JV1.
any
d
"1'I.AItK
l.Anui
dress to Pyramid Drug Co., tilt
"This association to
bad
has
brother
office.
My
dance
riental,
Greek,
Indian,
"SIDNEY M. WRIT.
Bldg,, Marshall, Mich.
with the federal government, the
In engineering work in nn
Is
for
material
DONNELL."
Gypsy,
pastorale
S.
"F.
Rio Grande commission, the V. S.
entirely different field and a branch
tho modern ballet dancer.
Indian bureau, tne state engineer,
ballet arc of the profession that is rapiuiy
of
tho
Tho
traditions
and
state
the
agricultural college,
not lost, however. There is a dif- coming Into favor."
ACQUITTED
any others who are or who may PEARGE
Following the resignation of Mr.
for example, between tho
become interested in collecting and
KILLING CATTLE ference,
as city manager, anOF
She Gladding
a
of
ballerina.
dance
Greek
compiling information as to presbuilds here interpretation on a nouncement was made last night
ent conditions of land in the valley
John
foundation of tec'm'que positions by School Superintendent
Francis Pearce, charged with
and to assist in preparing such rewas of feet and hands which have been Milne that the firm of Gladding &
cattle,
killing
conns
ports as are required to be sub- unlawfullv
secured
been
had
when found
beautiful. The rhythmic Glnddlng
mitted 'to the federal government freed on a directed verdict
for
founsulting architects and engineers pro-eIn order to secure federal aid for his case was heard In district or nature dancer rrn's such a
the freedom tho new eltv school building emriver control ai:d the reclamation court yesterday afternoon. shoot- dation hamperingHerto work
The
project
for this vear.
is less
of the, dance.
Pearce was charged with
new
of the valley lands.
to a restrained, but ballet devotees bold braces the erection ofin three
to co- ing several cows belonging
the high"The association
also
two
school
buildings,
to
be
less
is
it
artistic,
that
in
provsucceeded
apt
but
owners
of the neighbor,
one near Washington
operate with the land
trespass- since the dancer's cmot'ons and lands and
carried out at a
valley in effecting organizations of ing that they had been
tho time, ecstasy may not always lead her park, ofand will be
5oolhinq and Hclinq
$425,000.
property owners as required under ing on his grounds at him
cost
approximately
mo
to
the
take
conposes
pleasing
the terms of the M Nary bill, which and had been causing
Tho Ballet Kiisslnnietl.
Dorit neglect that itching
breaking
troublo
In congress, in order siderable
by
is now
broadened the horizon of
to bo able to take advantage of the through fences and otherwise in- theRussia
and a gift for pantomime,
technique
It
now
almost
ballet.
But
rash.so-atch- .
cut -...
.,
on mt these dualities
i ....Li.
provisions of this bill as soon as li juring his premises.
seems as if Russia, as a country,
miss being n
becomes a law and fecure from the
a
may
dancer
just
Is
out
break
to
in
its
in
peter
beginning
Vet the idea persists that tne
government the money needed to
dance offerings, due parti" to un- star.
a successful ca
construct such dams and dikes as BURGLARY CASE HELD
well main requisite for 10 suu-Apply Resinol
affairs.
Tho
settled
Russian
are
dangerous
decido
their engineers may
nani...b
reer as a dancer is
GVER UNTIL TODAY know Russian dancers are scat- as
needed to give full protection from
of
start
three.
the
child
a
tered. We are told that Mordkin
me aii-- i
flood conditions and to reclaim the
Such fallacies about TOOtCd.
Ml'.
conducting a ballet in Moscow i
d
land.1 of the valley.
once Does not
Unnma rlnonlv
The 'case of Enrique Vargas, is
"The association in all its work charged with larceny on three under the protection of the govern- Tchernikoff says, because so little
in this
thall see that any existing rights to counts, was continued until today ment there, but very Utile is heard
las been seen of the artballet
in
tho use of the waters of the Ric after the hearing of a large part of his work. Nijinsky remains an country.
Until recently,
One
Resinol Soap
t
a
was
uncertain
familiar
utnfn
report
are
quantity.
cou-Grande
fully protected.
in district
l.l"
lilt.
evidence
of
the
has it that he Is dead, while anoth- spectacle mainly in New 1 ork and
"That the members of all organiafternoon.
....
'.
nHMI.
aSdsbypreparin
11..
yesterday
t.U
.innxn
as
er says that he has recovered from
wnere ion mn
zations, commercial and civic,
of
...in-iinort
Vargas is charged with the his attnek of insanity and is now Chicago,
i
...... .. - the r corns
li?eskin for the
well as individual land owners b?
among
several
of
homes,
p.iiiica
to burglary
conducting a ballet school In Swit- dancers. Other cities saw exhibi
urged to join this association andout
Farrell
Desmond
of
those
them
zerland.
i".
pledge their support in carrying
tions only
and Jack Lines.
Other members of the Russian now, with tho development of com
the work planned to bo done.
medication
ballet
ballet arc in this country dancing, munity opera, nint with
up over tne
producing and teaching. Still others school's springing
are working abroad in cubistlike country we havo the prospect ot
as a popular American urt.
productions which are attracting
attention as a 'novelty. Straight
lines are a feature of these ballets DEATHS AWDFUNERALS
Stiffness of costume is achieved by
such devices as padding the shoul- of
rem 'ns
TTMT TTT.T.o
The
ders with wood. Heads of wood
Tuesbuilt up in cubistlike squares are Abelino Trujlllo. who died
will
sometimes worn. The effect is day night at his apartments, hi
M., for
heightened by geometric riots of bo sent to Bolen. N. will
be held
Short services
color for costumes and settings.
Music is of the futuristic type at in the Catholic church ot Belcn.
its best reminiscent of Debussy a Crollolt is in charge.
niAusHAl.r. The remains of
trifle off key: at its worst a capable Imitation of the baby mal-- ! James Walter Marshall, who died
In Tuesday nighf at his apartments.'
treating the old family piano. the
this futuristic atmosphere
415 North Edith street, will lie
bizarre
composi-- ! in Rtnte st Crollott's chanel from
dancers create
tions. It is the latest phase of the 2 to 5 o'clock this afternron The
Mr. Tchernikoff body will be sent to Canton, Ohio,
Russian ballet.
believes that it is a AVp to the side for burlai.
rather than an advance.
"America now has a chance to be IIEI.PKD HEU MOTIIKK
far as
the center of the stage, soTcherniballet Is concerned," Mr.
In
THE TAUPERT OPTICAL CO.
days of "flu," coughs,
so
"That
many of colds, thesp
koff explains.
croup and whooping cough,
in
this
are
country
Russians
the opening of their eye
the
it is well to know that every year
proves there are used more bottles of
working in different cities are
Inexamination room, and the comthat the American people
Foley's Honey and Tar than of any
terested in the art.
medicine. Mrs. S. U
pletion of their lens grinding
can add other cough
America
"Whether
Hunt, 515 W. Mb St., Cincinnati
shop.
something to vao uav.ot, as Russia
Ohio, writes: "Foley's honey am'
did, remains to be seen. It Is not Tar relieved mo of a haekinr
racially
In
easy to evolve anything
the throat
cough, tickling
Your eyes thoroughly examined.
characteristic out of modern Amerwheezing and pains In tho chest. P
ica because of tho melting pot at- Is helping my mother wonderfully."
All lenses ground in our own shop.
recommend
mosphere. There are possibilities That's why druggists
dancing, however, Foley's, "old everywhere
in the Indian
are an almost unforms
and
negro
- f
Broken lenses correctly duplicated
touched field. The cakowalk and
rz?..
--"e
shuffling steps and mannerisms bal-of
Frames, Goggles, etc., for all
the negro nances acaptod for
let with suitable music and settings
purposes.
would be very interesting
"There are American institutions,
too, that offer dance material. Few
people would think of a newspaper
cartoon as the germ of a ballet, yet
Adolph liolm is doing a ballet with
on
Phone 588
specially written music, based
305 West Central.
51
a newspaper comic sheet character
calledVKrazy Kat."
Bur whether America adds any
of Its personality to the ballet or
not most of the important ballet
work of the near future will be-be
done here, Mr. Tchernikoff
lieves. Ballet is featured in operas,
productions,
stage
spectacular
vaudeville programs and recitals.
Is
popular, and yet,
Ballet
strangely enough, peopleor know
techvery little of its history
of a
nique. Mr. Tchernikoff tells
mm
you have never
series of recitals given by himself
dancers which
other
used Lytona,
several
and
you all the pure, clean soap you were accompanied by lectures on
need for kitchen, laundry and all the
you have missed
Make It At Home By This household
history of ballet and demonpurposes.
the most economposiand
exercises
the
of
Takes You will find simple directions strations
Easy Process
on which ballet dances are
ical
and efficient
for soapmaklng on the label of tions
audience
Less Than 30 Minutes.
built. To most of the
of
baking
powder
every can of Merry War Lye
the
were
novelty
also many other recipes such as these exercises
made.
Nowadays, more and more wo- how to make lye hominy, bow to the program.
Fallacies.
men are doing as their mothers soften
how to
make There popular
water,
is a great deal of misundid and are making their own clothes washing easy, how to
country regard
in
this
derstanding
Bake with
soap. If you have never tried It. brighten cooking utensils, etc.
the bullet, Mr. Uchernikoff
ing
you will, be surprised tn see how
Is
War
Powdered
Lye
Merry
!
Is
it
to
make
easy
good soap, also a wonderful cleaner and '"For Instance," he says, "there
soft soap, hard soap or floating purifier for use about the home,
dancer
a
that
belief
Is
a
kitchen barn, chicken house ami out- must popular studying as a small
soap,
just
by
using
'
begin
noth-Inscraps and waste grease together houses. Comes In a convenient child
and spend years doing dis- g
with a can of Merr. War Lye. can; with revolving sifting top
exercises. This Idea
but
the saf and sure tmanmaker.
Layton
off.
come
ballet
cannot
to.
cannot
that
gel courages many aspirants
Pure Food
In the old days when soap was Inst, redoxes
- and
pre- who feel that they cannot enter
mane oy tne boiling process It serves contents. tightly
Co.
It Is economical .1- .hnrmise thev missed this
COME FOR MILES,
took nearly all day to make a to buy and easy to use.
did not be- Pavlowa
training.
early
s
A DDI
an
kettle of soap. Now it Is hardly
until
ARk your dealer for Merry War
"
to siuoy
Ye Bargain Seekers.
any work at all requires no Lyo be sure vou get "Merry gin
about 11 years old. and even then
subboiling takes, . .less than 80.a mln-.
other
of
War"
the
number
a
made
that
has
lye
studied
Prices awaiting you-tha- t
she
i
ulna fiaiiA.
atjut. iituucjr biiu Kivea good for 33 years.
jects at the' school which she
will shatter all
tended.
"Years of work do not necessarily
records of the
selling
bala
make a great dancer. Many
lerina has worked as hard and as
year.
achieving
long as Faylowa without lucked
the
prominence oecause she
a
of
combination
rare
strong constitution, a body stilted In bnlW for
ballet work, personality, flnlbhcd

OFFICE

Joint Ccatimittee of Civic Clubs Pass Resolu-

tions to That Effect at Session Last Night;
Government Engineer to Arrive Monday to
Begin Survey Work.

Pasre

School Building

Mr. Ogg will devote a large
portion of his time at the Illinois school o graduate work in
mathematics, looking to the degree of doctor of philosophy. The

Threo

remainder of his timo will be occupied with instmctlon work.''
Ho is the son Oi S. F. Ogg. superintendent of Oio Santa Fe railstationed
here,
road, formerly
but now located in Kansas.
In Mexico are certain localities
where the rain never has, been
known to fall.
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Pyramid Dispels

Fear of Piles

3 !

(5

.

1

water-logge-

-

3-

Pyr-iml-

lei Here

Your skin is

your armor
Protect
it with

pen-din-

iit

If there is any one thing that will make you want to own a new Spring
Suit quick, it's the impression you'll get here of a decidedly new style
trend a conviction that last season's suit won't do for the
man.
Now sport tli'velopiiieitts of yoke, belt, pleat, pocket mill cuff designing.
hah lino
Newer pattern Ideas In larlan checks, tileiiiinninrt
and pencil utiipcs. Sec them at thi'lr best In our Milts at
over-plald-

or

a

$25.00 to $47.50
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E. L. Washburn Co.
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"
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Taupert Optical Co.

at 9 Of clock

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

This Sale Will Be the Biggest,
Broadest and Most Daring Jewelry

jjjf

TIIAH TWO CENTS A POIND
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Sale in the History of Albuquerque
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ESTABLISHED 1883
CENTRAL AVENUE
WEST
205
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
STORE OPEN EVENINGS.
--

SIMM

REMEMBER, This is
not an auction sale, but
a sale where you can
come and select what
you want, at a price
that will make auction
sale prices take a back
v
seat.
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AFTER SCALP OF

.SOL

,

?

OR

Main Eventers On April 10
Card Are Staging Public
Workouts Each Evening
at Ringling Cigar Store.

.

Joe the Wop, has sent a red hot
challenge to the winner of the
Rivera scrap
Toung
here April 10. The Wop is one of
of
the
bantamweight
the speed hoys
division in the west and it is said
that he has been looluns around
for mora worlds to comiuer for
gome time and has decided to try to
take the wind out of the sails of
either Kd or the Demon, as he eon
aiders them the hottest contenders
for positions above him In the bun-tahonor roil.
The wire challenging the winner
of the nig bout April 10 was received by the Jnurnnl last night.
Young Sol and Rivera are workRing-lin- g
ing out each evening atat the
J o'clock.
Cigar etore starting
are public and no
The work-out- s
fans
admission fee is charged.
are urged to look the lads over und
Invitathe
have
hundreds
accepted
tion during the past three day.
Both of the boys have a world of
here
speed. Rivera is well known
Kol has althrough reputation and
in Already demonstrated his class measlie s taken tho
buquerque,
ure of everything that has been
put into the ring against him during
Lee,
the past four months, ljeonard
known as the Utile Denver Knockout King, was Sol's last victim.
Sol made the Colorado flash kiss
the resined canvas fourteen times
during the nine rounds of their
d
bout here.
Young Ilerrera, the local lad who
has been sending nil the curtain
dreamland, has been
raiser boys tosemi-finadvanced to
position on
an Albuquerque card and will dispute honors with Kid Tenor for
fix rounds preceding the
d
bout. There will be two
curtain raisers, which have not yet
been booked by Dan Padilla, promoter of the card.
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Howard Berry in Giant unlf.rr
Howard Berry, whose athletic
nbility won him fame at the University of Pennsylvania, is now
numbered among tho rookies with
the Giant team at San Antonio,
Tex. He has been playing first.

OCCUPANTS INJURED
WHEN CAR OVERTURNS
(Special t'orrespundi'in'e to The Journal.)
Artesia, N. M April 6. An automobile driven by tiordon Ster

automobile. Misses Ollle and Bel1"
Burroughs and Lyda House were
the other occupants. None was
seriously hurt, although Miss Belle
Borroughu was rushed to Artesia
for medical aid and Mr. Sterling
was severely bruised.
Tho young people were coming
to Artesia from Dayton to attend
the evangelistic services at the tabernacle, when the car ran into a
deep bed of dust, about three miles
south tf town. The car turned
completely upside down before th
occupants were hardly aware of
any accident. Mr. Everltt, a farmer
who resided nearby, rushed the
woman to Artesia. A garage man
was sent back after the car, which
was damaged to a great extent.

BOND ISSUES VOTET.
Santa Fe, April 5. Bpnd Issues
at both Tularosa and Lordshttrg
have been carried In the general
city election, according to telegraphic advices received by the
state bureau of public health. Tularosa voted $7.r,000 for a water supply, the vote being nearly two to
one in favor. TxirCsburg voted "!,.
009 for water supply and $35,000
'
for a sewer system.

55,000

USE

inimenC

in

Diifi tiring facial eruptions ftreL
Ointment. Good for pimply faces,
czema, acne, itch in t? skin, and all
Other b kin troubles. Onoof Dr.Hobaon'
Family Kemedieo. Any druggist. ,

DrHobsoris

Eczema Ointment

0O

We Pay

ACRES OF LAND
TO BE THROWN OPEN
SETTLEMENT SHORTLY

thpeclai correspondence to itie Journnt..

Las Cruees, N. M., April 5. Officials of the United States land
cfflce here expect that frcm 750
to 1,000 applications will be filed
in Las Cruees between April 10 and
55,000 acres of land
July 8 for the N.
M., to be opened
near Deming.
to entry at that time.
The land will he open to entry
under the homestead and desert
men of the
land laws.
war with Germany will have the
The land will be dispreference.
ofposed of through the local land
Miss Nemecla Asca-rat- e
which
of
fice,
Is

registrar.

The land, recently "Ordered restored to entry by Albert B. Fall
secretary of the Interior, was withdrawn for artillery practice during
the world war. It is classed principally as rough grazing land. .

Sloan's freely for rheumatic
sciatica, lumbago,
muscles, neuralgia, backaches, stiff joints and for sprains and
(trains. It penetrates without rubbing.
The very first time you use Sloan's
liniment you will wonder why you
never used it before. The comforting
warmth and quick relief from pain
will delightfully surprise you.
Keep Sloan's hand) and at the first
sign of an ache or pain, use it.
. At all
druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS
CATTLE BARRED FROM
N. M. ACCOUNT SCABIES
(Sprcltil CorreirMinflpnr

to The Jonrnnt.i

Santa Fe, April 5. A quarantine
order against cattle coming Into
New Mexico from the states of Oklahoma and Texas has been Issued
by Gov. M. C. Mechem under authority of the act of 1915. The
order was Issued upon request of
th New Mexico rattle sanitary
board on account of scabies. TJn
der this quarantine order no cattle
from Oklahoma and Texas will be
permitted to enter New Mexico,
except eueh as have been thorough
ly inspected and certified as free
from scabies. The order becomes
effective at ones.
O'NEILL IS IVJl'TtFD.
Des Moines, la., April 5. Steve
O'Neill, regular catcher for the
Cleveland Indians, was Injured In
an exhibition game hero today
when a foul tip split a deep gash
between the Index and middle fingers of his right hand. He will not
be able to play again for ten days.

Interest on amounts
nf Cinn nr mnra

With drawable any time

asm

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Albuquerque (Heart Cp)
To Taos (Itaad D
7:30 a.m..,. Albuquerque
Leave
...Arrive .. 7:00p.m.
10:80 a.m..
Arrive
Banta Fe
Leave
4:00p.m.
12:30 p.m....... Santa Fe
Leave
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
.
Arrive . 2:00 p. m
11:15
Arrive
a.m.
Espanola
6:00 p. m
Leave . 7:30 a.m.
Arrive
Taos
m-n- )

...

.

Fare to Santa Fe,
'

Col-lu-

results:
482;
Assessor Tom Bingham,
Jt. F. Love, sheriff,
E. M. Love, 395.
J. E. Dunnaway, commissioner
Schools
County Superintendent
precinct No. i
Sarah K. Ellis, 628. G. R. SpenW. E. Balrd, commissioner pre- cer, 548.
cinct No. 3.
About 1,550 votes were cast In
None of the candidates for the tho county.

.

and Las Cruees will earn besin within ten days.
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MADE "YOU WINCE!

Los Angeles, Calif., April B.
It. H. E.
Score:
LEVY.
2
8
6
Portland
E. Johnson, Mrs.
Prof.
Emmett
10
18
i
Los Angeles
and daughter Lois of Wat-roliatterie: Leverenz, Biemiller Johnson
arrived
Friday fur a visit with
and Elliott; Crandall and Daly.
Mrs.
Johnson's
nephew, Ralph
King, on the Johnson ranch. The
San Francisco, Calif., April 5.
returned
Monday to his
H. H. E. professor
Score:
4 school work, but Mrs. Johnson and
8
6
Seattle
b Lois remained to spend the week.
8 10
San Francisco
Miss Zula Hatton, who Is attendBatterios: Mack, Henke, May
and Tobln; Gillenwater, Coumbe ing school at Springer, spent the
end visiting her parents, Mr.
week
and Agnew.
and Mrs. R. E. Hatton, and other
relatives.
Sacramento, Calif., April 5.
Mr. nnd Mrs. E. Chrlstman are
R. H. E.
Score:
2
9
4
entertaining relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Oakland
Christman and Mr. Fowler, from
Sacramento (11 innings). .3 11
Brenton and Texas.
Batteries:
Eller,
Mound
M. E. Frost of Wagon
Penner and
Niehaus,
Koehler;
spent several days this week in the
Stanage.
homo of Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Hill.
John Swahn of Trinidad, Colo.,
Salt Lake city, Utah, April 5.
who
spent a few days recently at
It. H. E.
Score:
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
I) 10
Vernon
has gone to El Paso.
6 .Schmidt,
7 14
Salt Lake
Miss Minnie Allen of Nolan was
Dell
and Hannah;
Batteries:
a
a
guest few days this week in the
Kalllo, Poison, Blaeholder and
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. Brlnton.
Mrs. J. B. Crane of Trinldad,
Colo., who has been visiting in this
vicinity for several days, Is under
the doctor's care at the home of
friends.
The new board of directors elected Monday for the consolidated
(By The Ansncloted
school were Thomas Kyler, G, C.
Des Moines, la., April 5.
R. H. E. Gibson and Romulo MartlneB.
Score:
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bunton gave
2
8
6
Cleveland (A)
evening at
1
3 a card party Saturday
Des Moines (W)
esst of Levy. Those
Batteries:
Malls, Bagby and their home
Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
O'Neill, Nunamaker; Black, Merz present were
Slmms, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
and Knox.
Simms, Misses Minnie Allen and
Zuell and Era Slmms, and Messrs.
Bristol, Tenn., April 5.
and
R. H. E. John Gibson. Ralph King
Score:
10 18 1 Jewell Rimms.
Brooklyn (N)
who
been
has
Maxlne
Miss
Bolt,
3
7
13
New York (A)
was able to reBatteries: Cadore, Decatur and ill with Influenza,
- turn to Wagon Mound Monday to
Deand
Jolly
Hoyt,
Miller;
Taylor,
resume her school work,
Vormcr,
O. E. Hill, who recently sold his
farm of 30 acres, spent a few days
MtmvicK roLoisTs wis.
in Las Vegas on business connected
k
Del Monte, Calif., April B.
with the transaction.
overwhelmed the Eleventh
Two Heaths have occurred In this
calary, 18 to 9, in the second round vicinity from pneumonia following
of the senior event In the polo Influenza.
The victims were Mr.
tournament here today. The cav- Price and Mrs. Lopez.
alry, which has been a sensation
Several Levy residents attended
all season, was woefully wean the meeting In Wagon Mound Sunwithout Maj. C. P. Chandler, out of day at which a baseball organizathe game with an Injured finger.
both
from
tion, with members
places was effected. J. F. Curns
of Wagon Mound was elected manager and Alfred Schlpman of Levy,
Answers to Questions.
raptain.
Mrs. J. J. Behr or tnc Behr store
at Levy was In Las Vegas Wednes
(Any reader can get the an- day on business.
Mrs. Till and
daughter. Miss
swer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque Journal Infor- Fave Till, arrived Wednesday from
mation Bureau, Frederic J. Has-ki- Huntington. Calif., where they have
been visiting, and spent the re
Director, Washington, D.
This offer applies strictly to In- mainder of the v?eek here visiting
The Bureau cannot Mrs. J. J. Behr. Mrs. Behr gave
formation.
In their honor Frigive advice on legal, .medical, and a dinner party
financial matters. It does not at- day evening, at which fourteen
were
present from Levy and
tempt to settle domestic troubles, guests
nor to undertake exhaustive re- lis Vegas. The Tills left Saturday
search on any subject. Write your for their home in Waterloo, Ind.
a teacher
question plainly and briefly. Give Miss Faye was formerly
full name and address and enclose here.
Thomas Kyler Floyd Crlger ana
two conts In stamps for return
went to Mora Monday to
postage. All replies are sent direct Cook Ely
attend a meeting of the board of
to the Inquirer.)
education at that place.
Mrs. Thomas
Kyler and eon
O. When a foreigner applies for
a l ulled states patent, can ho use Garth came home from Miami Sun
bis own language?' I'. It. T.
day. Mrs. Kyler remained for the
A. When an application is maae week but Garth returned Monday
for a United States patent, all data to resume his school work.
Miss Frances Davis, who is at
must be submitted in the English
tending school at Wagon Mound,
language.
will
How
Q.
champagne spent the week end In the home of
long
her sister, Mrs. L. J. Wood, and
keep? A. M. T.
A. Champagne, when well made family.
cool
in
cellars,
and properly stored
will retain its good qualities irom TWO ARTESIA HOTELS
ten to twenty years.
o. Where. Is tho first statue
HAVE CHANGED HANDS
erected to Ceorse Washington? J.

Exhibition Games

El Paso, Texas, April 6. Ducia'.i
Mecham, Mormon storekeeper at
has
Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua,
died as a result of the wounds inflicted on him by bandits who attacked him the night of March IS.
The American consulate at Juarez today received a letter from
Luclan Mecham. Jr., announcing
his father's death.
Mr. Mecham was In his store
when the bandit gang arrived. They
ought money and when the Mormon put up a fight, they assaulted
him, poking out his eyes.
Governor Jgnaclo Enrlquez, of
Chihuahua, put officers on the trail
of the bandits next morning, but
they have not been captured.
Colonia Juarez Is a Mormon colony 200 miles from Juarez.

RHEUMATIC TWINGE

I

other offices received a majority
LEA CO. DEMOCRATS
and the leading candidates to go
to be
HOLD FIRST PRIMARY into the second primary
held April 2b, ana tne votes they
received In first primary are as
Lovlngton, N. M Ai rll 5. The follows:
first "heat" In the Lea county
County Clerk Charles L.
democratic
623; I. M. Blackmon, 423.
primary to nomifor officers,
nate, candidates
County Treasurer T. H, Dun
has been run, witn the following nam, 551: D. C. Berry. 898.

bo

will

one team. Games
LAS CRUCES TO HAVE
played at El Paso everyIn sunaay.
Alamo-gord- o
and on alternate Sundays
TEAM IN NEW MEXICO
and Las Cruees.
EL PASO B. B. LEAGUE
Mr. Knight has appointed the following named memuers of the
(Special CoreMpondencft to The .lonrr.at.l chamber of commerce to arrange
Las Cruees, N. M.. April 6. "Lao for uniforms and other equipment
a team o' twelve players: N.
Cruees will have a strong team in for
J. TollPaso baseball C. Frenger, M. B. Stevens, Charles
the New Mexlco-E- l
Uil Lant and Captain
league," C. F. Knight, president an-of man,
Hill.
the chamber of commerce,
The diamond at the Dona Ana
nounced today at the close of a
conference with representatives of county fair grounds will be used
for the regular league games. It
the El Paso league.
is expected that practice play will
El Paso will have two teams.

1

'

WOUNDS ARE FATAL TO ling turned completely oyr, injurthe occupants, who wore thrown
MORMON STOREKEEPER ing
from the car to the roadside. Mr.
Sterling was held by the steering
wheel and was pinned under the
rrrii.)
(Ur Tli

PEMPSEY TO VISIT EUROPE.
Chicago. April 5. Jack Demp-e- y
arrived here today from the
west for a visit of a few days before going to New York to prepare
for hit European trip. Dcmpsey
said he expected to have three
fights In Europe, meeting Beckett,
Carpentler and Wills.

Coast League

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

1!

m

'

!have

PENN STAR HOPES
TO CAPTURE BERTH

WITH GIANT TEAM

--
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$4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.
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Now$lCompkU
."COMPARE this outfit with the best $5
value on the market. The case alone is
worth more than the price of the complete
outfit. It is highly polished, nickeled metal
and is luxuriously lined with velvet.

Mid-wic-

A. The first monument erectea
to George Washington is In Charles
street, Baltimore.
Q. Does the flavor of grapefruit
deteriorate when the fruit Is kept
S. I.. T.
In cold storuge?
A. Tho department nf agricul
ture says that grapefruit will de
velop a superior
eating quality
alter a period of one to thre3
months in cold storage if suitably
cured before storing. One reason
for this Is that, while the sugar
content remains about the same,
the acid content decreases markedly during storage, and apparently
the bitter principle Is broken down,
which also enhances the sweetness
of the fruit. The fruit stores better when picked about
Q. Wlicro Is tho Mcsabo range
of mountains? J. A. W.
A. Mesabe range is In northern
Minnesota Strictly speaking, It
not composed of mountains, the
extreme elevation being 2,200 feet.
The Mesabe, tho Vermillion and
Cuyana ranges, all in Minnesota
produce more ircn ore than any
other district in the world.
Q. Has tho United States perfected a gun Unit outrunges the Big
Bertha which shelled I'aris during
the war? C. E. K.
A. The National Rifle association says that to date the United
States has not perfected a gun that
the German long
will outrange
range gun, which shelled Paris.
Incidentally, this weapon Is not
known as "Big Bertha," this title
oelng given to the .45 centimeter
rowltzers which destroyod the Liege
forts.
In tho United
Q. What dtt
States lias tho largest negro population? W. C. M.
A. New York city has the largest negro population of any city in
the United States. Its negro population for 1820 was 152,467.
Q. How fur above sea level Is
the highest point in Florida?
E. W. M.
A. The highest point In Florida
which Is 325
Is Iron mountain,
feet above sea level.
are
Q. How many companies
there In Canada manufacturing automobiles? It. K.
re ten companies In
A. There
Canada which make automobiles.
The total value of passenger cars
produced by Canadian plants In
1920 amounted to $84,600,000.
Q. When was the first gleo club
formed? L. T.
A. In 1787 a "glee club" was
formed In London, which flourished until 1867. Since this style of
music which was peculiar to England was not written until the middle of the eighteenth century, this
glee club was probably the first of
any importance.
Q. Who wasi the first emperor
of China? I). M. V.
A. The first emperor of China
of whom any detailed account Is
whose lifetime,
given. Is Fu-h- l,
tradition fixes as about
2852-271-

8,

B. C.

FEELS LIKE A NEW WOMAN
"I was a sufferer from kidney
trouble for several years," writes
Mrs. Arthur Demulle. R. F. D. 1
Grasmere, N, H., "and suffered so
much I felt completely lame all
over.
Since I :iave been taking
Foley Kidney Pills I am not so
lame. My back ached all the time
and my eyes were ell n blur. Now
I can see fine and feci like a dif
ferent woman. Since 1 have taken
two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills 1
don't have that tired feeling. I can
do my own work now." They bring
quick results, sold everywhere.

c Tt'
(Special Oorrrnponrti'iice
Artesia. N. M.. April 5.
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Action! Action!. Action!

fto Imitation
IroryCase

SS

jyos-ft.0-

y
Get Your
while the Dollar Price Holds!
Ever-Read-

fleu

com

hold out on yourself! Don't pass up the best value a
was ever offered ! And don't delay ! Buy yours
shaving-ma- n
now I Tardy buyers may find a "sell out" or the price back to $3
the figure at which these razors were designed to sell

TON'T

Uf

Over a
every week-daOver 25,000 men buy new
Ever-Reain
sold
The
were
(60)
Marvels
y
days.
million new
with
such
received
been
spontaneous;
has
at
$1
$3 Marvel
unanimous enthusiasm on every side that we are continuing the offer
for a while longer. Not cheap editions of high priced makes but $5.00
editions of a quality brand for $1.00 complete.
Ever-Read-

y.

ys

dy

Ever-Read-

iArt

WoodGueNowfLOOcompicte

tBuilt like a watchencased like a jewel!
y
was always considered the best safety razor regardless of
old
price and this new model is three times as good a value as the
This new model is built to strictest $5 specifications throughout. Don't take our
word for it go to your dealer and see for yourself. You'll admit that you never
saw a finer built, better finished razor, or more handsome, better designed cases at
y
is guaranteed to give you the best shave
1
y price. The
f your hie or money back.

The

Ever-Read-

Ever-Read-

Ever-Read-

1

Jivirn.!

W. M.

and you will miss a whole lifetime of
You'll never miss a dollar
quick, clean, cool shaves if you don't stake yourself to this world's finest
shaving implement. Get yours today. Sold by dealers everywhere!

Todd, well known journalist and
hotel man. has purchased the lease
and furnishings of the Hardwick
hotel from Guy Nickson. Maurice
Moore, who has been the manager
during the past few years, has
transferred the managership or tne
hotel to Its new manager. New re
pairs on the roof and the Interior
of the building will be made In a
short time.
The Fealy house has been pur
chased by Mrs. Lizzie Taylor from
J. M. Proctor and will bo known a
the Taylor house, under the new
management.

Gxtra Radio Blades, 6 for 40c
AMERICAN

$3 Solid Nickeled
Flat Case
A'om $1.00 complete

TV.'

1

SAFETY RAZOR CORPORATION,

- TV

N. Y.

BROOKLYN,

.

i
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Last Will and Testament of Lewis
Henrv Chamherlln. n peon at A
To Edna Chamherlln of Albuquer
que, xvew Mexico, nnd to All
Others to Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are herehv notified
alleged Last Will and Testament of
iewis nenry unamDerun, deceased,
late of the County of Bernalillo and
HtfttA Of 'PW MTtn ivn.
mnA.
ed and read in the Probate Court of
tho County of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, on the sixteenth day
of March, 1922, and the day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament was thereupon fixed
for Thursday, the 13th day of
ai 10 o clock in
Aprn, a. u.
the forenoon of said day.
Given under mv hnnH or, A fht.
seal of this Court, this 21st day of
Vi

Klfliv

h We

Sell Studeba Iter and

Chevorlet?

iti,

.vuircn,

(Seal)

a, v. iszz,

FRED CROLLOTT,

'

w

STATFMKNT OF Til 10 OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, KTC.
Of Albuquerque Morning Journal,
puhllshed daily at Albuquerque,
N. M., for April
1,
im, as required by Act of Congress of August 24, 1912, filed voluntarily.
Name of Publisher,
Journnl
Publishing
Company, Albuquerque, N. M.
Name of Editor, Carl C. Magee,
postoffice address, Albuquerque,
N. M.
Name of Business Manager, I)
A. Macpherson; postoffice addresu.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Owners: (If a corporation, give
Its name and the address of stockholders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of tl.e total amount
of stock):
The stocks and bonds of tht
Journal Publishing company are
all owned by the New Mexico Industrial company, a corporation.
That the known bondholders
end other securlt
mortgagees
holders, owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount oi
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
The New Mexico Industrial company and Carl C. Magee, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Average number of copies, of
each issue of this publication sold
or distributed through the mailt.
or otherwise, to paid subscriber
during the six months preceding
the date of this statement (this
Information Is required from dally
publications only), 8,874.
D. A. MACPHERSON.
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 1st day of April, 1922.
ANDREW WEYLER,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires December 21, l24,
t-

We believe that every car in our line,
compared to other values, is worth at
least a dollar and a quarter for every
dollar of the price asked.
Furthermore, we are not alone in our belief.
QKBijsnmsMBBHsHHcBnBKSBDlIEi
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Woman s Daily Magazine Pa ge

U. N. M.

CO-ED-
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ORGANIZED FOR
OWN ATHLETICS
The university
have steam-rolle- d
again.
Keeling that they have been Ignored by the men students on the
campus in the matter of college
activities ,the girl students have
started a movement in defense of
their rights. They uio becoming a
factor to be reckoned with on the
campus.
Tho latest move is the organization of a Woman's Athletic association of the State University of New
V
xico, which whs perfected at a
meeting of the women athletes on
Tho purpose
Tuesday afternoon.
of the organization Is to promote
and conduct athletics for women
students.
Miss Helen Nelson was elected
president of the new organization,
Miss Clarissa Parsons was mode
vice president, Miss Frances Andrews was made secretary and Mlsn
Emma nernenrr, treasurer.
A
constitution was drawn up and
adopted at the first meeting and a
council will be selected from the
membership shortly.
To give the women a chance at
developing athletics of their own !s
tho primary object of the new organization. It will endeavor to enlist the Interest of a greater number
of women students In various forms
of athletics on the campus and will
An
support the men's activities.
annual spring track meet for girls
is one or the dellnlte plans of the
organization.
The women's tennis tournament
which is being played under the
co-e-

HELEN HOOTER'S HUSBAND
BY

ocial Calendar

JANE PHELPS.

IIKLKN GAMBLES AT BRIDGE.
CHAPTER 9.
Jack Hunter had been Inexthat Helen
shocked
pressibly
wanted no children.
"A woman who has children
has to give up nil her good times
to take care of them," she said
once about six months after they
were married.
Jack thought all
He rewomen wanted children.
membered how his mother used
to say she couldn't live without
them how happy she was when
they came.
"You soo," Helen went on, "a
woman who has money can have
all the nurses and maids she
wants to take care of them, but
It ties a poor woman down, and
leaves her no time to enjoy herself. When you are worth a hundred thousand you can talk of'
children."
She had spoken lightly, with a
smile on her lips. Yet Jack know
sho meant every word she said.
Jack's Ideas were turning topsyturvy; rather, Helen was trying
Yet he was
to turn them.
In many ways, like his
mother, and clung tenaciously to
some of them, although, gradually
he had learned not to air them
to Helen.
Soon after Helen had told him
she had Joined the bridge club,
sho told him:
"I shall have to take some
bridge lessons, Jack. If I don't I
shall lose my shoes. The women
In the game play a wonderful
game."
"You don't mean, Helen, that
you play for money!" Jack was
shocked. "Hotter pull right out if
It Is that kind of a club." What
would his mother think If she
knew his wife
for
gambled
money? Not that Jack thought
amounts
small
for
gambling
wrong for a man, but a woman!
He was not. yet educated up to
the Idea of equality of sex In
some things.
"If I choose to go without
clothes and use my money to win
enough to buy what I like, better
clothes, because I waited to make
more, I can't see that it makes
any difference to you. I suppose
you think because your mother
doesn't play bridge I shouldn't.
But I'm not your mother, remember. I am young, and wint to
have a good time. And I intend
to have it.'
Jack had learned to keep control of his tongue whenever Helen
told him what she would or
would not do. He sighed. It did
no good to argue with Helen. If
he tried sho made him so uncom

fortable that he soon desisted. So
now he said nothing more about
the bridge club, save to warn
Helon that should sho lose ho
would not, becauso he could not,
pay her debts.
jack noticed the meals were
becoming very skimpy but, guessthe
ing the cause, said nothing,
was using the house money for
bridge lessons. She already played
a fair game, so he would say
nothing, for she would need but
a few lessons to become aa expert
as the others.
"Just watch me show that
club how to play bridge this afternoon!" she said, about a month
after she started taking lessons.
"My teacher says I can play well
enough now. 1 finished my course
of lessons yesterday."
"I am glad!" Jack did not explain whether he was glad the
lessons were finished or that she
would show tho others how to
play bridge.
"I probably shall be late getting home, so If you get In first,
start the dinner going," Helen said
when Jack kissed her goodbye.
It was long after 7 when Helen
came ' In, her face flushed, her
eyes shining. Jack greeted her
pleasantly, although he had been
home since 6:30, and dinner had
to serve since 7
boon ready
o'clock.
"Well, did you show them how
to play bridge?" Jack asked.
"You tict I did! I knew I was
going to win before we commenced to play. Just count that!"
gleefully she took a roll of bills
from her purse and threw them
at him.
"Twenty-eigh- t
dollars!" Jack
announced In a voice of wonderment.
"Yes, $28 in a couple of hours
more than you can earn In half
a week! I'll soon make enough to
pay tho house back for my lessons, then I shall be on velvet."
"But, Helon! Suppose you had
lost $28 Instead of winning It.
How could you have paid it?"
"For throwing cold water you
Most
beat anyono I ever knew.
men would be proud and praise
a wife who won from women who
have been playing together for
ages. I believe all you think a
woman is good for is to keep
house for a man."
Helen ate scarcely
anything.
Jack didn't wonder. The skimpy
dinner was cold, and she entertained him with an account of the
wonderful refreshments the hostess of the day had given them.
No wonder she wasn't hungry
he would have enjoyed some of
those goodies himself.

RIPPLIHG RHYMES

By WALT MASON,
Reception to Mrs. O. I Casper
and Miss Uogan at Methodist sana
er foliow-guythe gloomy hangTHE SLAYERS
torium, 3:30 to 5 p. u.
Mothers' circle' of Congregational
man's growing fat for lack of
church will meet at church at 3
The murThe murderers, in countless wholesome exercise.
p. m..
scores, aro loafing in a hundred derers are borne to Jail when
Dinner dance of Sixty club at
lulls, all honing that the prison first their crimes have made us
at 7 p. m.
doors will open when their luck siare. and there's somo plfflo, flat
No doubt tney tnmK and suile, about the gallows or
prevails.
the law ia rank that Jails them, the ch'ilr. And then we turn our
FOX SCARF TAKES
even for a time, for pulling off thouglns away, to other grafts,
playful prank like murder, the coin we chase: and on the
TWEED SUIT OUT some
or a kindred crime. In cozy cells street, some
day, we
OF SPORTS CLASS the slayers sit; and all around meet the killerspleasant
face to face.
them quiet reigns;
They've been paroled or pardoned
ladies calmly knit, and gory gents out, some witness flunked, somo
horse-hair
chains.
make
They Juror died; some enterprising leloll around in gilded ease, they gal scout has found a loophole,
labor not, and bear no yoke; we big anil wide. And thus our modused to hang such birds as these ern Justice runs where it's conlong since, when justice was no cerned with slayer skates; they're
joke. But now there's no such going now to purchase guns to
doom as that for those who butch kill some other delegates.
s;
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Corns are merely hard callous
bits of skin and their supposed
roots exist only in the minds of
from
those who are suffering
them. Tressure or rubbing hard-on- s
the normal skin Into a horny
layer and, to- protect itself from
injury. Nature adds layer upon
layer beneath, all of which pressing upon the nerves of the real
skin causes the most Intense pain.
This Is tho theory of most chiropodists. There are any number
of corn cures on tho market which
may or may not do away with
the corn permanently. Personally,
I favor a less rigid method of
treating.
The first thing Is to soak the
foot with tho corn in hot soapy
water. After 20 minutes the hard
yellow skin will swell and soften
and can be shaved down with a
corn knife or safety razor blade.
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bring results

sugar-coate- d

'without indigestion or sleeplessness
tress was most painful after eating potatoes
or other starchy foods, of which she was very
fond.
Then she started taking twocakesof Fleischmann's

1

NEW IN

111. II

DYES

Yeast every night between her evening meal and bedtime. She poured about a half cup of boiling hot water
over the yeast cakes, stirred them thoroughly, added
a little cold water and drank.
She found she could eat anything and sleep splendidly afterward.
Thousands of men and women are finding
that Fleischmann's Yeast corrects stomach
and intestinal troubles. It promotes the flow
of bile and pancreatic juice. It is rich in the
vitamin, so that appetite is
always kept normal and you are protected
from indigestion.
Add 2 to 3 cakes of Fleishmanrfs Yeast to
your daily diet. You will find that your whole
digestive system is greatly benefited. Place a
standing order with your grocer. He will deliver it regularly.
te-stimulating
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Here Is a Good Treatment.

Rugs Require Seating

As much should

be shaved off as
possible without cutting the living
skin. If the toe Is sore a few
drops of collodion on the spot
will relieve tho soreness. A small
piece of chamois with a tiny hole
for ventilation cut in the center
should be bound over the spot
and kept there for several days so
the shoe will not rub. This
should be removed at night and
the callous spot rubbed well withl
vaseline or olive oil.
The entire treatment, of course,
will have to be repeated now and

)

DANDERINE
Stops Hair Coming Out;
Thickens, Beautifies.

AZso

SUFFERING
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Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the subfor calomel, act gently on the
bowels and positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
Tablets. The pleasant,
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
who know them.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act gently but firmly on the bowels and liver,
stimulating them to natural action,
clearing the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which
dangerous calomel does without any ol
the bad after effects.
AH the benefits of nasty, sickening,
piping cathartics are derived frotri
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets without
griping, pain or any disagreeable effects.
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of practice among patients afflicted with bowe.
and liver complaint, with the attendant
bad breath.
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetabU
compound mixed with olive oil; yov
will know them by their olive color
Take one or two every night for a weer
and note the effect. 15c and 30c,

stitute

'
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Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get
at the Cause and Remove It

long time she had been troubled
FOR agas
after her evening meal. The dis-

Each package
of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can dye or tint
her worn, shabby dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings.
hangings,
draperies,
everything, even if she has never
dyed before. Buy "Diamond Dyes"
no
other kind then perfect
home dyeing Is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to
Tell
spot, fade, streak or run.
your druggist whether the material fou wish to dye Is wool or
slli;. or whether It is linen," cotton or mixed goods.

1
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The constitutional committee of
the Bernalillo
County League, of
Women Voters met
yesterday
In
the Alvarado hotel to
morning
start the active organization of the
league. The constitution of the
national league was adopted, officers, heads of committees and an
executive board were named, and
the local work was outlined. The
two leading political parties are
cimnlly represented in the list of
officers.
Mrs. Wlnfleld Smith, national
for the league, who was
hero to assist at the local orgnnlza-tlowent to Santa Fc yesterday to
establish a local league, find plan
headquarters there for the state
league. From there oho will go to
Las Vegas to organize
another
league.
The general officers of the local
Teague of Women Voters were
named as follows: President. Mrs.
J. O. Gould: vice president
ant!
chairman of publicity Mrs. N. J.
Strtimqtilst, Jr.; second vice president and chairman of finance, Mrs.
V.. J. Strong; tecretory.
Mrs. Pud-leSnyder; treasurer, Mrs, Mike
Mandell.

appeti-

rice-chee-

LITTLE

it,

DYE

DIAMOND

OFFICERS NAMED
FOR THE WOMEN
VOTER'S LEAGUE

She could eat anything

is

IU
THIS

EFFICIENT E10BSEKEEFI?

bacon-potat-

William S. The physician who
treating you for nervousness
should be told about this condition of your skin.
You do not
need to consult a skin specialist
for Its dryness is likely the result
of other disorders.
I shall be
glad to mall you a formula for
the scalp, if you send me a stamped addressed envelope.
Discouraged. A scar resulting
rrom a severe cut, can be removed
by a dermatologist.
If it is not
possible to go to one of these
practltoners you will get similar
treatment at any of the hospitals,
where they specialize on Bkin
troubles,

-
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Ily KI.OISE.
The tweed unit in its many colors
Is being heralded as the correct
thing for uports and knockabou'.
wear this spring. Green, orchid,
periwinkle blue, gray, mixtures of
all kinds and tan are the favored
shades, A silk or wcol scarf and
By LAURA A. RIIUU1AN.
a soft hat aro accessories which
complete the costume. It must not
be though, however, that the tweed
EASY .MEM'S FOR THE NEW making tho maid's first day in the suit can tja worn only as a knock'
kitchen on easy one. Night Din- about costume. The addition of A
.MAID'S FIRST WEEK.
ner Sunday's roast of beef served fox scarf and dressy hat as shown
Many Women are puzzled, on cold, with pickles, boiled potatoes, here makes the most tailored tweed
engaging a new maid, to plan spinach, coffee, fruit gelatine des- ready for any occasion of an informal nature.
simple menus for her first week. sert.
This model Is a smartly tailored
For even an experienced maid,
Tuesday: Noon Lunch Baked
when new, should bo asked to
dish, tea, jam (on style which may be worn with or
Stew without a belt. It is of orchid
dinner
Night
prepare only simple meals for the bread).
first few days, when her mind Is made of last odds and ends of the Itweed. The pocketi ate set on at
taxed with so many instructions cold roast of beef, combined with ian unusual line and narrow bandJ
of self fabric murk the back seam
concerning the general running of onions, carrots, and potatoes.
A black horsehair braid hat with
tho home. The following set of
Wednesday: Noon Lunch Bread
a feather ornament on the upturn
one week's menus are intended to crumb omelet, tea. Night Dinner
brim is effective with the orchid
help tho housekeeper who is fac- Hot Veal Loaf (make two loaves). cd
Mashed potatoes (make double and the silver fox scarf blends In
ing this problem.
with the color scheme.
beautifully
Canned
lima
beans:
Many maids today, ask for quantity).lemon
meringue pie (make
Wednesday afternoon off Instead coffee;
of Thursday, so these meals hare two pies).
Thursday: Noon Lunch Fried
been planned with that idea in
o
cakes
(or these
mind; that is, on Wednesday eve- cakes
may be' baked in a pan
not
the
ning tho housekeeper,
maid, prepares tho dinner, baking with a little butter under them).
preserves. Night Dinner
the two lemon pies mentioned Cocoa;
veal loaf, boiled potatoes.
(one for that evening, and one Cold
boiled
onions,
coffee, lemon pie.
also
and
for Thursday)
Lee pssra
baking
Noon
Lunch Baked
Friday:
the two veal loaves mentioned macaroni-cheese
dish, tea, jelly.
(ono served cold on Thursday), In
Dinner Cod
steak with
this way, the new maid Is not Night
or cream sauce, white potatoes, can
asked to do any pastry-bakin- g
cake baking the first week. On ned peas, coffee, sliced, sweetened
too,
the fruit covered with a boiled cus
evening,
Wednesday
prepares a doublo tard sauee. Noon
housekeeper
Lunch Grape-nutSaturday:
quantity of mashed potato so that
baked dish, cocoa,
jam.
half the amount may be used for
Dinner
Night
lunch on Thursday combined with
Hamburg steak
balls, white potatoes, canaftlrnoon
It stopped
breakfast bacon. I have meat
Sundey
not given breakfast menus be- ned tomatoes, coffee, applo sauce raining and I went out In my wite
with
mock whipped cream pants erround to Mary Watklnseri
cause in so many homes break- topped
(which is simply the white of and she was setting on her frunt
fast seldom varies consisting one
Beaten
egg
of
cereal
and
toast,
stiff, sweetened steps on 2 pillows and Puds Sim-kicoffee,
chiefly
flavored with 2 tablespoons
was sotting thera with her,
perhaps an egg, bacon or sau- and
of
the
sauce
apple
sages.
whipped into me thinking, Aw heck, that guys
Noon
Lunch
Fried
Monday:
allways hanging erround.
Noon Dinner Roast
Sunday:
cornmenl mush with syrup; coWlch he is, and I sat down too
of
lamb, brown gravy, boiled and
coa. (If tho maid arrives on a leg
soon wat went past
potatoes,
canned
haveas
I
assumed, tho
string beans, but aprltty
Monday,
yello butterfly flying zigMg
canned
have
the
cold
peaches
with
mock
topped
housekeeper may
as if It wascn't sure ware It was
cornmeal mush sliced, ready for whipped cream, coffee.
Mary Watkins saying, ()
her to fry. The housekeeper may outThe housekeeper should write going,
a bewtlflll butterfly, I wish I
the recipes for all these wat
also have the gelatine dessert
had
for
it
my cullection.
ana give them to the maid
ready for dinner that night thus aisnes
Do you wunt me to catch It for
on Monday. Th
you? I sed, and she sed, O Benny
dish is made, by turning one-hawould be perfeckly lovely,
pannage oi grapenuts and one that
and Puds Slmkins sod, Aw, he's
quart of sweet milk Into n
can catch a buttering dish, adding one-ha- lf
cup of crazy, nobody
.
u letting nake one hour fly unless they have a net, Id
"u"f.
catch
for
it
you If enybody could
in a good oven. This is not sweet
enough to be a nilririlnir vo 1. catch it, he's crazy.111
soon quick
O is that so,
just sweet enough to be delicious. show
you who's crazy, I sed, maybe
like
you need
ordlnerry peeple
NORTH FOURTH P. T. A.
a net but that dont say I do. BeHow Baltimore Girl Re
STUDIES CHILD NATURE ing slpposed to be a Insult for
him and a compliment for me, and
covered Her Health
I Jumped up and started to chase
i
The study program for the regu- the
butterfly, ony every time it
Baltimore, Maryland. "For sev- lar meeting of the
s'
sat down on something it quick
eral months I Buffered with severo association of
the
North
Fourth
changed Its mind agen before I
liiimiiiiiiiiiiimm I backache and gen sireei ecnooi tomorrow afternoon had time to throw my hat over
eral weakness. I will be on "Child Nature." The it, and I tripped on a scraper in
could not sleep leaders will be Mrs. M. L. Wood-wort- frunt of a house and got a
big
Mrs. C. M. Foraker and Mrs hole In my
comfortably at J. L. Gleasner.
stocking showing ncer-l- y
The meeting will
night for pains in
of one nee, me thinking,
half
my back. I found begin at 3 o'clock.
Heck, darn it. I wish I never
Members of tha association are started this.
your book at home
And I started to chase the but
one day and af especially Invited by the principal,
Miss Murphy, and tho teachers to terfly across the street mad and
ter reading it be oome
to
school
the
house
be
Jest then a automobeel went past
gan at once to fore the meeting and visit earlv
the vari and squerted a lot of mud out of
take Lydia E. ous rooms to get acquainted
with
all over my wite pants,
Pinkham'g Veg- the work which the students and a puddlo them
black and wite,
making
etable Com- teachers
are doing.
black, and the butterfly
pound. I have had
The attendance contest which Is flew away up out of site as if it
very good results and some of my girl being conducted between the ranks Jest thawt of something, and I
friends are taking it now. You may of the "purples" and the "golds" went hack wishing I had a
use this letter to help other girls, as for the largest rolls at meetings has
to wipe the mud off of
the letters in your book helped me." been continued until the latter part my wite pants, and Mary Wat-kiRose Waidner, 8018 Koseland of April, it has been announced.
sed, O Bonny, if youre not a
diskrace, you cant stay heer lookPlace, Baltimore, Md.
like
that thanks Jest the same.
ing
That is the thought so often ex- - UNITED STATES AND
Dident I tell you you awt to
In letters recommending
GERMAN AMBASSADORS
Eressed Pinkham's Vegetable Comhave a net? sed Puds, and I aed,
Aw shut up, who cares wat you
SIT AT SAME TABLE tell them?
pound. These women know what they
And I wawked away
have suffered, they describe their
looking proud but proberly not as
how
and
were
state
The
Amnclntrd
)
Prn
(Ttf
they
symptoms
proud as wat I would of if both
London, April 5 (by the Associ- my neez had bin in and there
finally made well.
ated
time
For
the
first
E.
wasent
Press.)
Pinkham's
eny mud on my wite pants
Vegetable
Lydia
the war, the American and and Puds Jest kepp setting there
Compound is a medicine made from since
court
German
to
ambassadors
the
comfortable.
medicinal roots and herbs.and without
of St. James sat at the same table
the ones that Jest set
drugs, to relieve the sickness women tonight when Ambassador Harvey stillProving
and take it easy are the
so often have, which is indicated by entertained Dr.
St.
Qustav
Hamer, luckleBt.
backache, weak feelings, nervousness, the German envoy, and twenty-thre- e
and no ambition to get anything done
In honor of Arthur T.
others
Aviators say that every cltv and
orto go anywhere." It has helped Hadloy, former president of Vale town,
when seenjrom the air. has
..,
many women, .Why not try it!
a distinctive color.- university.

3

then, but if you are careful to
keep tho callous skin shaved, and
if you wear perfectly fitting shoes,
even a very obstinate corn should
be cured by this simple method.
Hut as few shoes fit perfectly you
will probably have to repeat this
treatment from time to time.

CURING A CORV.

POLLS ONE VOTE! WINS.
supervision of Miss Katherlne
111..
physical director for woApril 5. In
Champaign,
men, has been reduced to four
W. B. May-hematches.
It Is expected that the Compromise township,
democrat, was elected Justice
tournament will be played oft by
of the peace yesterday, polling one
April 21.
vote. There was no republican
candidate.

buys a bottle, of
at any drug store. Aftei
one application of this delightful
tonto you cannot find a particle
of dandruff or a falling hair. Besides, every hair shows new life,
"Dan-derln-

ts

vigor, brightness,
abundance.

Most rugs are so closely woven that the spaces between their strands
are very small.
In the attempt to clean such rugs by air suction alone, the air passes
only through these small spaces. So only the dirt in these spaces is
removed. Many times as much dirt as this, embedded and caught in
the nap, remains in the rugs. Consequently, to clean rugs by air alone
is to clean them' PARTIALLY.
Beating the lifting of the rug and the shaking loose of the destructive
embedded dirt from its moorings in the nap is necessary for THOROUGH electric cleaning. When this dirt is shaken to the surface,
then and only then can air remove it.
Inasmuch as only The Hoover beats rugs besides electrically sweeping
and air cleaning them, we recommend it to our patrons as the ONE
thorough cleaner.

more color and

It Beats..,.
Almost
Uabeliev&ble

As It Sweeps

As It Clsans

We Will Gladly Demonstrate The Hoover on Your
RugsYou Will Not Be Obligated in the Least

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im

provement to your skin
your
mirror will reveal to you
after vsingGouraud'sOriental
Cream for the first lime.
Stnd 15c for Trial Slit
SON
FERD, T. HOPKINS

and complexion

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 98
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STATEMENT

Secretary Warns Officers and Men to Guard
Themselves "Ashore and Afloat From the
'. Preachings of Sovietism, Communism and
Anarchism;" Disloyalty to Be Punished
(BY TUN ASSOCIATED
PltRSS.)
that, men In anv considerable mim
Washington, April E.
her
mny nt any time, anywhere he
Donby served blunt warning tnriny
on officers and men of the navy to seduced from their allegiance to
their country s flag.
"ashore
themselves
and
guard
"I fear only that some few of our
afloat from the preachings of men mny be Induced, Innocently at
sovietism and anarchy," throush a first, when on shore, to join sociespecial order to the entire service ties having for their purpose the
which declared
that no leniency advancement, of Ideas contrary to
our form of government or which
would be shown to men who
may result In lawlessness.
mttted acts of disloyalty."
"I nm tryinp by this warning to
The order arose, Mr. Den by said,
save
had
a few individuals who Plight
from the fact that his attention
been called to a "sinister propa- otherwise affiliate themselves with
ganda by societies having their societies seeking those things which
oriRln In foreign countries to un- cannot be tolerated In an organizadermine the morale of the navy and tion sworn to nnhold the constituto Insinuate Into its personnel ele- tion of the United States and to
ments of disloyalty and disorder." obey all lawful orders. Should
"I have the most profound con- there be nny such men In the navy
fidence In the loyalty and devotion today It is almost certain that If
to their country of the commis- they do not disentangle themselves
sioned and enlisted men of the from affiliation with such organi
United Plates naval 'forces," the zations they will ultimately be
"I have no fear
order continued.

REVIVAL MEETINGS AT
ARTESIA HAVE CLOSED
S

-l

nI

CorrMpnnilriirr

l
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i

I

Artesia, N. M.. April 5. The
evangelists' meetings which were
conducted here during the past
three weeks by Evangelist William
J. Lockhart, closed Sunday night.
Fifty-tw- o
persons "hit the trail,"
prowaking a total of 401 who meetfessed religion during the
ings. The Methodist, Presbyterian.
Christian and Nazarene .hurches
The meetings were
held In a tabernacle
especially
constructed for the occasion.
NO CHANGE IS SHOWN
IN MINE SUSPENSION

(MIL
CONFIDENCE

If

LIE

HERE

kowlB of his wife's death.
AIRS. LOUIS F. SWIFT,
PACKER'S WIFE, DIES, health last night, when she retired"!
Physicians, however, wero called at
Chicago, April
Iiuls F. 11 o'clock after she had suffered
Swift, 62, wife of the president of from a violent coughing attack. She

RESTORATION OF

SI

001 IE

HI BRING SHOWS

BfHTlREGII TOARIRY

IfJ BURGH CASE

GOLF

E

Swift and comnanv. dlfd umiilenlv
at her home today following an
imess or only a few hours. Her
husband, who was returning from
a nuslness trip to Honolulu.
steD- ped from the train here without

DECIDED UPON
.

"

Resolution to Censure the
Is OverGovernment
whelmingly Defeated; Is
a Blow to the "Die Hards"
(By The Associated Press.)

London, April
(by the Associated Press.)
Although a number
of laborltes and independent liberals voted with the "die hards," the
motion of Sir William Joynson
Hicks censuring the government,
which was debated in tlie house of
commons, lengthily and acrimoniously tonight was overwhelmingly
defeated. No division was taken on
the motion Itself, but the amendwas
ment of the coalition-unioniscarried, 28S to 95.
The unionist party meeting, as
Joseph Devlin described tho dis
cussion of the "die hards" resolution, atrncted a full house. There
was much banter throughout the
debate, but bitterness was discerni
ble below the surface between the
die hnrds" and their unionist col
Joynson-Hlck- s
leagues.
appealed
to the conservative leaders to take
command of the conservative part
as the country's greatest Instrument
for political good.
Austen Chamberlain, the govern
ONLY ONE WEDDING IN
ment leader, who nt an early stage
entered the arena, declared tha;
BRIDGETOWN, N. J., IN the.
government was anxious for a
THE MONTH OF MARCH vote. He twitted the "die hards" on
the delay In Introducing the motion,
asserting that there was not a sin
(By The Assnrlulrd Trem.)
5.
N.
This gle principle contained In the resJ.. April
Prldgeton,
olution or a single definition of
city claims to be the bachelors faith.
paradise.
Of Its 15,000 population only one
couple decided to marry during the FOWNES SURVIVES IN
entire
month of March, It was
AMATEUR GOLF MEET
learned today when City Clerk
Charles P. Corey iwued the vital
(By The Associated Press.)
statistics for the past month.
Plnehurst, N. C., April 5. W. C.
The flappers are excited and declare something
should bo done Fownes, Jr., of Oakmont, former
about It.
national amateur champion, and
captain of tho American international team, was the only favorite
REDISCOUNT RATE IS
to survive the opening round of the
CUT TO
CENT north and south amateur chamHe eliminated
pionship today.
John A. Oammons, of Providence,
Hy The A"rlii(ecl rrmi.)
St. Louis, Mo., April 6. A re three and one.
Mike Thomas, of Nashville, furduction from five per cent to four
nished the surprise of the play
and a half per cent in the
enunt rate of the St. Luis federal when he defented Frank C. Newreserve bank was announced here ton of Brookline, three and one.
Another favorite eliminated was
today for all classes of paper and
tomorrow A. L. Walker. Jr., of Richmond
effective
maturities,
former
rhe five per cent rate has been In county,
intercollegiate
effect since December 2, last. The champion, and winner of the last
!s
reserve
three Plnehurst tournaments.
local bank
the eighth
He
bank to establish the 4 4 per cent was defeated by Donnld Parson, of
rate
Youngstown, two and one.
!

ts

4PER

(Bt The Awmclnlerl Press.)
Wilkesbarre. Pa.. April 5. The
anthracite mine suspension in this
valley showed no change today and
no incident occurred to mar the
peaceful attitude maintained by the
mine
workers.
'
One of the results of the strike
has been a pronounced increase in
the demand for fishermen's licenses
and hundreds of mine workers
were outfitting
preparatory to
opening of the trout season.

Li

GUARD

April 6, 1922

ai icasi rour nig gnowa a year
are to ne guaranteed to the Albu- nuernue
entertainment seeking
punnc wnen rne new armorv audi
torium Is remodeled, according to
General
Adjutant
Henry Itolf
urown. A contract Is belne ar
the
national
ranged by
guard with
Klaw and Krlanger, big eastern
producers to stage four to six big
performances nere encn season.
The national guard will act as
the local rpnnagers for the shows
which the road troupes will present
and will derive a percentage of the
profits for their own use. The
Klaw and Erlanger companies
wntcti pass through Albuquerque
at intervales have not been able to
stop off previously because there
was no house large enough to hold
the audiences they alawys draw.
The armory when remodeled will
be a pleasnnt and suitable place
for conventions, public Catherines
and all sorts of theatrical enter
tainments. It is now possible for
the city to see a number of Hood
theatrical productions, many com
panies being glad to break their
long trip to the coast with a performance
before a bir audience
here.
Tho plans for the Improvement
of the armory, which will cost over
11.1,000. will be comnleteri flntur.
day by 10. 11. t'rlsty, architect. They
call for a stage, a new balcony,
ceilings and a basement for all of
the equipment of the national
The building
when reguard.
modeled will always be clean and
open for use with a manager In
charge.
THIS OVT IT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
it
to
and mail
Foley & Co.. 2835
Sheffield Ave. Chicago, III., writ
ing your name and address clearly
on will receive In return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
ana
lar compound for coughs.
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
lor pains in sides and back; rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder ailments: and Foley Cathnrtic
lahlets, a wholesome and thoroughly cleansing cathnrtic for constipation, biliousness, headaches,
and shiKjflsh bowels. Sold
CXT

NKORO FDITOU DEAD.
Il.'iltimore, Md., April B. John
II. Murphy, publisher of the
for the last twenty-fiv- e
years, and one of the best known
negro editor in the country, died
today, aged 81.
n

Attorneys for Prosecution Steel Shaft Clubs for Tourn- and Defense Take a Com- ' ament Play Banned; to
mon Attitude in Regard
Chargr Admission to the
to Jury Panel Probe.
Championship Games.
(It.? Th

Aisnelntrd Press.)

(It.T Tne AfUKi'ated

OLD PADDLEFOOT

Winter's goingor gone. Better days are here.
How about yourselfP Feeling as fit as you ought
to feel? Feeling in tune with Spring?
Food makes a lot of difference. Heavy food
can make heavy bodies and heavy thoughts.
There's real, natural, healthful efficiency in

d
Splendid taste, easy digestion,
nourishment. Try it!
Leave off heavy breakfasts and lunches for a
while and enjoy Grape-Nut- s
with cream or milk
(perhaps with a little fresh or preserved fruit
added). See if the step isn't lighter, the brain
clearer, the will stronger with the impulse that
comes from better, friendlier food.

Grape-Nut-

s.

well-rounde-

Nothing more appetizing for breakfast or
lunch and ready to serve m an instant.
Its very crispness is a delight.
It's time to feel better and be better.

Why not let

Grape-Nut- s

help you

step hopefully, purposefully but into
me spring and Up Where You
Belong?

Order from your grocer today.
Efflpe-WlBiBS-

-.

"There's
Made by. Postum Cereal

thehdy builder

a ReasorC

Co.,c, Battle Creek.Mich.
JOl.

The skin of old "Paddlefoot,"
one of the biggest and crudest
lions of the southwest, has Just
been added to the other trophies
of the United States biological
survey, which makes its New
Mexico headquarters in Albuquerque,
"Paddlefoot" was so named because of the enormous size of the
tracks ho left when making
forays upon the cattle and horses
of Sierra county.
During the
past four years he was known to
an
have killed
average of two
head of livestock, cattle and
The meat
horses, each week.
hill nf nM "PurMnfnnt" Is oclil in
total not much loss than $10,000.
I. Inman, predatory animal hunter, finally put his four hounds
on old "Paddlefoot's" track and
after a chase of two days and
nights through the Black range
of Sierra county, finally ran him
up a tree on Windy rock and shot
him.
The Hon measured eight feet
and one inch, and his huge foot
was more than 12 inches from
heel to the tip of his claws.
Dr. Earl T. Martin, predatory
animal Inspector for New Mexico, has Just returned from a visit
to Inman, who also bagged old
"Paddlefoofs mate a few days
ago. She was caught in a trap.
Dr. Martin brought both of the
skins to Albuquerque.
Hunter Jnman has killed 11
o
bears, 14 mountain lions, four
wolves and Bl other predatory
animals.
lo-b-

HELD
IN

UNDER BONDS

THREE COUNTIES

FOR CATTLE

CRIMES

Mateo Chavez and Salomon Garcia, who were recently indicted in
and placed under
$3,000 bon.'.s In Valencia county on
of
charges
unlawfully killing cattle, were bound over In still another county Tuesday when their
bonds to await the action cf the Socorro county grand Jury were fixed

this county

We have a method for the control of Asth
ma, and we want you to try it at our experne
No matter whether your case is of long Btar.'- nR or recent development, wnetner it is pres.
;nt as Chronic Asthma or Hav Fever, vou
should send for a free Trial of our method
No matter in what climate you live, no mattei
what your age or occupation,
if you arf
iroubled with Asthma or Hay Fever, out
net hod should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to Bend it to those
lpparcntly hopeless cases, where all forms ol
nhalcrs. douches, opium preparations, fumes
'patcr.t smokes," etc.. have failed. We want
o show everyone at our expense that oui
method is designed to end all difficult breath
and all those terrible
rig, all wheezing,
naroxysmsThis free offer is too important to neglect f
inle day. Write now and begin the method
it once. Send no money. Simply mail coupon
below. Do it Today you do not even pay
postage.

J9

Mm
MM

The Woman's Tonic

Wewlifeand "Pep

fordredMrmas .a
WomoutWomm!

Let This Amazing Free

Test Prove How Quickly

RONIZED YEAST
Increases Energy

FREE!
victim
t Pool

of that dre aded"tired
ordinary physical or
mental exertion leave yoa"atl in'? Are
you nervous, irritable, thin or run down?
If to, mail the coupon below for the famous Three Day Trial Treatment of
IRONIZED YEAST. Take these remarkable tablets two with each meal. Then
watch the quick results!
Are yon
feclinif"?

The reason IRONIZED YEAST
brings such remarkable results is because it embodies a new scientific
process which enables yeast to bring
its great benefits often in just Aathe
usual time.
Yeast alone Is good, but tests shmr
that it needs some otheragent in order
g
to quickly convert its wonderful
elements into firm tissue,
rosy checks and sparkling vitality.
health-buildin-

The New Process
Everyone knows that iron is of wonderful value in converting our food
into living cells and tissue, so working on this problem, our scientists

finally discovered

I)o not think, however, that any combination of yeast and
iron will do. Yeast

brings its !est and
quickest results only

vhen it
through

64

the wonderful

"1

--

Atlanta, Ca., Del J87
P1.SM nnd me Iht THREE DAT FREE
TRIAL

Yftsr

atr
' ut.

Tablets

TREATMENT

of

Iroolied Vejut.

.

Onlr Olio Trial Paclcaite lo

THE ONtY YEAST THAT IS CCNUINELY IRONIZED

of

Free Trial Coupon
Yext

The Ironized

of ironination
the process
through which the combination of Yeast
snd iron becomes 100 efficient.

Note:

Testl

Make This Startling

You timplv will not believe what wander-fu- l
benefits 1RON1.F.D YEAST holds for fr.a
until vou try it. Mail the coupon NOWI
Note how HON ZED YEAST brfntrs an al.
most immediate increase in yourenergy. Sea
how quickly your complexion begins to take
on a new freshness and charm. Note how it
fills you wltii a new buoyancy how It (rives
you a new enthusiasm how it iust seems to
completely "youthify" you, and make you
Slad that you are alive! Mail coupon atoncel

process

.

treated
the scien-

is

tific nrocess of iron- ization. Anil this process Is embodied onlf
in IHpNT.Kl) YEAST, the one tcitntifieallv
correct yeast treatment.

Family

IRONIZED YEAST it told at all Drug Storet on oar gaarantet
from the tint package or your money refunded.

complatm tatisfaction

The Scientifically Built Watch

FREE TRIAL COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room
(
Niagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N. Y,
Send free trial of your method to:

Waltham Colonial No. 1420
Cat. No. 16, Raised Figure Dial
Price $8j.oo
1

CUT CURA HEALS
LARGE RINGWORM
On Head. Itched and

Burned. Could Not Sleep.
"A Urge ringworm started on my

head. Each day it grew larger and
itched and burned so that. I used to
have to get up at night and bathe It.
The hair around it fell out and became very dry. I could not sleep at
night on account of the irritation.
"The trouble lasted about a
month. I began using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment and after using
about three cakes of Cuticura Soap
and two boxes of Cuticura Ointment
I was completely healed." (Signed)
Mitt Luclle Bond, 606 S. Lea St.,
Roawell, New Mexico, Oct. 8, 1921.
Cuticura Sosp, Ointment and Tl-cu- m
are all you need for every --day
toilet and nursery purposes.

uipl.XM rrt.br Mill. AidrM:"0rant.
$3,500.
mUtlM, Dpt B, MMM tS, Hih." SoM
wh.r. Hop2Sc. Ouitm.ntZt nd Me. Tftknana.
The two men were held In SofiSVCuticura Soap f kitM without mug.
corro county on the charge of
stealing cattle, while In this county
and in Valencia they were charged
with unlawfully killing meat cattle.
In Valencia county they were each
placed under additional bonds of
$1,500 for assault with
deadly
weapons.
Musterole loosen up stiff joints and
The men e.ia not make bond In
Soccorro county, and remain in Jail drives out pain. A clean, white ointthere,
ment, made with oil of mustard, it
usually brings reliefas soon as you start
to
rub it on.
TUCUMCAR1
VOTERS OF
does all the good work of the
It
CHOOSE HAIGHT MAYOR
mustard plaster, without the
blister. Doctors and nurses often recrapieiAi oiteTeH tn mohmim journal.)
ommend
its use.
Tucumcarl, N. M April 5. One
Get Musterole today at your drug
of the most hotly contested city
elections ever held here resulted In store. 35 end 65c in jars and tubes;
the election yesterday of A. W. hospital size, $3.00.
Halght, mayor; J. C, Williams, BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
clerk; W. B. Humphries, treasurer;
J. R. Guthrie, I, U. McKenzie and
W, A. Collins, alderman.

at

Relieves Rheumatism

SCNDAY BASEBALL APPKOVED.
Omaha, Neb., April 6. Sunday
was
baseball
approved by a
majority of Nebraska towns that
voted on the Dronosltlon In cltv
elections, according to reports re-- i
celved htre today.

children.

'

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers ((IONIZED

PAYS A $10,000
BILL FOR MEALS

Swift, for- Butlers of
took nnen

Prem.)

Los Angeles, Calif., April 6.
New York, April 5. Restoration
The lion nnd the lamb in the of the stymie, banning of the steel
Btirch trial lay down together to shaft clubs for tournament play,
day, to tho immediate discomfiture and decision to charge admissions
of certain persons referred to in to all championship tournaments,
court as Jackals. Tho occasion was were among decisions announced
the superior court Inquiry Into todav hv the executive committee
of the United States Golf associacharges of Irregularity In proced
ure with regard to selection of a tion.
C.
to
Arthur
In restoring the Btymie the comhear
Burch's
jury
trial on a charge of murdering J. mittee makes the American game
Helton Kennedy and the "jackals' in this respect uniform with the
were representatives of a detective royal and ancient play of Great
agency entrusted by the district at- Britain. The stymie was abolished
torney's office with the work of In January, 1921.
gathering Information regarding
Explaining its position the com
mittee says the stymie "belongs in
prospective jurors.
Thomas Lee Woolwlne, district golf," because "It represents the
attorney, and Taul W. Schenck, most scientific phase of the game."
chief counsel for Kurch, took a Tho game was not Improved by its
common attitude that any irreguabolition, in tho committee's opln- larity should be punished and were Jon.
In preventing the use of steel
directed to prepare affidavits on
shaft clubs, the committee feels
which to base contempt proceed
it has nipped in the bud an
that
ings against the Investigators. One
of tho latter, Bert Hosklns, who instrument that the best friends of
told the court that he had., talked golf thought would be injurious
about the case In tho presence of to proficiency In play.
"The committee feels that with
a woman Juror, was held pending
he preparation or a lelopy infor the steel shaft the lack of tension
mation under the laws relating to caused the club to act differently
from
the ordinarily accepted
the protection of the Jurors.
Minn Zoe Rutherford, a member shnft,' for 'with wood, the limit of
has
been
of the jury panel recently
d's- - distance
practically
charged by Judge Reeve, told of reached.'
a man representing himself as be"Furthermore," the committee
ing from the district attorney's of- adds, "experiments and tests show
an Imperfectly nlaved
that
Iron''
to
her
home.
He
fice, coming
asked to speak with her mother, shot with the steel shafted weapon
Miss Rutherford said, and she often gets results for the reason
overheard the conversation.
She that the blade of tho club has not
turned even when entering too
said:
"He told mother that they were deeply Into the turf.
"In other words. It is felt that
not ablo to convict Burch the last
of making for good golf.
time, but they Intended to get one Instead
that would convict him this time. It offers too much of an aid to imHe said Burch was as guilty as a perfectly played shots."
The decision to charge admis
dog. He said by getting a convictto championship tournaments
ing Jury they intended to save the sion
county $75,000; that Burch was a was a largely theof result of agitation
clubs over, whose
number
Miss
Rutherford by
'degenerate.'
said she was unable to identify the courses immense galleries have
At
tramped.
admeetings under the
man. but Hosklns voluntarily
association's auspices there will he
mitted that he made the Investigaa charge of $1 a day or $5 a week.
tion.
Tho previous discharge of two The committee calls attention to
panels of Jurors, because improper the fact that such a charge Is only
of most
questions had been asked them, in line with practice
sports, Including tennis nnd footwas approved by both Bides.
and
clubs
that
should be reThe district attorney urged that ball,
contempt proceedings be institut- imbursedto for entertainment and
links.
ed and said he thought the de- damage
Tho City Park Oolf club. Denver,
fense had understated its charges
was
elected
to active membership
of in vculurities.
The defense absolved Mr. Wool- and the following were added to the
wlne from personal blame but In- allied list: Amarillo Country club.
sisted with him that conditions Amarillo, Tex., and the Colorado
Springs Country club, Colorado
needed correction.
Springs, Colo.
Judge Sidney N. Reeve, presidabIn
the
trial, personally
ing
solved Asa Keyes, the deputy district attorney in the caso, from
blame.
The actual trial of Burch was
back where it started, that is,
a
ready for presentment before
jury, but without nny actual steps
taken to get it under way.
Free Trial of a Method That Anyone
Can Use Without Discomfort
or Lou of Time

fa

died a few hours later.
The marriage of Mrs.
merly Mis3 Ida May
Rolling Prairie. Ind..
Senteniber 9. tSSft rjh
'by Sir. swift and four
.
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A True Watcher of Time
'"THIS Waltham Colonial No.

1410 is that kind
1 of a trusty friend. It will watch Time for
you.
It will protect your responsibility. It is a watch

you can absolutely depend upon.
How beautiful it is! The raised
figure dial the
thinness of the case the curve and
artistry of it.
It is indeed 3 gentleman's watch. A man's watch.
And the beauty of it, the accuracy of it, the lifelong service of it,, are the result of seventy years
of scientific watchmaking of world
leadership
of the genius of "Waltham.".
Ask your jeweler to show it to you. It is a watch
worth looking at. He knows Waltham Watches.
Write for a valuable booklet that h a liberal" Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch
Company
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER, TIAAB

mn you ut tha npi they itll Waltham

Maktrt of Ihtfammu Waltham
Automobilt

Timt-pire-

Watchtt

quality Sfietaomtttrt and
uitd on tht warld'i ttadint cart

CUTS THAT

LAST

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

MMDLIN'S
"What

We Bar

It

Is. It la."

Jewelers Diamond Merchants.
FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

GOTTLIEB
105 North

JEWELRY COMPANY

"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"

Firt Street,

.

OoDoiite Y. M.-

r"! A.I
.

--
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IS

for any one to have "psy-chi- c
eyes"? This simple question will
of cowse at one command a terse,

It

T1M

This Vegulr girl.
Miss Eugenie Denn;
of Atchison, Kansas,

emphatic reply:
"Yes1"
'
"No!"
,
And bo It. la an interesting question,
coming mora and more so, it seems, every

only

'

biker

'teiis, has

'

sKown marvel'

:,,pt

.,

:

ous psychic
'
To those who answer "yes" and to those powers. In the
who answer "no" which embraces every picture below
one a recent scene in Omaha, Neb., would she ia telling
a matronly
have been entertaining;.
.
Two persons one a high school girl friend where
to look for a
and the other a prominent club woman
lost
diamond
itive is 'civic affairs were seated at
tides
of
a
room
table,
Qposlte
drawing
ring.
day.'

latter bad come to ask of the other it
ffte could tell what had become of a diamond set ring which the club woman had
lost the day before. She did not explain to
the schoolgirl how she bad lost the ring
or where she had been during the afternoonshe merely asked for the informa- tion.
The schoolgirl was silent a mots en t.
Suddenly her body grew tense, her lips
quivered, her eyes seemed to be gazing
Into space. Others were in the room listen,
lng; they, too, became rigid as if aware
of being in the presence, of the unreal.
The schoolgirl spoke eyes still staring as
If into ethereal nothingness:
Tells Just Where, to Look

-

n-

gjfce

And Urges Haste to Find

j

.

"V

rjr
,

7

Wonderful Power of Kansas High School
Pupil Displayed Almost Unconsciously,
and She Tells Astonished Friends Full Details
of a Murder, an Accident and
Other Dramatic Occurrences at
the Very Moments of Their Happenings,
Though She Is Miles Away- American Psychical Research Society
to Put Miss Eugenie Dennis Under
Its Laboratory Tests

It

"You made two visits yesterday to the
homes of friends to whom you owed social
calls. Then you went to your home. In
the last house you visited you lost your
ring. Oo there at once. Lose no time, for
the man servant In that house will begin
going over the carpets in the southwest
bedroom on the second floor In half an
hour from now with a vacuum cleaning
machine. If you enter the room before the
man with the vacuum cleaning machine
you will And your ring entangled in the
fringe of a rug in the southeast corner of
the room. You were in that room just before you left the house yesterday afternoon."
The club woman's body trembled.
A
pallor came into her facer She could not
speak for a moment, though all eyes in
the room, except those of the schoolgirl,
were turned questioningly upon her. When
she did speak it was to exclaim:
"It Is uncanny I can't believe my ears!
I made two visits yesterday just, as she
says; I stopped a minute in the southwest
bedroom of the second house at which I
called Just long enough to use a bit of
powder. How could she know?"
It was agreed by all present the girl
could not have known. She had not seen
the woman before, and no one in the room
had known of the club woman's social ac
tivities the previous day.
The woman hurried to her car and drove
t once to the "second home she had
visited." She excitedly explained her mission of the day before to her hostess. Together the two went to the "southwest
bedroom" and there, two feet trom the
wall in the "southeast corner," just where
the fringe of the rug lay In little tangles,
sparkled the stone of the lost ring.
While the two women looked awestrlcken
t eaih other the houseman caine to the
door and asked If madame were ready for
htm to use the vacuum cleaning machine
In that room!
This is not an idle bit of "fortune
tellor's" Action. The club woman is Mrs.
W. J. Hunter, whose home Is at 4804
Webster street, in Omaha. Her hostess
"at the second house she visited" the day
her ring was missed was Mrs. Graham of
301 North Thirty-thirstreet. It is Mrs.
Hunter and Mrs. Graham, not the high
school girl, who have told of the amazing
circumstances.
That is only one of the many things this
mere child '.has done to mystify and
astonish the people of her own town, Atchison, Kan., and the people of Omaha, where
she has been for a few weeks. Everything
she does is astonishing, whether uncanny
or regular. She is known to be a mystery
worker, a most profound and naive delver
Into the realm of the unknown, and so It
Is a cause for astonishment, to see her as
she Is a natural, unassuming, fairly
studious schoolgirl, 17 years old and a
member of the Junior class of the Atchison High School.

To Be Brought Here
To Undergo More Tests

She's "a Regular Girl"
And Is Very Much Liked
She likes boys; she likes everything that
most girls like. She is, la the opinion of
her schoolmates of the other sex, "just a
Vegular girl." Her name Is Eugenie Denniswhich Is, In a manner of speaking,
as unesthetic a name as ever a girl

could bear.
One quality which has assisted in giving
conviction to those of Atchison and Omaha
who are convinced that she la something
supernatural is her retlcience to claim
wide, spiritual powers. She does not, claim
to have established a persona! contact with
the saints. Nor does aha pretend to go
into deep trances and to see things in glittering array passing Wore her eyes. In
her "seances" Eugenie Dennis sits in a
rocking chair In the full and usual light of
day and talks of things which are unseen
to the Inhabitant! of a tangible world much
as II aha might be talking of a movie.
To know her as a perfectly normal girl,

pretty: and interested In things conventional, and then to suddenly discover that
aha has soma gift of aeeing beyond the
sight of others, is hound to be astonishing.
What this gift Is must be determined, It

y.

Abbott says he will tell "a most fascinating story" to the Society for Psychical ReSome of the carefully complied
search.
proofs ot Important manifestations ot
Eugenie's have been assembled and are

quite interesting.

Wednesday evening, February 8, Mr.
Abbott assembled twenty-fivguests at bis
home to meet the girl and to observe demonstrations of her unusual tendencies. It is
doubtful If that evening will ever be forgotten by those who came to see out of
curiosity and who found one ot the most
enthralling of evenings.
Soon after the spectators had assembled
Eugenie went into that perfectly normal,
entirely human and not at all extraordinary
state ot normal concentration which preShe was soon recedes the "revelations."
citing interesting and truthful things about
the personal affairs of each ot her guests-reci- tals
which amazed the hearers.
With the suddenness of a craftsmanlike
climax of a thrilling melodrama, Eugenie
raised her hand and cried in shrill and
excited tones:

'

e

M

d

hear it, then there can be no crash; there
is no sound where there is no ear to
hear it.
But will Miss Eugenie Dennis, a mere
high school girl, and not a tremendously
adept one at that will she be the means
of refuting this time old and intriguing
theory? Perhaps. Perhaps not. It is within the range of the believable that she may
be the medium to prove that there is in
mortal life a new sense, a new perception
which is a a far flung development from that
primitive, crude Instinct which thj first
man had and which exists In the name of
"acumen" until the nascent generation.
What if we all have, submerged, that
power which makes Eugenie Dennis
unique? What if she has only discovered
and uncovered her subtle perceptivity by
accident? Many things are being learned
It would take a great deal to
startle the world. But it would be startling
If some psychic or physical scientist should
break forth with the theory that Eugenie
Dennis lives to demonstrate the use of a
common faculty a glorified instinct
that she Is a living proof that the human
mind, which all the ages until now have
arrogantly held to be personal and private
property, la In reality or unreality the
property of the universe, the cosmic mind
somehow related to every other machine of
thought under the stars of heaven. Even
in some vague but growing relation to the
1
planets and the spheres.

cate disposition would have been likely to
do at the sight of the man lying dying
and at the ominous sound of the crash of
the collision.
She could not explain how the terrible
vision had come to her. She cannot, and
makes no effort to, explain any of the
agreed, coquettish-ly- , far off, weird sights that come before her
to the parking "psychic eye" if "psychic eye" there be.
The "observations and testings," as Mr.
in the shaded spot.
But before the Abbott calls his Investigation into the gifts
kiss had material- of the Kansas girl, have covered several
ized Bhe suddenly weeks, and many of the tests have been so
became tense so
and the demonstrations so
the young man re-- spectacular
curious' that it was deemed
essential to arrange to take Miss Dennis to
New York for the further tests which are
soon to take place.
decided liking for
them just as she
openly admits ber
fondness for bonbons, especially
those that are chocolate coated. She

would be Indeed unfair to either
deny or affirm her supernatural
gifts until the world has soeu
the proof. v
David Abbott of 3316 Center
street, Omaha, is one who has
given a great deal of attention
to Eugenie Dennis.- - Mr.. Abbott
is a master In legerdemain. His
life work is the devising of apparently impossible phenomena
for the use of stage magicians.
He is a magicians' magician, and
there are few tricks which verge
on the supernatural or the uncanny which he is not familiar with. II
has been bis boast that he could do an;
"stunt" any of the so called spirit mediums
could do. And he has demonstrated that
he can explain in simple English words the
most mysterious of the "spiritual" manifestations of "trance mediums."
It has been said that half of the tricks in
use by magicians the world over were invented by Abbott. He himself is not of the
stage. But his home in Omaha is equipped
with contrivances of all sorts by means of
which he reproduces psychical tricks to
prove that they are not psychical at all.
One of his great exhibitions, is to decapitate himself. He will.be standing openly
In his drawing room, surrounded by spectators, than he will take a sword and draw
it across his neck. Abbott from the shoulders down will step aBide and Abbott's
head, with an affable smile on Its face, will
be resting comfortably upon a table. That,
of course, is legerdemain.
Abbott was commissioned by the American Society for Psychical Research of New
York to investigate the "power" of the
Atchison schoolgirl. So be took her into
his home, Vhere she stayed under constant
scrutiny for several weeks. Her investigator 'Is a man who is up to all the tricks
of the gentry who deal in affairs mysterious. He had in the past exposed many
who were promulgating claims to prophetio
and psychic powers. He had no faith In
the new cult, arisen but of the desires of
relative's of soldiers slain in the recent war
to see and talk again with their loved ones.
Hence he undertook to prove that seventeen-year-old
Eugenie Dennis of Atchison
was under some sort of misapprehension.
But the first day he had her under observation and began to talk to her he vaguely
sensed that Eugenie was not like the ordinary press agented, falsely modest members of the mysterious cult.
He asked her about herself and ber
"spirit power." '
That surShe resented his question.
'
prised him.
"Spirits?" she quavered, Indignantly.

S f;W

,
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seeing."

Never Saw Such a Seance,
'
With Girl Talking Naturally

In the "magic house" at Omaha Aubolt
received another surprise. He arranged a
"seance" for Eugenie, and he watched to
see what sort of trance she would go into.
He had seen all sorts of trances. But this
girl didn't go into a trance at all. She
simply sat apparently in intense concentration and talked as if she were telling an
uncomplicated narrative; and Abbott mar.
veled.
Eugenie is receiving much curious attention and her case is to be carried into
a further. Investigation. She is to be observed ' by the psychic scientists In the
.elaborately equipped laboratories of the
American Society for Fsychlcal Research,
in charge of Dr. Hereward Carrington.
Indeed, in many ways the schoolgirl of
Kansas does present unique material for
study material which has at least aroused
wide curiosity. Miss Dennis began to
startle her immediate friends a year ago.
It is told of her, with considerable amusement, that it was a young suitor who first
spread the rumor that Eugenie "could talk
to spirits." Ha told It ot himself that be
was taking her for a motor ride when he
proposed that, they park the car In a
shaded spot at the edge of town where he
might steal a kiss.
' U has been
pointed 'out that Eugenie
confesses that she is not averse to boys
Indeed, she is inclined to proclaim her
..

Copyright,
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ported next day to a wondering audience
to "act
of his chums and appeared
She lifted her arms upward,
strangely."
as if she would embrace the stars, and her
lips tremblingly repeated words she seemed
to hear words her boy companion heard
only as they drifted from her lips:
"A man hurt an automobile qulck-- Jt
they do not hurry he will die send a
message to the hospital quick."
There were other words the uncannl-nes- s
of them and the situation in whlcn he
He
found himself unnerved the boy.
grasped Eugenie by her arm and shook
When she
her suddenly she collapsed.
revived her ffrst words were, "Did they
send to the hospital for the doctors?"
Then, her full consciousness returned,
she begged her companion to drive quickly
into town to the beginning of one of the
avenues where the street car line came to
an end. "Drive fast she cried, "there has
beon an accident a man may be dying."
The boy, awed, drove fast, fallowing the
girl's directions. When they reached the
avenue Eugenie had described they saw
two shattered automobiles at the Intersection of a street. One driver had been careless and had turned at too high a speed.
The other had crashed Into him. There
still was a little group ot neighborhood
people Btanding near, talking ot what they
had seen of the man who had been man
gled and who bad been taken to the hos;
...
pital.
Eugenie explained later that her collapse
In the automobile when the terrible sight
was thrown before the eyes ot her mind
her "psychic eyes" was not a trance at
all. It was as it she had been at the very
scene of the accident, she said, and the
horror of it overcame her. She had simply
fainted as any woman of a nervous, dell- ;

-
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That is a flight of imagination, but, after
all, Imagination is conservative. The maddest envisioning ot the past is occasionally
outrivaled by the truth of the present,
But to come to earth again:
At the recent national convention ot the '
American Legion in Kansas City Eugenie
appeared, and her "readings" on that occasion were mysterious in the extreme to
some of the veterans who "got into communication" with comrades who had been
killed in France. She proved definitely
to the minds of some ot these veterans that
"Wait! Walt!"
That repeated exclamation broke sharply she was conveying messages from dead
into the personal demonstrations she was soldiers, for the "voices" reminisced over
giving to Mrs. C. W. Kalteirer, of 2211 incidents which were dear memories and
Ohio street, and Mrs. H. C. T. Wulff, of of which she personally could have in no
3314 South Nineteenth street, both ot wise known.
Omaha.
In Omaha she hsa located long lost pa"I'm getting something!" Eugenie cried, pers; she has recovered lost Jewelry; aha
"Something awful la happening. A man Is has told mothers where wandering children
being killed, right now right here in might be found. She has repeated a "teat
Oniaua. I see a street car. I see three conversation," agreed upon years ago bedark-facemen running through the tween Abbott and a
dying friend, who
streets. The man is dead."
promised to fulfill the agreement whenever
he found a medium of communication.
Hear of the Murder
Some will believe that it is "spirits"
.
On Their Way Home that
.call to the schoolgirl and reveal to her
That was all. Then she went on giving those things bidden to others; the majority
hor message to Mrs. Kalteirer.
will not. Many of those who have witFifteen minutes later the guests left the nessed extraordinary demonstrations do
Abbott home. They went to a trolley sta- not believe that it Is
aught ot the occult
car.
tion nearby and boarded a
or supernatural. They merely admit they
Having taken their seats in the trolley, have witnessed what they cannot explain,
they observed that the conductor whose but insist, of course, that there Is an exname is Edward
Harrington and the planation. But all are
agreed that the
passengers were all much excited and were little schoolgirl Is innocent of all pretense.
had
it
ot
a
murder
which,
seemed,
talking
None has discovered grounds for an "extaken place In close proximity to them.
pose." She seems to be above suspicion.
asked
Mrs.
Kalteirer
"What happened?''
"I do not know how I do it," Eugenie
Harrington.
"A policeman was just killed at the end Dennis says. "It seems to just come to me.
of the carllne about fifteen minutes ago," I do not try to know things to see things
Jar away. I just can't help myself when
the conductor replied.
The policeman who had been killed was the things begin to come."
It is because of the startling aspects
Patrolman James E. Scott.
An investigation showed that the mur- ot some of this schoolgirl's revelations that
der had taken place exactly at the minute it has been decided to take her to New
Eugenie had seen it with her "psychic York city for a "psychical laboratory test."
eve" that three negroes had been over
heard plotting to commit the crime, and
that the dead policeman had been shot by LiOlOling OllK III LiOCOOtlS
each of the plotters. This story is on
UCH Interest has been awakened
record, signed and sworn to, and will be
the experiments at Lyons la
presented by Abbott to the Society for
silkworms with leaves
feeding
Research.
Psychical
Abbott admits what he has never ad- - stained with various dyes in order to
"mitted before that he Is practically con- - cause them to spin silk of
corresponding
vlnced Eugenie Dennis has a power which hues. When fed on red food
the worm
this world knows nothing ot; that she
has a mind which reaches into some Im- spins red cocoons, and the silk seems to
mortal plane ot habitation, which reaches retain the color. The experiments with
out, likewise, Into the lower "wave strata" leaves stained blue have been less successand catches things that have to do with ful.
Although the expectation has been raised
contemporary life.
ordinary, .hum-druA first theme In physics not psychics-ho- lds that this process may prove ot commercial
that If a tree fall In a primeval for- importance, the experimenters "Say that
est, where there is not the smallest atom they do not expect to make any discoveries
of animal life and where no ears are to which will affect the Industry ot dyeing.
d

"I don't know anything about spirits. I
never saw one. The words Just come into
my mouth and I have to say them. Sometimes I see things and the words are sent
from somewhere to me and I couldn't possibly keep from describing what I am

,

Told American Legion Boys
Many Things of "Buddies"
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WHO DISCOVERED IT, ANYWAY?
Almost any school child, if questioned, will tell
one that Christopher Columbus discovered America in 1492, that Columbus was an Italian, born in
Genoa, and that the good Queen Isabella of Spain
turned her jewels Into cash to finance his trip into
the new world. These items are so long established
that it seems inconsiderate, if not sacrilegious, to
disturb them.
But it happens that the Spaniards and the
Portuguese, with. equal lack of consideration for
our tender feelings, are claiming Columbus was a
Spanish Jew, while Portugal claims he was a Portuguese Jew. Sad to relate, it is now stated that
Queen Isabella did not part with her jewels to
obtain money to finance the expedition of discovery. It is said that documents have been discovered proving that Spanish and Portuguese Jews
advanced the money to the queen without
rasslng her to the extent of taking her jewelry.
(That's altogether too much! What childhood llluslons remain?
Ah, but the French are not to be outdone. The
French press is now pushing the claim of Captain
Jean Cousin, of Dieppe, as the real discoverer of
America.' Cousin is said to have reached South
America in 1488, four years before Columbus'
famous trip. But what about the Norse discoveries of America? The Norsemen ought not to lack
,
support.
One must suppose that Lo, the poor Indian,
welcomed all these discoverers to the shores of the
new world. Lo apparently is classed with potatoes, tobacco, etc., as a wild thing of nature. Isn't
it time that someone began pushing' the claim of
Lo and his ancestors as the real discoverers of
America?
If there's such competition in Europe to claim
the discovery of America, it must be they think well
of us after all.

revoked on the score of. disloyalty. The ceremony WONDER
of admission to American citizenship requires an
oath to support our laws and constitution and sever
all allegiance to any foreign government.
Some of
those who failed to keep their part of the bargain
and be true to their oath found that our govern'
ment could repudiate the contract, and so in sev
eral cases ot notorious disloyalists naturalization
papers were revoked,
A somewhat different class of persons are dealt
with by a federal Judge at Boston who has Just
refused naturalization to 40 aliens who had taken
out their "first papers" before the United States
entered the war. When the draft was instituted
they declined to become citizens and so were placed
by the registrars in what was called "Class
They had been eager to enjoy the privileges of
American citizenship, but balked at the new dutiej
of defending their adopted country.
Now they think it Would be a propitious time to
enter into full citizenship. No war Impends. ProsBut the- Boston judge, backed
perity is returning.
up by the United States commissioner at Hartford,
says nay, characterizing the applicants as "undesirables." They are compared to a man who enojys
the hospitality of a home, but when it is Invaded
by burglars refuses his assistance to the defenders
on the plea that he is not a member of the family.
These are not the sort of citizens America wants,
says the judge, and he is everlastingly right. Other
judges please copy.
CLIMAX

VERS

OF TODAY

I'm sick of unreality
And life's untroubled sea;
I want the whirlpools of desire.
My body and my soul to' tire;
I want emotion's tidal wave
To wash down over me.

.

A reputation once acquired usually sticks. This
applies to nations as well as to individuals, The impression that the United States was an "easy mark,"
which spread 'through Europe in the Wilson days.
Is still prevalent on the other side of the Atlantic.
Here now is France, admitting through her
istcr of finance that Uncle Sam has a Just claim to
$241,000,000 which it cost to keep a watch on the
Rhine for Prance and other nervous European nations, but coupling the admission with uncertainty
whether the claim should be presented to Germany
or to the allies for settlement. Like billions more
that were given the allied nations apparently for
the asking, and upon which not even interest has
been or is being paid, this quarter of a billion or
o may be "acknowledged" in a vague sort of way,
and the United States may some time get it if it
waits long enough and in the meantime persistently
reminds England and France that it has not been
'
forgotten,
In the end decision as to whether this country
gets its Rhine money will rest with the' allies,
which means France and England. As France will
have a vote on the question she might not inappropriately indicate the course she favors. But that
might be progrei ; toward payment of the Just debt,
o the matter will be kept in the air as long as
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Rdlth.
FOR RENT
cottage; every801
thing furnished, 112.60 month.
South Arno.
FOR RENT
house, unfurnish40.
ed, light and water paid,
21(
West Stover.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern housed
with large porches, close In. Inquire
855 South First.
FOR UKNT Nicely
four
furnished,
rooms, bsth, glassed-i- n
sleeping porIu
1510 East Gold
two-rooFOR
house and yard. Inquire 1300 North
Second or phone 908-FOR RENT Houses, all kinds; furnished
and unfurnished. MoMllllon & Wood,
Realtors, 20" West Gold.
FOl. RENT Thrci room house, conven-le- nt
to shops. In the blgl.lands, only
815 a month.
Phone 410.
FOR RENT Three-roounfurnished
house, with steeping porch, 1615 Boutn. ,
High, 815. Phone 1530.
FOR RENT Exceptionally well furnlsh-e- d
and attractive four-roomodern
bungalow. Phone 1730-li'ok RENT Modern-furnis- hed
bungalow;
three rooms and sleeping porch,
neat
nd clean. 1015 South
Edith.
LIST your vacant homes with the City
Realty Co.. for Dromnt and rrtnint
service. 107 West Gold, ihone 87.
"
TTK
FOR RENT Three-roohou..
. n..,n,k
glassed sleenln nnn-717
Inquire
South Arno. phone 1J38-HOll
RENT
Unfurnished
hOUSe With
IIS amonth.Apply1416South
Edith.
FOR RENT Beautiful new four-roohouse,
completely
two
furnished,
screened porches. Inquire 1004 South,
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July.
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Silver.
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Bedtime Storied
For Little Ones
By Howard

U. Uu.rU

Copyright. 1921, by McClur
New spa tier Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
"Uncle Wigsily, do you think yu
could get nie any this morninu?"
asked Nurse Janu Fuzzy Wuzzy, aa
she guve the. bunny gentleman Ms
carrot marmalade at the breakfast
table.
"Any what?" Mr. Longears want
ed to know, "if you mean any
more llttio tadpoles, don't you think
one is enough?" and he looked at
the little black than with the biv
tail, who was still swimming arounj
in some water in the empty bill box
as I told you yesterday.
"No, Indeed, I don't mean tad
poles, though this one is a cute lit
tle chap," said Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
And when he turns into a frog he
can play with Bully and Bawly No
Tall. But what I want now. Uncle Wlggily, Is some fresh sassafras
root to flavor a cuke.
"It is coming on spring now, and
I notice a few leaves on the 'trees
and bushes," said Nurse Jane. "The
sassafras, when it is new and

Away He

raar crying:

"Ice water' Ice waterHE'LL KNOW BETTER NEXT TIME.
W suspect that even Woodrow Wilson now. real- fresh in the spring; is very strong'
izes that it makes a difference how a treaty is ne and smarty and a very little of the
gotiated and what it contains. Pittsburg Gazette-Time- root will mane a most aeuciousiy
tlavored cake! That is why I asked
it you thought you could get me
A GOOD THING BOUND TO SPREAD.
any this morning."
"I'll try," promised the Dunny
Setting the clock forward will be more general
He hopped to the winifi the United States this summer than ever before. gentleman.
dow
and glanced up at the sky.
or
"BETTER ROADS" A REALITY.
the National Associ
according to the president,
"Are you looking for a little bird,
ation for Daylight Saving. It is standing the test
to sine and tell vou whether or not
The internal development of the country has of use. Springfield Republican,
It is going; to rain?" asked Nurse
slowed down, it is often said, no new railroads are
Jane, with a smile.
"Not exactly a little bird," anbeing built, and surplus capital is going into other
DAY
EDITORIAL
OF
swered Uncle
Wlggily. "But I
enterprises. This, it is explained, is why Industry
looked to see if there were any rain
baa turned its attention to foreign trade.
clouds In the sky. However, seeing
MARK TWAIN STILL A "BEST SELLER."
none, I think I will not need to
These industrial and business seers have overtake my umbrella, rain coat, rublooked ah industry that is today, and probably will
bers and the pills to keep me from
(From the Brooklyn Eagle.)
fbs tor many years, the greatest of all. The buildIf the report is accurate that Gabriel Wells, deal catching cold. I'll go out and see
to.
now
I can find some sassafras root tor
if
is
is
of
referred
there
to
F.
Collier
P.
the
er in rare books, has Just paid
highways
Though
ing
little construction of new rail lines highway build & Son company $200,000 for a single edition de you."
his breakras,
Having finished
set of Mark Twain s works, enhanced in value
the
inf la proceeding on an Unprecedented scale and luxe
by autographed title pages done by Mr. Clemens Uncle Wiggily hopped out over
the woodu
absorbing an enormous amount of capital. The in- before his death, and also introductions to the var- fields and through
beginning to show
ternal development of the country goes on un- ious volumes written by a number of wall known which were Just
Twain as still April green. 'The bunny gentleman
checked, but the taxpayers are the investors now, authors, that we may regard Mark
had
not
far before he
very
gone
best of best sellers. For it Is estimated that met Sammle
and their dividends are not calculated in percentage the
and Susie Littletail,
the Clemens estate's royalty on this one sale will the
children.
rabbit
but in service.
be greater than a contemporaneous best seller gets
May we
"Oh, Undo Wlggily!
About 1.000,000 men were employed in the con- - from an edition of 100,000, and the general sale of como
with you?" asked Susie.
"'stru'ctlon of federal aid roads last year- - a greater Clemens' works is keeping up. The assertion that
sassasome
for
"We're
looking
his earnings has been greater than those ot any fras to take
home to our mother,"
number than were employed In the steel Industry known
writer in literary annals seems almost went on Sammle.
"She Is going o
or the automobile business. Road building is now justified.
make some sassafras tea for GrandLet the man or woman who has despaired of father
thou- one of the national Industries. Twenty-eigwho has the
Gander,
Goosey
It is
American reading publio be reassured.
v sand miles of federal-ai- d
roads have been completed the
not true that we "have altogether gone astray," grip."
for
"I am also looking
sassafras,"
or work done on them during the present fiscal The sense and taste of the masses have not been said
Unci Wlggily, twinkling his
'
For Mark Twain is, above pink nose the
wholly demoralized.
year.
least little bit. "So
utterly free
will search for it together.' Do
This new. industry will continue to flourish for all other things, wholesome, human,
from pruriency or affectation, ' He r,ever tried to wj remember some of the lessons
many years', for there is not a section of the coun- be a Shakespeare or a Milton or even a W, D. How-ell- you
I taught you when you were little
He found his own field and filled it It is rabbits,
try, however well supplied with rail lines, that has
Sammle and Susie? I took
an
American
needs.
that
flelQ.
it
distinctively
the
you to the woods and taught you
al
improved highways
Any reader can get Twain from the publio li- the different kind of leaves. Now,
braries. In the nature of things, that makes ac- what does a sassafras leaf look
NOT WANTED IN V. S. A.
tual sales the more impressive.
The book lover like?"
wants every volume upon his shelves. How many
"Oh, I know!" cried Sammle. "It
decades this popularity will last is the merest looks like now er now it look
During the war the discovery was made, much guess-worThe
was
like
a sharp point,"
deservedly won,
popularity
s,
to the 41scomfitur of soms ot our naturalized
"No. vou are thinking of thf:
and may persist as long as : Americans remain
one
be
that citizenship paper
leaves of the willow tree," saJd
granted could
Americans,,..
citl-cen-

Walter.

Two well furnished modern
FOR RENT
houses, highlands, Inquire 224 South

New Tork, April 5. Liberty V.'ILL LEASE for six months, pai
Xur- brick house, on
nlshed,
bonds closed: Slis, $99.06; first 4s,
High; arage, furnace heat, 171
first North
Blank; second 4s, $98.80;
per month. W, ,",
Lererett, phone)
$99.32; second 4tts. $99.02: 18SJ-.-

AFFAIR.
payment of the German debt.
chemical industry feel pretty
Post.

--

'

Ji7.i;

A BRILLIANT

s.

'

Dwellings

KS.NT Five-roofurnished house..
314 Vy pst Marquette.
Four-rooF-- K
KENT
rurnlstied moU-er- n
bungalow. Pall at 417 Hi.uth Eighth.
Five-rooFOR RENT
brick, furnished,
at 11)1 South Edith. Apply 1201 South
FOK

FOR RENT Furnished cottage; of two
rooms and sleeping porch; not modern;
large yard, on car line; 120. Apply 121s
Soma Edith.
Wheat
May.
FOR RENT Furnished, three-roqSept., $1.03,.
modi
$1.10;
ern house, with glassed-i- n
uorn May. 67 74c: July. 66 He:
sleeping
porch and garage, at 517 East Pacifio.
Sept., 68 Uc,
Inquire 100 South Edith.
FOR RENT
On leaee of six months, a
NEW YORK COTTON.
four-roomodern bungalow, located in
the Third Ward. 1.15 per month. Clt '
New York April t. Cotton fu Realty Co., 307 West Gold, phone 467.
tures closed barely steady. May, FOR RENT Modern brick bungalow,
furnished; four rooms and sleeping
July. I17.Z8: Oct.. 117.01:
porch; garage: good location In highDec, $16.98; Jan., $16.86.
land
Phone 2149-Hi North Maple.
Spot cotton Quiet.
Middling. FOR RENT Five rooms
and ileeplng-porch- ,
$18.06.
705 South High, 139; tnodera
four rooms, gas and coal range, 41 West
IJBEItTY BONDS.
firanlte, 435, J. A. Hammond, (24 East

"Susie, it's your Locomotives, Cast Iron Pipe, West
inghouse. General Electric. Btude"A sansafras leaf locks liko n baker, Chandler Utah Copper and
hand Inside a glove, but only with American Smelting, constituted the
throe fingers."
chief issues of
closing at
"That's right, Susie," said Uncle gains of one to itrength,
almost three points.
Wlggily, with another twinklo ot Sales amounted to 1,150.000 shares.
his pink pose. "Except thut someconditions eased, all the
times a sassafras leaf has what you dayMoney
s call loans being made at 4Vs
might call but ono finger, ana per cent, with freer
offerings of
sometimes it has two, and again 30 and
y
fund
Brokers re
three, all on the same branch. Bu'. ported fewer lone time loans, how
now let's hop along anil see if you
ever, for which the recent 4?i per
can pick out some sassafras."
Sammle and Susie were eager to cent rate prevailed. cut in
the
Although another
do this.
They hopped beside the
bank rate was predicted, ster
bunny uncle and once Sammle
ling exchange reacted from yesterstopped and cried:
day's rally and all the allied remit
"I've found sassafras!"
were lower. German marks
"That's wlntergrcen." said Uncle tanrcs
were firm and the Dutch rate
of
some
Wiggily. "We'll gather
but Spanish bills
strengthened,
that later."
VThen Susie stopped near a little showed distinct weakness.
bush and cried:
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar....
4tt4
"Thiu is sassafras!"
47
"No, that is birch," spoke Uncle American Can
&
American Smelting
Ref'g.. R5 Vi
Wiggily. "Try again."
So the rabbit children tried again American Sumatra Tobacco.. 33
120
and this time they found a sassa- American Tel. & Tel
'15
fras bush both at the same time. American Kino
f2
Uncle Wiggily pulled up some of Anaconda Copper
9T
the roots, as they are stronger than Atchison
the bark for flavoring cakes. Sam- Baltimore ft Ohio
42H
mle and Susie each took a taste.
74
Bethlehem Steel "B"
27
"Oh, how good that is!" cried Butte & Superior
his lips, for California Petroleum
Sammie, smacking
5414
was strong Canadian Pacific
.137
though the sassafras
and smarty, and would have hurt Central Leather
3794
your tongue, the rabbits did not. Chesapeake & OhTo
64
mind it.
24
&
Paul
Mil.
St.
"I want a taste," said Susie, and Chicago,
28
Copper
she nibbled a little of the sassafras Chino
30
Fuel & Iron
root. Uncle Wiggily was pulling up Colorado
60
Steel
some more for Nurse Jane when, al Crucible
16
cf a sudden, the bad Bob Cat Cuba Cane Sugar
12
Erie
Jumped down out ot a tree.
71
"I want a taste, too!" he howled. Great Northern pfd
41
"I want a taste of whatever you Inspiration Copper
74
have there, and then I want a lot Int. Mer. Marine pfd
30
of
But first 1 11 taxe Kennecott Copper
124
whut you have," and, very impo- Mexican Petroleum
28
litely, he made a grab of the sassa- Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific .'....
fras that Susie held in her paw.
68
Not knowing how strong and bit Montana Power
87
ing it was, the Bob Cat took a big New York Central
75
nibble, but a moment later he drop- - Northern Pacifio
41
ned the roots,
and stultlng his Pennsylvania
front paws in his mouth, away he Ray Consolidated Copper. . . . 15
75
"Ice waterl Ici Reading
ran,
crying:
63
water!"
Rcpubllo Iron & Steel
25
, Ha! Ha!" laughed uncze Wig- Sinclair Oil & Refining
87
bitSouthern Pacific
gily. "Thats the time he got
28
ten 1" For though .sassafras isn't Southern Railway
too strong for rabbits, it is for Bob fitudebaker Corporation ....117
45
Cats. Then when the bad chap had Texas Company
62
run away the bunnies gathered Tobacco Products
more ot the smarty roots and took Union Pacifio
.134
7
them home. Nurse Jane flavored United States Steel
a cake with her's and Mrs. Little-ta- il Utah Copper
6H
made tea which cured Grandpa
Goosy's cold, so everyone was hap- CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
py except the Bob Cat.
And if tne cow doesn't arinn up
Chicago, April 5. Prospective
all the water in the goldfish bowl, liberal
shipments of wheat to Chi
making the poor little things think cago and Omaha and other primary
a
like
to
have
canary
fly
they'll
markets did a good deal toaay to
bird, I'll tell you next about Uncle bring about a material
decline In
Wlggily and the wlntergreen.
wheat prices here. The close was
net lower,
unsettled, Vto to
to $1.80 and
with May $1.29
Corn fin- July $1,18 to c$1.18.
c to
to c aown. i
ished
o off and
c to
unchanged to
provisions at 15o to $1 advance.
With reports current that seventy-nin- e
'
(By lb Assolled rrM.)
carloaas of wheat were comNew York, April 6. Stocks were ing to Chicago from Omaha and
outlittle more than steady at the
with additional shipments in view
set of today's session, firm but dull from Kansas City and elsewhere, it
and
intermediate
the
period
was generally assumed by wheat
during
active and strong in the final hour traders that deliveries on May conInunder the impetus of a broad
tracts in Chicago would be much
quiry for standard rails end equip-" larger than had heretofore seemed
ments, shorts covering urgently.
probable. Throughout the session
Further liquidation for profits the effect was to increase selling
of
tone
uncertain
accounted for the
pressure on May and eventually to
the morning, although several ot weaken July and September, althe speculative favorites- then reg- though at first the late months
istered new maximums for the year showed gains on account of some
notably oils, motors and shippings. uncertainty over crop conditions in
Coalers led belated demand for parts of the Winter wheat territory.
rails, New York, Ontario & Western
Slowness of export demand for
Lehigh Valley, Reading and Chesa- wheat was a subject of much comof
advances
&
Ohio
scoring
ment The only new business with
peake
ono to three points. The rise ot Europe announced today was In
these issues was noteworthy from Canadian wheat. 400,000 bushels.
the fact that early" rumors in the Domestic millers, too, were apparfinancial district touched upon a ently purchasing wheat on just a
basis.
possible suspension ot Operations at
steel centers because of the coal
Despite wet weather corn and
'
strike.
oats averaged lower In price with
Otis were the dominant features wheat. Gossip was in circulation
ot the early trading, especially sec- about- cheap offerings from Minondary issues, but motors, sugars. neapolis and Duluth, where stockB
coppers, rubbers and shippings con both of corn and oats were reporttinued to reflect a large ; proies ed heavy.
sional following.
'.
Higher quotations on hogs gave
Equipments came forward with an upturn to the provision market.
carwere
ana
steels
and
the rails
Closing prices! .
Wheat
ried upward by the niovement esMay.
July,
v.- -..
'. pecially United States and Crucible. $1.18.:.
.Corn May,'
These, with. American and Baldwin
July, 61540.
Undo
turn."

Wlggily,

...

..........
.......

.........

ht

CITY GRAIN.

Kansas City. April
-

jjj

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

THE

$.37

KANSAS

s!

s.

May, 38 94c; July, 88 c.
$19.76.
May, $11.00; July, $11.25.
May,
July, $10.74.

Lard
Ribs

I

then when such reality
Shall leave me on its shore.
spent and listless I shall be,
Half drowned in life's immensity,
I shall look up to God and cry:
"Give me the sun once more!"
Ruth Bassett, in Leslie's Weekly.

i AN IMPENDING DISCOVERY.
When Uncle Sam checks up his Income tax re
ceipts he is going to be surprised to discover that
congress has milked the cow dry. Columbia
'
Record.

S23

Apply

PorkMay,

And

WOULD BE
But wouldn't the
our
blue? Washington

Miscellaneous

RENT Private garage.
south TUira,

FOR

API

FOR RENT

Livestock

Jersey cow. Phon7KKT?.
Two wurklng nurses.
South John.
FOK BALK High-grad- e
and
cow. Phono 2404-J-jemey
FAT RABBITS are ljow ripe, at 900
North Fourth, phone 1695-FOR SALE
Fresh Jersey cow. gives over
five gallons a day. 710 West Kent.
FOR SALE Jersey-Holstemilk cow,
tUt fur quick Bale, 717 South Arno.
FOR SALE Two Jersey and five H.,1- stein young cows; will sell cheap. Oil
pin Ranch, across river, w. A. Orubhs.
FOR BALE Team of work horses, weigh
1,300. See them at Tount's Ranch, throe
miles north or city, or write Mr. Tount,
lu-r orresier.
l
FOR SALE A team of young, gentle
mules and an Ktnas or zna hand wagons, plowi and
saddles; prices right
Simon Garda. 1203 North Arno St.
FOR SALE Span good mare mules, one
mite west of Barelaa bridge; can be
seen at Bell's Livery bam, Saturday
eirternoon, April 8. i'. re. I'ottreil.
FOR SALE Jersey cow. giving two and
one-ha- lf
gallons of milk a day; will
sell cheap It taken
at once. Phone
2400-Rcorner Highland and Harvard,
University Heights,
FOR SALE Goats, one fresh, three-qua- rt
Tobbenberg goat; also one coming
fresh In May; gave a gallon a day of
milk last year. Prices very reasonable.
11U North Fifth, phone 1017-FOR SALE HORSES Carload of good
young work horses and mares, will be
at Grande Wagon Tard, S10 North Broad
way, Albuquerque, N, M.. Monday, April
I. Scott Rldenour, phone 1658--

And

In dyes make

S ALE

FOR SALE
FOK BALE

stage-manage-

wife-beate- rs

IHEi

AND

GONE TO SUNDAY SCHOOL

There is an unquestioned affinity between genius
and New York, The country looks to its largest
city for the. biggest frauds, the best or worst fakers
and impostors in the many lanes of endeavor open
at all hours to talented individuals, and Little Old
New York never disappoints. The latest introduces
an impressario extraordinary ot an elusive "divorce
'
ring."
In our day and generation we have become so
accustomed to the superlative, the best In cheats,
frauds and fakes that only the colossal in size or
brilliant in execution attracts attention for a longer
period than a few hours. This latest furnishes a
sensation that will not be forgotten easily. For
more than a year all the resources of New York's
legal machinery has been engaged in attempts to
locate the directing agent of an organization that
was flooding the big city with divorces.
At last the genius has been found. And now
that be has been located and captured his system
turns out to be the essence of simplicity. Taking
advantage of unemployment he engaged a staff to
impersonate principals in prospective divorce cases.
While some were made up to look like certain men
and women, others played the 'part of witnesses of
d
"exposes."
The possibilities for blackmail are immeasurable in this scheme. Impersonators cpuld be "planted" to represent any one In almost every imaginable situation. Reputations could be and probably
have been ruined for men and women who could
have no knowledge of events in which they were
charged with figuring. This dashing fake caps the
climax in audacity.

Judge announced that
would be fined $250 in the future for givSamuel Blythe, in the current issue of a national ing their wives black eyes, and that Isn't based on
publication, urges the voter of the country to scrap the law of supply and demand, either.
both the democratlo and republican parties and to
General Mitchell, air service chief, says we need
organize in their places a conservative and a radical party; the conservative to stick close to the tra- airways. A people who travel afoot in large cities
ditions of the founders, and the radicals to engage will say we do. c
in nothing more "radical" than mild experimentation in new ideas in government.
If somebody tells her It's most becoming on her,
The great trouble with the Blythe suggestion is no woman candidate for office will shy that ' hat
that most Americans are inclined to be "radical" into the ring.
on some subjects and conservative on others. Most
of them would like "mild experiments' along some
What Lloyd George will do appears .to be about
lines, but would balk on others, for personal or as uncertain as the outcome of a close election,
sentimental reasons, to say nothing of conscientious
scruples.
It is doubtful if Mr. Blythe really hopes to get
anywhere with his suggestion.
Probably, ashamed
to admit his leanings toward the Wilson democracy
after its lamentable failure, he is trying to put the
I'm tired of unreality
Harding administration in the same class, and to
And living in the sun;
throw out the thought that the voters in 1924 will
I want to feel the slap of rain
return the democratic party to power. That appears
The gnaw of want, the wrench ot pain;
I want to meet life's cruelties
to be the gist of his argument.
And test them one by one.
"RECOGNIZING" THE CLAIM.

SOME' FOLKS DON'T WISH THEY'D BEEN GOOD LITTLE BOYS

OF AUDACITY,

A San Francisco

ANOTHER BRILLIANT IDEA.

IF

-

2o

THE MARKETS

.

hand-to-mou-

-

r

$t.2;

llci'

New York. April 5. Call money
Easier. High. low. rullntr rate.
offered at and last loan, 4
per
cent; closing bid, 4 per cent; call
loans against acceptances, 4 per
cent.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days and six months, 4'i per
cent: prime mercantile paper, 4
to 4
Per cent.
NEW YORK METALS.

Four-rooFOR RENT
clean, nicely furnished bungalow, kitchen, dining
anal
living room; bed room with six windows;

modern except heat: fire place; water
paid; garage. 115 East Iron, Call a

525 South Arno.
FOR RENT Hve-roo-

brick house on
Korth Hijh street, partly furnished;
Two-roo75..
garage, hot air heat,
apartment, furnished, nice, ISO. Four-roo- m
apartment, furnished, Areola heat
vacant April 1. 165. Wm. J. Leverett,
plrone 110. Thlrfi and Cold.
FOR RENT One of most modern homes
In city; close In, extra good location;
beautifully' furnished, hot water beat.
Karage, six rooms, sleeping porch; lovely
front porch, piano and F.dlson Included
In furniture.
New bungalow, located on
East Central; owner going east, will lease
to desirable parties.
Apply lit East
Central.

New York. April 5. Copper
Easier.
spot ' and
Electrolytic,
RENlr-Apartmen- U
nearby.
later, 12c. .JTOj.
RENT Furnished apanmest; alia
Tin steady.
Spot and nearby. FOR
Phone 1590-Karage.
$29. St); futures, J29.62.
Iron Firm. No, 1 northern, FOR RENT1011
apartment,
modern;.

1212c:

Three-roo-

North Flrat.
FOR RENT Three modern rooms, fur2
$19.00
20.00;
nished for light housekeeping. 423 West
$15.501.60.
Santa Fe.
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.90.
hOH RENT Three rooms partly furZinc Quiet. East St, Louis dc- nished with bath, lot North Elghtn
phone 037-livery, spot $4.85(8)4.90.
FOR RENT
Antimony Spot, $4.50.
Three roome with sleeping
porch, furnished tor housekeeping. 100
Foreign bar silver. 65 c.
North Edith.
Mexican dollars, 60 Uc.
FOR RENT
Two rurnisKea rooms, tot
light housekeeping; adults; no ,lck.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
711
No.
No.

$20.0021.00;

northern,
southern,

2

Pouth

Becond.

FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house.
modern, 15; water paid. 1601 East
Central, Inquire 410 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Foir rooms and sleeping
for housekeeping.
porch, furnished
B18 South Edith,
phone 142D-Bel-glu- m
FOR RENT Two and three-roofurnished housekeeping apartments.
Alfa u
NorthSecond.
vwqjieHote
FOR RENT Steam heated apartmenC
In Park View court. 103 Eaat Silver.
Call J. A. Hammond, phone 152!-FOR RENT Small furnished and large
unfurnished aoartment: team heat and
Tut wnteL 1211 West Roma, phone 490-- J.
FOR
RENT Furnished apartment, outCzecho-SIo-vakla
side, three rooms and private bath.
Averlll apartments. ?0H4 North Second.
Three-roofurnished
FOR
RENT
apartment, sleeping porch, south and
eaat exposure: light and. water furnished,
125. Phone 159-CHICAGO PRODUCE.
FOR RENT One large and one email
apartment, furnished completely for
Chicago. April 6. Butter Mar
Crane Apartments,
housekeeping.
ill
ket lower. Creamety extras, 83
North Seventh, phone 114.
l34c; firsts, 3133c; seconds. 29 FOR RENT Desirable furnished apart30c; standards. 33c. .
ment, four rooms and bath, large
Eggs Market unchanged. Re glassed-i- n sleeping porch, 10U West Con-trPhone 101
ceipts 27,101 cases.
mornings.
modern
Poultry Alive. lower. Fowls, FOR RENT April 1. four-roo28 c; springs, 30c; roosters, 20o.
apartment, furnished -- Ith new furnisteam heat; no sick, or children, at
Potatoes Market weak. Receipts ture;
419 North Fourth or Inquire lit West
84 cars. Total U. S. shipments, 620 Oolfl.

New York, April 6. Foreign ex
change, easy. Great Britain demand. $4.3814 ; cables, $4.39; sixty-da- y
bills on banks, $4.35. France
demand. 9.11; cables, 9.12. Italy
demand, 6.21 H; cables, 5.22.
demand, 8.44; cables, 8.44H.
cables,
Germany demand.
81 H.
Holland demand.
37.75;
cables, 37.78.
Norway demand.
18.10. Sweden demand. 26.08. Den
mark demand, 21.10. Switzerland
demand, 19.45.
Spain demand.
15.85.Greece demand. 4.45. Po
land demand, .121.
demand, 1.87. Argentine demand. 85.60. Brazil demand, 13.60.
Montreal, 97.

.31;

cars.
Wisconsin
sacked
whites, $1.5001.66
cwt.;

sacked. Rurals,-- $ 1.6 5
Idaho sacked Russets.

round WILL LEASE To
purchaser of all or
Idaho part'of furniture, elegant
apartment la
.70 cwt.; lowfande,
four rooms.,
bath. aleeplnS
2.00 porch, steam beat, bat water. Phone
.$ 1.90
1

Colorado sacked
cwt.;
Beauties mostly $1.76 cwt.
KANSAS

Brown

CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City, April 5. Eggs but
ter and poultry unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

1225--

unfurnished
FOR RENT Four-rooapartment on first floor; all modern
conveniences. Phone Sundays and
1S03-, Hayden Apartments, lilt
West Central.
FOR RENT
Furnished apartments,
to eanatorlums;
four rooms,
glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMlllton a Wood phone 148.
AT THE WASHINGTON,
'003 West Cen-- i
tral. Here'a the chance yon have ueen
looking for; newly furnished medium
alsed front apirtment Inquire at apart-me- n
No 1
3 r. Bnkln, Proprietor.
FOR RENT Large unfurnished aparti
ment, four rooma and bath, telephone,
lights and water Included: must see to
One block frera oar.
appreciate, 130,
930 North- Eleventh, phone 18(ir,-r
FOR RENT Two. fine two-roofur.
nlshed apartments, for housekeeping,
complete and clean; one block from port-offitwo from depot and one from Central avenue; - very reasonable. I30W
West Gold.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 6 (U. S. Bureau
of Markets).
Cattle Receipts
beef
Market fairly active;
steers steady to strong. Ton $9.25;
bulk, $7.25 8.40; she stock strong
to higher; beef cows mostly $5.00
6.60; beef heifers. $6.0097.25:
bulls strong; calves, stockers and
feeders slow, about steady; bulk
early
bologna bulls, $4.2594.85;
sales vealers mostly $8.09 8.75.
Market
Hogs Receipts 12.000.
active, 10c to 20o higher than yesmost;
up
average,
lights
terday's
PERSONAL
big packers holding back but most
hogs sold out of first hands. Top, nETECTlVEArjNCT."r Pmin'lsY-W-r
bulk,
several
$10.75 paid
times;
MEN'S HAIRCUT, 60o; children, 35c. at
wieir nome.
mono rusg-$10.1610.65; pigs strons; toto 15c
100
WANTED One or two children to board
higher; bulk desirable
(8) 1 fl.35.
on
0
a
lp
country honie; mother's cars: re- tl
Sheep Receipts 8,000. Killing ferenres. Call 212.1-classes strong to 25c higher. Good BAH1ES AND CHILDREN given moth- er'a care evenings: reasonable charge.
93 to
shorn lambs, $13.85
1415 South Edith.
013.60: shorn Texas yearllntfs and Apply
DR.
aRATOPP, Vltapathlo
twos. $13.25: shorn wethers. $10.40;
nervoua and chronic allmentePhysician
a special-twooled ewe top, $10.60; few
examination free. 121
West Central.
native spring lambs. $20.00.
j.

y;

Denver Livestock.
Denver. Anrll 6. Cattle Re- celnts 600. Market steady. Beef
steers. $6.50 7.40; cows and heifers. 5.00fl 7.40; calves. , $8.5001
2.50 4.00;! stockers
11.26; bulls,
and feeders, $6.007.10..
Market
800.
Hoes Receipts
steady. 10c lower.- Top, $9,90;
'
bulk
9.60ffl.85.
Shenp Receipts 4,000, Market
25c higher.
Yearlings, $13.00(3)
13.60;' lambs, $14.50
16.65; ewes,
1
.

.

9.009.75.

),

Journal Warn

w

.

,.;-',

;

WANTED

wanti-.-

Titor WISH lowest cash pries on a borne
about five rooms: give description
and street numUer. Address
Box lncar
journal.
HAVE about
30
down with
good monthly payments on good four
or
house.
In good location!
price must be right., T AdcTees Bog II.
'. ..
cere Journal.
FOR RENT

;--

AOs bring results,

House.

rent five-roomodern
house, unfurnished, sleeping porch and
lowlands.
garage,
Phone mornings,
To

I' EN X
.

ruutth,

W Tltion e
Wi-i-

PLus,

--

.

Ranches

raiict." vn

'Ku'S

,

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?

April 6, 1922,
KINGSBURY

KOLUMN

.

-- hid

FINE I.OCATIOX

I'LL.

In in tho highlands on
paved street, 0 rooms, modern,
built-i- n
features, large clothes
closets, good fireplace, full size
lot, large screened porcnes ami
a real bargain at $5,500.00.
Terms it desired.

Close

FOIRTH WARD
Flvo rooms, glassed sleeping
modporch, swooned porches,
ern. Rood fireplace, furnished
and only priced at $3,500.00,
with good terms.
CREAM OF LOCATION
Seven extra large rooms, modern in every respect, hardwood
floors, fine fireplace, hot water
heat, fruit cellar, large clothes
features, good
closets, built-i- n
light fixtures, largo screened
with
extra
large lot home
porches,
This
good outbuildings.
is a dandy; also a bargain for
good terms if de$10,000.00;
sired.
LINCOLN ADDITION
New and located on the North
Fourth street paved road, fine
soil, fresh air, wonderful view,
largo lots, ditch water and a
dandy place for a home, where
you can raise your own
Some of these lots nave line
shade and fruit trees.
GET YOITRS TODAY BEFORE
ARE
CHOICE LOTS
THE
GOOD TERMS, $20.00
SOLD.
CASH AND BAliANCE $10.00
PER MONTH.

J,

D,

KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Loans
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
I'hono
Real

Estate,

and
907--

'i

M THE!

MAiE,t)VA('ORHLL
iVE. ME -- OHE.THlHC TO

PLUS SUBURBAN HOME
Frultvalo, four miles north of
Albuquerque on Highland road.
We have five acre tracts of
choice grape and orchard land.
one of these

tracts and divide and plant as
followsIt is a simple proposition to see how your assets
accumulate eaph year:
Three acres to grapes.
One acre to orchard.
One-haacre to chickens and
lf

One-hal-

f

acre to home and

beautiful surroundings.
$100 to 4150.00 per acre.
Terms. 20 per cent down and
balance to suit purchaser. '

0,

G, BEBBER,
108 South Third Street.

FOR RENT

Rooms

Rnnm, 120 South Walter.
M6 Went Cupper.
Hoinn.
FINE modern mum. Indies. Ph. 236U-KOU RENT Furnished room. Hi South
I'OK RENT
KOH RENT

Seventh, phone 728-rooms 811
FOR RENT
Furnished
South Water, phone 1BH7-FOlt RENT Large unruriilnhed room,
like new. 124 South Edith.
1 OH R15NT
Three ftimnhed huuaekeep-lnrooms.
919 North Fourth.
FOR KENT-Inf- ? -- Two furnished housekeep-Zii- 'i
rooms.
North Thlrih
For. RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for houfipkpeplng'. M7 West Silver.
JTOH RENT
Two rooms ror Ight housekeeping. 425 West lrot.: no sick.
LARGE ROOM, no sick, (15 a mouth
821 North Fourth.
also Kara?.
FOR PRiN'i-t- wo
rurmsned rooms rol
light housekeeping. 1727 West Ontral.
I1ENT One
FOR
light housekeeping
room: adults only. 401 South Seventh
ROOM and sleepinh
porch, adjoining
bath 301 Bmith Edith, pnona
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
704
porch, furnished or unfurnished.
West Coal.
room
Nice
and sleepFOIt RENT
large
Ing porch, modern near car line. Phone
2369--

(

1

4.

$300 WILL

t

D
'

A. F' Ischer Classified A3
Five-rooframe bungalow, modfeaern, fireplace, oak floors, built-i- n
new
well
and
built K. Central.
tures;
frame cottagre, mod-or$2,600 Five-roofine condition, convenient , to ihop;
bargain.
iMva-roowhite itucco bunjta-lo$5,50C
new, oak floors, basement, furnace, lawn, sidewalks, garage. Luna
Boulevard district.

$4,000

OF

o

I

V

Shelley

Realty

Co.

Realtors.
218 W,
Phone 459-J- .

'

bungalow,

fourth ward, $3,000. One thousand down, (30 per mo.
modern brick in highlands.
Sleeping porch, garage,
corner lot.
$4,700.
Easy terms.

Gold.

ST.

CLOSE-I-

Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
closets, gas and
electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot BxlOO.
double garage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this Is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, close-iCall us for appointment.
MECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance. Loans.
309 W. Gold,

riione

Routes

In

Seivic,

AVENUE

one

the

t

Franklin & Co,
Realtors,

Realtors.
Real Kstate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phone 156.
223 W. Gold

Inc.

(L.

OFFICE

ROOMS

Spacious anil well llehtcd. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service Inr.ludeft.
J. KOHBER & CO.
Auto Department.

no use. modern,
FOll SALE Flve-foowhite stucco; bargain, from owner,
Sou h A rnc
F O H BALK Four collates, corner, I2.10U,
a net Investment of 25 per cent; terms.
HELP WANTED
Inquire 1709 South Edith.
Male.
FOR SALE Three fine homes. East Cen
East
Silver and University WANTED Competent man for dairy and
tral,
farm work. Phone 240IS-RHeights. J. A. Hammond. 824 East Kllver.
hrlck WANTED
FOR SALE Five-roopiessiid
Competent man for outside
house, modern, hardwood floors, front
work; must he able to drive Ford and
and hack porch, garage, close In. Phono handy wllh tools.
Write, stating ago
S4II-and qualifications, tn X, care Journal.
four WANTED Young man office asslslaut,
nouse,
FOR SALE Apartment
furnished,
able to do some stenographic work.
apartments.
completely
modern, birr income; discount for cash. Position open with lumlitr company,
635 South Broadway.
Phone 1771-small town, northern New Mexico. ApFOR SALE Uy owner, suburban home. ply mornings, 221 West Gold.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city WANTED A competent and experienced
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post
hay salesman to handle 8,000 tons por
office bo 21 a. city.
year ror llagernian Alfalfa tlrowersV as- Address reply Including refer- 1100 DOWN and 120 a month are lbs soclatlin.
terms on a brand new shingle bunga
Moora,
M.
N.
two
rooms
and
low;
slnep'ng porch Dexter,
large
price 1950. Phono 410.
'emu I.
KOIt PALE- - University Heights, praotl
A
girl to help with work.
ca v new Spanish tyne bungalow, rur WANTED
722
South
Third
two porches and
nlshed. fl- e rooms,
WA NT F u Experienced saleswomen. Ap- basement. 105 Princeton.
ply The nconomlat.
FOR SALE On account of leaving cliy, win sell my furnished ti5ni., ljnl;er- WANTKD- - -- Olrl for light housework.
s
Fast Silver.
"
slty Heights; best location; term.
Mrs. II.. enre Journal.
WANTED (iirl for general housework.
.110 North Thirteenth.
four-rooApply
New
modern
SALE
FOR
stucco bungalow, extra well built, c'',se WANTED A good nurs maid. Mis, R.
In. fine location. 119 North Elm; apply
E. Putney. 11 05 West Central.
121 North Elm or phone lase-RWANTEl A girl for housework In
FOR 6AI.E By owner. 718 West Coil,
small family. Apply 407 South Walter.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2 WANTED A houi.,
deeper. miodlc-BRe- d
vacant
large porchrs. newly decorated,
American lady preferred. Apply 715
Terms If deflred. Phone 1S03-W- .
East Silver
FOR SALE Modem white cement brick WANTED A
girl for cooking and househouse of four rooms; large closets and
Call
work; no washing or Ironing.
pantry; surrounded by flvs apple trees; mornings. 1107
Kent.
1011
Louses.
and
chlc';en
garage
Apply
WANTED
to
(llrl
assist with nousework;
Orchard Place.
must go home nights. 719 South WalFOR BALE New homes by owner; one ter,
phone 1580-824 West Gold: one
tour-roo810 WANTED Good cook
with money, tn
110 North Maple; ono
Antake half Interest In business.
North Maple; terms. Call '621 West Silswer Tlusiness, care Journal.
ver, phone 1949-OFFICE- - " . Oman cook,
house with large EMPLOYMENT
FOR SALE Two-roogood salary; ale
dining room eirls.
Bleeping porch, well furnished, city
water, lighls, few chickens, chicken 110 Eolith Third, phone 3.14-yard, etc, fine, lot. . Call at 1407 North WANTED Good cook can get good po
Sixth. Phone K.S2-Jsition at gooa psv, but must be good
stucco cook.
Apply 708 West Copper.
FOR SALE My new four-rooexconveniences
all
modern
WANTED Girl for general housework
bungalow,
cept heat; bullt-l- n features: good porches,
and cooking; no washing: two tn fam
lawn and garage; owner going east, and Ily. Apply In person, 209 North Eleventh.
will sacrifice good location; easy terms.
Furniture aler for sale. 710 West
WANTED Miscellaneous

".:"!'"'".

IN LUNA DISTRICT
hrlck house1, oak
New
features, furnace,
floors, built-i- n
only $5,250. Good
garage, for
terms. Lumber has advanced $5
per thousand, buy before tho next
advance.
It. MeCI.tGHAN,
Realtor.
' Phone 4J2-.T- .
204 V. Gold.
Insurance, Loans, Notary Public.

Tfj

1

n

!

new dwellings,

Realtor.
Phone 410.
211 West Gold.

MONEY TO LOAN

Clkup

five-roo-

$5.00

Per hundred. Large
Rhubarb roots $10 per

hundred. Delivered.

XrRSERY,
ALBUQIKHQIR
2116-11l'liono

As Long As

Hetter Grade

Poultry-Egg- s

KALE

hatching.

FOR

WA

Minorca

Ulat--

LI--

per setting.

623

fcoutfo

1747--

cttsS.

First,

FOR

"f,c

phone

KAI.I3 White Leghorn hens,
and two years old; pure bred.

ono
611

North Third.
FOR SALE Hatching eggs from Huff
Cochin and Rose Comb Blank Han- tarns.
82
Koulh Walter.
KALK-1-ur.-S. C. White Leg
horn laying hens and pullets. J1.20
each. 419 West Granite.
FOR HALE White Wyandolte hatching
eggs, fertility guaranteed. 10c each.
W. A. M.issey. 1222
rt. C.
FOR SALE

and Black
p.-- setting.
Ri

FDR

Ml:
709

outh Urondwny.
Rhode Islund Reili

Eleven

FOIt SALE

months old

;.e-iine-

523

South

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Nw

&

FOR

Mexico.

Ebbs for natuliiuv; S. O.
11. I. Reds,
C. P. Hay strain, S. C. W.
t.PBhorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, Si per ict- tInK.
2
Pomh rirnntlwny,
FOR SALE Buff
OrplriRtun et'K f"
hatching; also Buff cockered, wlnmr
of flrpt and special prizes tn AlbuquerPhone 17UI-W- .
que poultry fhonl.
KUK S.iLE Pur bred 8. U While Lk- horu hatching eggs. i0 cents iarh; 3
per hundred; far.cy table eggs at market
price, 'j. 8. Wiley, box 135, city, phone

IDT

HERE IS

COZY UTTLE
HOME

A

Four rooms and

Menplng porch,
adobe stucco, 'liagement and
Lot 45x85
hot air ftirnnc.
feet. Located In fourth ward.
is
two
rvitiiln
Owner
leavinp
weeks and wants to sell at
once.

five-roo-

SALE

Micenaneoui

CHANCES

r.OX

and bring 8 per cent per annum, payable quarterly.
WE AltE ALWAYS GLAD
To give you any information
possible on TUB UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS ADDITION, whether you contemplate buying now
or not. Come in, let's go over
the official map and books
and when you see the number
of lots gold during the Inst ten
months you'll know why these
lots are a SAFE INVESTMENT
and a fine SAVING ACCOUNT.
Only Ten Dollars a month secures one for you. Every lot Is
50x142 feet and restricted. Get
ynnr's today.
Main Office, Seeoml and Gold.
Humes fill). Mill.
Let's Serve You We're for a
Greater Albunuerque.
This Climate Is Gnat.

WMJ, LEVERET?,
Kealtor.
Thlnl ami

ioII

CASH
buys
modern brick, coiner lot, &0xl4'J.
and in one of the best residential
sections of the Fourth ward; some
fine fruit trees.
Owner needs
rash, and this is his only reason
for sacrificing house at thia figure first come, first served. See
J3..100.00

319

You Want to See This
Anil hn ncinvinred that tills five,
room ailohe hnuep, with fur-

mod-

(til libs rli roots, ph. 2417-HAdubt'l.
Inquire 100 West

MONTY TO

To See This Phone

YOUR CHANCE

KAI.E
Hazelillne.
BUSINESS
1130
FOIt HA I.E Kitchen
cupboard.
KnrrrPtpf.
SWAT JO HOTEL
321 Ifc West
for ale.
I'Olt ."AI.K ltpi-i- baby bunny; like .
.1i0 NorllT Arno.
b oii
y
SA l.ffi
Brick building.
BALK Set of double worlc harness-21L'I5 iSouiti First; location good for
ny
North Third.
kirrl nf hufilnpsd.
THY 1IOUDY H MU.T.'i BEST IN TOWN.
o
11 'It SALK
(JmuiI paying buwlncsfi,
on
h
T
t W U-4.
outfit rmnplrte, large corn popiwr,
Dull ll'il Hiid cuuna bulbs. St.
c'liuly kptilfi and ntnvP, crlHpetlc machine, I'Uli PAI.E
ttc. fill North First..
,!os,'ih's Sunaloriiini.
r .
fi'Til ran.
HAI-SA
1U; double
FOK
FOll
IMumtuntf
l!by
nupimei, pipe.
.
bed. I,",. Prion."
pumps, pi lnt. Qc rar and bus fare to
Mountain road. W. C. Thaxton, Jill PUKE FRESH MILK, delivered tn any
N'ort"
Fourth, phone 472-quantity. Phnne;j4I8-J-l- .
To rent email fiirninhed hotel FOR RALE RoMer canaries.
WANTED
218 South
in N?v Mrxteo town, with privilege of
Walter, phone Ififl7-buying Inter, hy experienced.1 hotel people. FOR HALR A Corona tpewrtter. cheap.
A dd rv?
T. M. II., cure
"urnal,
god condillon. 71flUst Silver.
up oslte Ham
Baliy cart and fmhy walker,
or
will
Fe depot,
fell fixture and rent FTrRKALE
2 North Kyramore.
!)honel
storeroom for other businep
purpose.
Windmill, with tower, com- soda fountain. FoRVl-Fixtures include swell
93
ve-North Eighth.
u hlch can be bougpt separate.
cheap.
Automatic electric brooder.
new and" sucond-han- d FUR SALE
FjU S LK' Tli'o
1 fi :! fi
" 0 t'hic k C!iV
""t C ntrnl.
! I:
furniture ntore In good town in

five-roo-

A. C. STAKES,
West Goltl.
riione

nace, fully modern, hardwood
floors throughout, Rarago, and
in the het rpKidrncn
part of
town, ran be bought for
on Kood terms.
Lot

L"

Show Tou,

Kelly,
218

Cold

V.

I'hnnn 467.

188.

INVESTIGATE

AUTOMOBILES

w

tirlok

bunaalow. nxk flooring, hot
wati-liptit; only $4,S0O; trms '.o
furrt Bedai Juit like new.
suit.
Jhone 4.W.
bungalow, basement, heat. sara,
EXPERT rarf'ator repairing. O. K. bbevi nrlrk near
Walter snU Cast Central,
2
r rt
131Anr ' h
ila U! lr
$4,200; terms.
b'iJIX HALISJiuicK J Kb t
X
I tTt c a
Beautifully furnished bunealow. elose In.
condition, filfi Nortli Third.
small puymnt. balance less thou
FOR SALE
Dndir trucic"( Graham '; or
rem : priced very low.
J..' ';;;
rwniiurp. 400 rare Journal. Choice corner on West Silver. 1700.
FOR SALE
Bulck
car;
c)i,i,ii:nriione 744
first. can condition. Bond-Dlllo- touring Co., .'07
(iolil Avenue.
WtjosF.i'ii
i'VH

SAi.K

t5fl.

city
FOR SALE-bi-i- irc
easy term.
West Cop par.
nftj,U-W.- H

extra, gotid used car
Mclntoab Auto Co., all
VX&D

CAR;

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

will

pjy
lauuct ourave,
JOHN

uvi msii tico. ,
W. W1IXON.
rioutu f?cc nd
Attorney.
FOR SALE
y 7 Ford toiirin
rur, guar looms 16, Wand 10. Cromwell Building.
s
anttt'd to be fn
11S3-condition. 312
Phone
South Third, phone a::,.j.
I'HY.NICIANH AMI 8l7K(JKONi.
ISA
LEI new Oakland Six; will sell
FO i
for cash or trade for property. 211 UK. . I.. 1HIKION,
lllteasea of IB Slomsch.
.
Enst Central, phone
Suite, t. Harnett Building.
One-to- n
FOR SALE
1300.
FTirdtruck,
H.
C. 4.XAKKK,
worn drlie; E-r.ght Hulck, ;,90; DK.
Nose and Thront.
Kje,
studchaker.
roil touring. 1125:
To.MAN-Ercliange, TW. C. AFooii. senner.
Barnett Building.
11(1 Wesi
$250.
Phone
Oold.
SaturEasier cards, collar sets, aprons,
Office
Hours
FOR SALE Two Ford speedsters, two
day (I.
2 to I p. m.
t"
m..and
Ford
two
light delivery trucks,
Dodge
VOtl KALE Plumbing
supplies, pipe, Bros, tourings,
two Maxwells, truck and OR. MAUCARIT CAKT VKlGllf7
pumps, points. W. C, Thaxton, 1111
touring. J. Korber At Co., Dodge Bros. Ilesldence 1123 East Central. I'bons 171.
NorlhKourth
7X:I,
Phone 671.
Deol.r. phone
2lfl North Second.
toil PAI.li New electric SlnK'-- r sawing MUST HAVE
THE MONEY Ford tour-Ini- r,
machine; never used; reasonable. JjUJ
fh-W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
oil raclc,
good tires, three-ca- n
North Fourth: ,
Jhock ahsorbers, Yale lock, good tne
Practfpc Mm I (ed to
FOR SvU.F, Adobe, bricks, any sizo f"r chanlcnl condition: priced to sell quick.
or see Cofrm.in,
Cull 113J-J- ,
120 per thousand.
1224
North Second, phon, CKNITO - ntlNAHT
1
727-119
Cedar.
at
South
nlsrrAsrsi
Ihem
In Conottcfttm.
Fn '. SALK Leather davenport and stoolI FOR SALE 1920 Essex touring. In A-- l iVnsMtrmnD
or after
Call forenoons,
bath tub.
rc3l bnrgaln: trade that old Citizens Rank Bldt7. Pliono H8e.
condition;
411 West Santa Fe.
p. m
car In at a reasonable allowance; terms
!ood bull terrier puppies. can be arransed; hurry If you want this
FOR SALE
Mcintosh Auto Co., 311 West
C. W. Hunter, north end of Rio Grande ono.
CAHMEV.
2409-11v

Ilet;

stock All paid for; sickness
of
$..nou; 12.500 with go"d
security un balance, will handle; great
chance to make big money this year.
Ely's Writo or wire WcKee Investment Co.,

each.
Eighth, phone

niiirim

nAI

lilgh-clae-

Phone 110.

ern bungalow, hardwood floors
two closets and
throughout,
features, extra
pantry, built-i- n
large front porch, screened in
servlco porch; on lot 00x150;
near Second ward school. Inquire
Oi l East Santa I c.

ftuist-

--

rt. C. White
Poultry Yards,

ll'il.

$16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

nrca hatching errgs", fl
North Second, phone Arizona;

-i

KALE

FOR SALE

By owner, new

USyiTli

flronze turkey eggs, for
Phone 2418-JH. 1. Red euss, for hatchFOR SAL'-- :
Phone 13811-ing. Jl per scttlni?.
S. C. Rhode IsFOR 8 ALIO Pure-breland Red hatching eggs. Phono 1703-nomTesTt l725a
FCnS A LE nl'ack
setting; la e 100. Fred Lukes, phone
2409-JFOR

It

'

f

roil RENT
Furnished house of six rooms,
porches, modern conveniences,
plenty shade, four miles out on
Fourth street.
We rent furnished and unfur
list
Our
nished
dwellings.
changes continually.
1, 000.
$2,300
WANTED $2,000, $3,000 $5..
000. Every one is Gilt Edge

Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

Albuquerque,

FOR SALE

,

i

r AnKV LVv bUUM
s
New
apartments, steam
heat, gas, etc.; roof sardnn, fine
76. No sick.
view; rents $50 to
Garages, $o.
J. A. HAMMOND, Agent.
R2t K. Silver.
Phono 1522--

Oestreich, Realtor'; '
-2
West Gold Avenue.
Phone 999,

A

Everbearing
Strawberry
Plants

216

SALE Oil WILL TRADE
For a small house. This lovely
rooms, hnth,
home of five
glassed sleeping porch, largo
closets, hardwood floors, gas.
screened front and back porches, basement nicely cemented,
hot air heat. Lot 50x142 feet.
lawn, sidewalks.
If its a real home, nicely located, close In that you want.
ook at. this today. Will consider
a small old house In trade.

npn-

1-

J, D, Keleher,

Phone 657,

Realtors-Insura- nce

mil

AAv-4-

i

224 West Gold.

CHAS. G, ZAPF & CO,

HANDLE.

-

.

,

on good

.

TOOOLEb A UTTLE
MORE1 CAREFOLUf ?
'MLAO oO KNE.W

The old price still prevails on a
splendid lot In Automobile Row,
where the next Jump In prices Is due.
This Is a splendid buy and the one
who gets It Is sure to realize a handsome profit.
Loans Wanted.
We have several applications for
real eslato. We
loans on first-clas- s
can place 11,000, $1,600, and 2.t0i)

We have a few desirable business lots on West Copper avenue. Trices are right.

070.

& WOOD

REALTORS
Loans, Insurance.

on

Located
streets

trees,

the best
Fourth ward.
of

f CMS'T
TOO

BUNGABRICK
rRKSSF.I)
LOW ON SOUTH T1IIRD

Six-roo-

206 W. Gold.

shade

m

,r
COPPER

,V

Jr'j''

:

t

A. L. MARTIN CO.,

n.

OPPORTUNITIES

A REAL HOME
If you are looking for a good
home let us show you this five
room and sleeping porch, furnace heat, fire piace, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and

--

,?1

.7"

v;

4r.
V

JP

T

O

I

'

V

O

mm...,.,
""'"'""

,

"

,

lI;iY;tNrt-rtATi-

n

Aerldem, Automilille iziurnnce,
Burrly Dot U, Loam.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 674.

FOR SALE

Vv

'

'

$500 CASH

For Bale

O

A.

i"j j

five-roo-

Mc.MlLI.ION

,

I

HE-R-

WE THINKt.

'

Of ties.

J

HANDLE

modern

Registered
,

IF

News Service.

U. S. Patent

!M

and bath, shingle Will start you on an eight room
This
bungalow 'furnished, modern ex- house in a good boarding house
cept heat, only $2,500. See
location, large
lot,
plonty of
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
shrubbery. Why not keep a few
Realtors.
boarders
and he Independent?
Phone 414. We have two fifty foot
120 S. Fourth.
building
lots that can be bought, worth
the money, on terms.
F01R SALE
'

New

the International

1521 by

sniiis

I

'

I

n

-r..

"

SHE'LL. WANT ME
TO 6NE. THMOOC
A. CATH
OP

-

i

J

wi

J
M

O

V

!:

I

PWljOI? AN'6EOOTor

lire,

ASSETS

mmtmmam

I"

nil

NEAvVC

"

Copyright

A. FLEISCHER, EeaMstr

If you purchase

"'

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Un v.

FOR

Arizona.
SAL"? IuUiai,

ranh.

ten acre

e re and
tracing
under cultivation:!

one section land leased ; stone
building, 0i20 fept; three living rooms,
storehouse, corrall; fine well of water;
gasoline engl;e; three heavy horses, bar
fenced

;

nes, and wngon: twenty turkey, thirty
rhiekens. n
fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
mile from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad; a bargain, dissolv
ing partnership. . Address postnfnc onx

:r,

J.

H.

and

of the skin

FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
CHIROPRACTORS
71. Albvouernii-Kcvt Mexlrft
furnished; no children. Call at 139 East
San ta r e.
k7)R
AL E Profl tab le
general mer- boulevard; Phone
Chiropractor
chandise and trading store, with stock
FOR RENT Neatly furnished alseplng
1
ali makes. 115 and up; VK IA
n nl 20 ArinLto Building.
swiirt real htirKamfl In
room; steam heat; close in. 317 South
goods.
inventory about TYPEWRITERS,
S. C of
C. Black Minorca.
I'nrd tires, Millers and Goodrich Hi
Full SALK
13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
for
Ha
dividends
$1$,0U0.
Third.
large
paid
If
Blue Andaluslan hatching eggs, fl per
you can une this size do not
vprtown;
122 South Fourth
FOR SALE Ren Estate
: arcel post
many years. Neurest competition nine- Exchange,
One large modern house
fail to Hoe these nn they have nt been
FOR RENT
setting of thirteen.
good PINONS Nice and large In their natural- driven over one hundred
15 iggs
li'iruwiff
1.?5. 225 North Fourth, teen miles away. Property Include rancn
miles.
hiivir
Mcintosh r'UH SAI.Jfi low tfcti,
keeping room adjoining bath. 70S West
MacRobert
eight-roolfie
on
pound.
state,
per
Irrigated
dwelling
avenue, by 132 feet, fronting HtMumt
Auto Ct., 311 Weet Copper.
Marquette.
phne BOO.
of 154 acres on state highway. Owner phersnn. 1114 West Central.
on
fin
and
view,
level,
park;
grade
FOR SALK S. C. White Leghurn hatch
FOR RENT Steam heated sleeping
anil SAVE 50 to 75 per cen on used ;,Qrts.
selling on account of age, at big reduc- FOR SALK Uti-iractnr.
cheap; on easy terms. J. A. Hammond,
21614
rooms.
.
bearln- -.
tires
..heels
Albuquerque Hotel,
magnstos,
ing epgs and baby chicks. $20 per tion; $8,000 cash, balance In Income
ir-2a?4 Kant Silver.
with
gang
plnw.
00: also few cocks and cnckerels. Gen
North Second.
Our stock grows larger
springs, etc.
property, ur eattl or heep. 1L II. Dor-maKorber A Co.
try Poultry . Ranch, po3tnff!ce box 312.
dally. Parts In stoe' for Overlamle, 90, WILL niakw a sacrifice price Tr Imme1J5 San Francisco street, Santa Fe, FOn'BAT.K
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
with SO,
AHwiM music
diate utile of my beautiful modern
pnone I7fi!i-wChalmers. Maxwell truck an pleasure
New Mexico
sleeping porch for two: no children.
Chevrolet. 400, Paige 4, Reo 4. Stude- - home, five r"om and sun parlor; alei
forty record, to help a cripple. See
VC '.
ALE Hatching
110 South Walnut.
fertility
g,a,
room.
me at once. Address
at
4
breakfast
(1.
it
Johnson
shop,
Rent-Roo- m
baker
and
repair
Mcintosh Auto Cn
with Board FOK Harry
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Hinsto
r.ENT Two
light housekeepln,
ilax 77, raro Journal.
nd Cumberland 31! West Copper.
SALK St. ItPKli
Write "or
Comb Ithode Island Reds.
water and lights paid. 222
rooms,
BroadSouth
AND
ROOM
oil
HOARD,
Cherry
Elmmer Ranch Company, Ban
raspberry, S3 per hundred.
M.MC bTAU AIH
LINE
South Broadw.tr.
modern VA NTED Furniture ;
FOR SALE By owner,
any
quantity. prlcer.
yay.
BlOBSom
A ca cla, N.
M.
Ranch, 209 East Trumbull.
pRivFnr.nFS jord co.
The uranse oloreA ears, Engle, ElePhn e 003-.brick, stucco, all modern conveniences
FOR RENT Well fvrnlsrred front bed
CANVAS sleeping porch,
with
board,
cotRi tes 1",c per mile,
RENT
FOR
FORDS
and
buttermilk
old
TWENTY-NINE
SALE
Fresh
Hot
FOR
on
same
Dam
n
Butte
and
the
bullt-lyears
Springs, N.
phant
ose In; no alck; also garage. except heat;
features, large WANTED Refrigerator, good condition.
room,
1207 Eas Central.
$1
f 10 per week.
In gallon
per hour minimum. Special rates M. Meet all trains at Enf te. leaving
R C White Leahorn cnicKs.
ranch
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1H15-Mr.tO West TIJeras.
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, garage
.
Phone 1916-weeg days,
for
them.
e
Ki'Nortn
lots.
ash
men
F prln as at 11:30 a. m. and 1:30 p. m.
ANIJ
Dairy,
Twenty-fivhundred.
phone
preferred,
UOAR1',
t50
Hot
Bwayne's
will
I((lOM8
and
chicken
years'
per
good
location;
yards;
1,
FOR RENT Furnace heated front room
of second-han- d
140 and up: no sick, 1027 Forrester.
SAXOPlTc-;with incubators. Tott Poultry
terms to suit reliable, party. WANTED All kinds
Ol'lest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
Instruments. Third, phona ES0.
undH bandr uass
furniture. Call 944-ground floor, adjoining bath. 609 West sacrifice;
s
insirun-tlonFo.- further rartlculafs, phone 180S-new or used,
Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 1 .'the Dam Una. We drive uur own cars.
Prlvato
FOR URN 'Nicely rurnrsiied rooms with
Fruit, pnone zimh-.- l
WHEN IN NEED OF
flrst-olas- a
IF TOO WANT dirt or gravel hauled, or FOIl PALE Huff Orplnnlon exgn for
on above. . red K. Ellis. Ph. 302-.Write for reservations at our expense.
table board. 310 South Arno,
FOR RENT Bkeplng rooms; also light
rims, carburetors, springs, mag.
FOR SALE Ranches
HEFPfCRNAN
BROS., Props
plowing done, phone 16!8-.of
work horses. TIRES,
FOR SA1.H Team
hatching, JJ and Jl per 1.,; baby chicks. phone laT-'Xnctos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
housekeeping rooms. Imperial AnnexHot Spring- -. N. M.
550 each.
blue ribbon winners, GOOD board and room, 110 per week;
WANTED
From
Tount's
Pee
at
them
1.300.
belt.
Jack,
by
Pump
operated
weigh
First and ,Cer tral.
accessories.
horns,
FOR BALE A small ranch, three-fourtbearings,
or
In
on
Mediterranean
best
female
Seccare
Bouth
of
Three
In
Address Pump,
Journal.
9. 2l4'
one room,
miles nortlr
special
two
city,
Ranch,
COME TO PAnTS HEADQUARTERS.
r,18 West Krult.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for . mile west of bridge; modern bouse, A WANTED Two show cases, floor or class.
I'hono 1172-TIME CARDS
write Mr. Yount. '1021 ' Forrester.
ond. Phone 6S3. .
We have salvaged to date tie follow.
James.
light housekeeping; no sick or children.
CHICKS
The two mo?t profltalilt CLA It A TWISS hae sleeplmf porches for SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions Ing cars: Boick,
243.
BAliY
table.
viaduct
phone
Garage,
Maxwell.
Chandler,
r,03 North Fourth.
Blii OPFNINQ if farm and s ockTands KCGS CLEANED, windows
Comb White
foot
lar
breeds:
and
cures
fcfngle
pop
nuree'i
all
uud
V.
board
fallen
with
490
excellent
OverMitchell. Chevrolet
Insteps;
prevent
and
B.i
rent,
washed, an
In ti e heai tiful
Chama Valley thli
FOR RENT Nice room, close In, for
trnuhles. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. land, every model: Hup, Olds, Crow, Elknt rB0 Bouth His; If.
foghorns r. t R. I. Reds. Write for cirhouse cleaning a specialty. Call 1505-- J.
'e- - enre,
cular and latest nrlce list today.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Oenlr.il. hart, Reo, Doit, Saxon. Studebaker, both
gentleman employed; no lck need ap- spring. Write K. Heron, Chama, New WANTED
R1CNT
ltuuiti ana
FOR
porch,
.ecping
used
Cash
M
for
N
Mexico,
Sl
phonoFifth.
paid
North
Las
Cruces,
sllla
ply.
Hatchery,
with board or gentlemen convalei-ppnt- FOR PALE floor washing machine. $HI. 4 and 6.
124 South Edith, ask Mrs. Valley
Three-roograph records.
H. V. Bendy.
RENT
OR
FOR SALE
d
VTADCCT OARAOE,
lco
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room,
.
or will eichange for
Phone 1R73-house, with six acres of fine land, three for Belga.
500 SOUTH SECOND.
FOR SALE Hatching egsjn; four popular
gas, hath, phone, well people; no chilelectric sew
aocommodatlone box; also practically new 151'J-miles across river, Bee Robert Bandies, T'E PAV highest prices ior rifles, shotH. c; R.
T. argent parts
203
house In the state.
I. Reds, Maynooo FOR CONVALESCKNTS,
dren. 416 West Gold.
varieties:
now available.
' gune, pistols.
Graduate nurse in at- Ing machine, M0. J'nona
Hotel.
vvesvucL':;:! uaiiy.
Wright's Trading Post, strain, 15. II. 50: Famous silver cam-pineNorth Edith.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room Craig
tendance, Casa de Oro.
Arrive.
noifl.
Hepart.
Fourth
end
rraln.
C. Light Prown Leg8.
near
FOR
SALE
15.
of
acres
SALE
FOR
Fred
Mrs.
Furniture
land,
v.o;
Eighty
In modern home.
Apply
PAINT
ROOF
AeBBSTOB
I
The
No.
sieam
e
bedroom;
Ono
Bout.... T:30 pm :IV m
RKNT
C.
FOK
1.
LegUrown
SO:
8.
15.
larae
Dark
first mort horns,
Jemes Springs; good house and fenced: V'e II AVE several
galHamm, 623 North Second.
Knit SA1.K- T;i pastry parlor euiLe, like No. I Calif. Llnilted.U:80 am 11:00 am
board and room GOOD for all kinds of roofs. 110 perSouth
for
Old
suitable
7
mans.
Town,
.
406
acres
two;
12.00.
IS.
horns
Mo
heat;
wants
uncultivated
Who
them
Poblnson,
gage
venthirty
Inquire
Co..
lon. The Mansano
TOR KENT Nice large room, well
new: terms. Phone 1639-"No. T Faigo Fast..l0:iii am li t" am
Million & Wood.
Its each. 523 North Pconil,
South Broadway.
,
phone 138f.
uril,
WaJnuf. phone 1834 J. Try a built up KLIRNITl'RE RKPAIR1NO and upholstertilated, furnace heat; also small room,
No. I The Navajo.. 1S:J5 sin l:Mm
hot and
FOR SALE Oil TRADE Five acres In WANTED Heed baby buggy; will do CoT'MBIA HATCHER V, P. O. box 1102. f5tT"k 10 N'T Room with-iionext to hath. 108 South Arno.
roof, wlll lost
thebulldlng.
l"ngas
Co.
SOUTHBOUND.
W.
fi!3
Ervlr
Phone
and
home
Bedding
ing.
cold water; home cooklna
near paved road; fine grape
own repairs if reasonable price. AdDenver. Colo. We can supply you with
USE EFFECTO AUT'5 lOP and seat FOR
t0:l pr
FOR RENT Two furnlshod rooms for or Frultvsle,
21 B West Stover.
Na 29 El Paso Eip
45.
h
round
to
SALE
terms
chirken
dress
care
M.,
Journal.
privileges,
easy
ranch;
right
any quantity of nao.v rhiclts. Capacity
Auto Enamel. Vals-psEffecto
87
!!:
El
ICxp
No.
housekeeping, with sleeping porch; no party. Phono 693, or apply room 15. First SUITS CLEANED and
Paso
dressing.
oolt dining tnhle and six chairs.
For two, tieut. clean room,
pressed, 11; suits 10.000 weekly. Seventeen varieties: live FOH ItKNT
Enamels on automobiles ;n-- fumed
ehlldren. 1103 South Edith.
EASTUOUNT).
Valspar
u
National Bank, or 1100 South Wralter.
$85
North
home.
hoard.
In
Hlph.
prewith
private
no gasoline odor.
Duke delivery guaranteed; parcel pobt
Homestead
60c;
pressexl,
Paint.
1:41 pm
rooms;
Cottage
Plymouth
pm
Mce,
ROOMS
clean
Ttia
Na
09
t
IMPERIAL
Navajo.,
buf- month for both: gnraae If desired.
SALE Ranch, two miles from post-nfftCity Cleaners,
paid. Write tot prlcee and f- II
phone 446.
Floor Paint, Roof Point and Cement. Sat- FltR riAl.K Nev American walnut
No. 4 Calif. Limned. &. oo pm t:40 pio
rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR
North Kleventh.
four acres, on main ditch, double CLEANING, kalsomine and paper, wax
queen Anne pattern. 5:10: never No.
isfaction assured. Thos. V. Keleher Leath
f.,
F.
8.
l:m pm
pm
Theater. S11H West Central.
Blsht..
I'll
been ugod. Itiqulro 1501 Hast
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
hns moved to 301 8mih er Co., 408 West Central, phone
Ing and oiling floors: work
guennteed RED POULTliK YARDS Blue ribbon MRS. RKED and
No. l
The Scout.... 7:20 m J:
FOR RENT Furnished llghthousekeep-In- g houses, blooded chickens and turkeys; John
hns lovely rooms snd VOH8ALU Corn
chairs.
e:
gVI.Ti:
sixLeather
Furnitu
Goodson. nhone 634-j- ,
FO
Broadway
trac
;
from
ecas
for
rake,
hstchlns:,
winners,
hay
80'JTS.
with
rr.Cll
planter,
rooms; also sleeping porch
also furniture and tools; terms, Phone WAITED
with board for convaelectric fnn. Ice box, cameras, etc. No, tl rrum El Paso :S5 pts
onuoni
tnree
plow,
tor, tractor
By
party, car old teen grand pens; best winter layers; S. C. sleeping porches
alO-Jdressing room. 414 West Gold.
Phone 628.
narr-w- a,
RarnunVo Btuflb
gift'. ...f !!.'."!-FOR(AI.- ei No. 10 From El I'aso 7:tio am
plows.
and three disc
furniture, rugs, stovts, clothing any R. I. Reds. 15 for SI SC. 12, 13, $5; Barred lescents.
cows.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished laVge room FOR BALE Nine-acr- e
a
ranch, on main and everything. Address Box 400, Journal. Kocks. IS for 2. 3. 15: cheapor m juu
three
MIKAMIIM
horses.
three
Jersey
Five rooms of hlKb-clasNo. 80 connects at Tslsn w'th No. U
coun. In modern
home, close In; employed
west of
one and one-ha- lf
miles
tubercular
Wm. Bleta. A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for
cockerels.
ditch,
1
scales,
lots:
fine
tised
breeding;
harness:
bar-ne- e,
No.
only a very short. for Cluvla, I'ecea Valisr. Kin:
platform
portable
City and
furniture,
Phone 1816-l- t.
adobe WANTED Good team, wftfiui. and
In
1483-EUIATE-r.Ynurse
one
people preferred.
alfultt
Baretas bridge: new three-rooat.
3
IM:
two
wagons,
of
West
and
scales
ter
convalescents; graduate
Atlantic, phone
must be disposed
time;
G
Coast.
at
would
once;
buy
separata;
can.
week or month. renovator, buckljoard,
rooms and house and garage; quarter mile from
rates
the
tendance:
by
ELGIN HOTEL Bleeping
"19
Spventlv
North
No. tl
with
310
at
cMRh.
North
at
No.
Tleljo
See Williams,
ti connect,
or post-offi- pay
Apply al
Call J40P-JI- .
double and single harness.
housekeeping apartments, by the day school house. Phove 7404-J.and sojib
CARPENTERING
Furniture at factory prices frni Clnvla and points
FOR SALE
Broadway,
box 898.
Garden.
week or month. SOJUj Weet Central
Mann's
with
ROOMS,
NEWLY
man
FURNI8UI.D
ecomi
oost
leas
It
makes
which
MAX BARGAIN STOKfc. at S15 South PETTIFORD THE
ODD
JOB MAS.
steam heat, hot and cold water,
FOR REST Two housegeeplng rooms F"ii BALE Twenty-two-aor- e
ranch, part
hand goods. Come and see for yourself.
All kinds of work. Phone 173-.T- .
First, will pay the highest prlcee for
WANTED Position
first-claor all of same: on Old Town bouievara; your
also one front sleeping room; private
dining room, with best of
Americas Furnllura Co, J!l Bnulb. 6ec
second-hanand
ahoet
clothing,
house
Mrs.
WANTED
408
Odd
Jobs
Kajl
house and outbuildings;
home cooking.
Iligglns. tiiM
carpinterlna.
entrance, with or without board,
good
Phone 8K9.
COLO II W hand laundry, 103 Kust Coal, und.
alfalfa: all kinds of fruit and berries: furniture.
West Iron.
palntlna and repairing, at reasonable Cotitrnl. Occidental Building.
phone J505-RUO CI.EANKRS
account of health. Phone
prices Phone 145-SOUTH EDITH Private sanatori14U
furnished for owner leaving,
FOR RENT Two-roosnd Ironing, uy ut
WU CT.EAN HUGS.
or 848.
Navajo run
Rooms WA'Li:!) wusliinK
wall
and owner, 2417-Rum for tubercular
patients,
light housekeeping: use of bath
G. PAINTING and kalsominlim done;
&
1885-B.
Phoue
n
day. Phone 159K-M- .
ex
specialty.
porches:
psper cleaned:1 roors repaired;
prices nlcclv furnished: glassed-ip . one. 208 North Edith;, phone 1S2S-FOR BALE Ranch of nearly S00 acres, Cleaners.
IMs-m- .
nurssir,-Work
or
the hour. Vho.it
WANTKU
ressonHble.
Phone
cellent
hy
service;
Also garage.
troy
meuis;
general
part heavily wooaea, perpetual springs.
LIST IT WITH US
134.1-HUO CLKANERS
after r, p. m.
Cool place for summer. Rotes ore
i ing.
PA1NTIXC.
FOR RENT Nine, airy front bed room. Ideal cattle ronge; herd of registered
paper hflnKtng i.n.1 caom-Inlna135r.-W- !
1I5.
Phone
T
reasonable.
Huts
Cleaned,
W
!)1i
two
farm
ituaranteetL
all
Impleoompeteut practiwok
WANTo Nursing by
Hereford, horses, chickens;
adjoining bath, modern home;
and
Estate you have been tryins to
13.80
up;
MATTItKBSES
.
Th.tt
OR
Ileal
renovated.
LEASE
corrall. several
RECURVATION'S muy now In Had at St.
riione 6!I-cal nurse,
tS ouih Edlih. phone 13H-Jlouse,
Owens,
indies or couple; home privileges; no sick. ments: ince
furniture repaired and packed, ttfvlo WW
sell. Our servlt-- s at youi disposal.
orchord. Illness In
John's Sanatorium tKplscopal): rales, WANTED
small
Phone 1114,
and
and
by Hie
ODD JOB carpentering
DO
C13-Ironing,
Washing
Redtllnff
'
Company, phor.a
MANAGE
117.60 to ti per week; Includes prlvste
Wo Will l'lnd You a rurchtiscr.
makes It necessary to sen. rrice
j
Cull UM-J- .
dozen or piece.
houo building, reasonnb:e: Invesllpate room
FOR
RENT Two modern furnished family
Address I,. E. WANTF.D
with aleeplng porch, connected to
terms reasonable.
Phone
Careful Kodak flnlshlnc. 0
low prices: estimates free.
take
to
and
WANTKU
rooms, with glassed-i- n
Ironing
sleeping porch, and
Washing
bath and toilet; medical care, meaicines.
Bowman, care postofflce bog 111,
Remember, satis- 2S0U-3. F. Kl iken. Si! Tale street.
Twice dally service.
nor.-c- ;
1U worn g. raiueou.
for light housekeeping; no sluk; no chili uonw
N. M.
nursing: excellent meals, irsy
faction ruaranteed. Send your finishing I
dren. 710 South Arno.
ou In Investigate my low prices service: no extras. All rooms hsve steam 1S0C-WANT
eslsbllshed firm. . Hanns
to
reliable,
on ny kind nf a building proposition hent. hot snd cold running water, rtev. MAN COOK wants position; hptel, resort
MONEY TO LOAN
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished
A Hanns, Master Photorraphers,
Phone
A. R Palmer, runes-loor camp, anywhere. George McCarty.
W. II. Zlegler,
Superintendent.
you hsve tn view.
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
511
to lonn on KAZOK B'.ADBS Hi-v- s
dull safely
401.
Routli Peoond.
your
.
Builder, box 41, city, phons 1768-W- .
water heat and bath: centrally located; Wt: JiAVE tl.OuO and
& . razor blades
McMllllon
.
21
rood
first
sinais
1744-mortanges.
eofe,
d;
VVANf ioUBy colored tail y. housewo.'k
resharp.
if desired. Phone
HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING
' garagi
sr.o ner dozen.
alterations, repairing, orlarite
9Rn
Have BUII.DINO.
Wood. Sos West On'J.
Sn,M,l. nip
FOUND
LOST
AND
Cood worko.
West Coal.
the hour or day.
by
contract
by
nrk by
LIST IT
On watches, diayour stralffht rnVor honed and set by theJobs or small!
M. ,1.. cire Jonrnal.
Address
work
leiitlit!!'
LUST
purse,
. FOIt
nosnnabls
lllurk
oontilliilng
RENT Strictly high class room MONEY TO LOAN
prices:
day:
For A Bargain
All work guaranteed.
Knbif
vslusola expert.
B
monds, guns and eerythln
estlmnles free. Cull 1755-W- ,
money end fttale tmnk deposit book; VyWNTHil Work with private family, us
north, east and south exposure, south-- '
I! i., at Huppe's DruK Store.
11 a Dutitb
WITH US
Flrst;
reward If reinrneil to lull llnrvard
etiaurreur anu yar,t ni:io; rtierroe,
R .Tnhnton. t!1 .1 l.n.
east sleeping porch, private oome, best Mr. B. Marcna,
Tell us wh.il yoll
a home?
a
lot
or
In
mnn.
I'hone" l&Qfi-i residential district;
gentleman preferred MONBT TO LOAN on diamonds, watches FOR RENT
IXot Hrerllng" silver" livcrslinrp pencil, by young colored AN"i;l
got H.
Office Rooms
want; we have It or
LY .fariltor
i
iAJ
no sick. Tall 70.
near OFFICKS ffL":
and to d Jewelryi liberal rellahle,
Helen Alaparh
DRESSMAKING
engraved,
wltlr
t
Oottlleh Jewelry Pp.. 1011 N
Phono 10.1. reward.
t'OK ItKNT Oflks rooms, Luna, Strlckor
Central sehool.
services, house cleanlnt l Willi vacuum).
Foil RENT Special offerl One furnish
813-.- I
ImllcttnKorber Aino Deportment.
LOST Small Plirlners pin, between Wo- floors polished: references. Phone
ed room, adjoining bath. In brond new rONPIDIiNTI A L loons on Jewelry, diamen ond Chlldrens' hospital and
monds watches, Liberty bonds, plan
FOll KENT Two office rooms, newiy HEM ST ITCH I NO
modern home; close in. private porcn enMiWilliams'
Rooms
M
Btore.
Rothman's
WANTED
A.
plentmg.
to
over
Rubonk
Journal
Lowest
rslea,
rea
automobiles.
return
Clothlog
dfcorated;
and Central;
trance: e oployed neople preferred;
717-.- 1
llinery, tot South Brosrtwoy. ph.
Bonded to th stste. Son Eubank Brothers.
117 Bouth First.
' sonable. Phone 1H40-of flee: reward.
unfurnished
two
To lent
WANTKU
SinAND PICOT1NH.
FOrt HUNT Desirable hall, 2r.iii, at HISMSTITCHINU Machine
rooms with space lo park car If possi117
Insiirnnro.
Hewing
Company.
school,
for
VC.
ger
TYPEWRITERS
suitable
TRADE
C. Annes,
OR
West
SALE
Iiani, Abtilrai'tN,
FOR
Central;
Write
MA ITRESS RENOVATING
slate
ble;
.611,
price.
West Hold, phons 787-2 1 "i! Wwt 4iiM Ave.
or otneo worn,
cltv.
I'lionc
'r"Y"FiiiVviuT,lCH8--Aninii.s - tivarhaulal danolnff
I umber
li
ST
wagon general delivery,
box; FOR KAI.H fill TRAD
side
and
Pt.KATINO.
accordion,
ron-HKofflca
Oroimd
masparo
Hlbbons for svery
and repalroJ.
rur
and
Hub cleaning, furniture
North
heavy sprlnx wagon, three:
mall orders. .N. Crsns. !1
inmil.in.
Livestock and AT'
Journal Want Ma bring result,
S14.
Ervln chine.
nil 111
fountu inlla west ut bridge. A, J. James.
Albuqueruoe Tyiiewrller
packing. Phone ... 13-uliuiia 'J03-J- .
lil South 1'ourtll. llcullural Loau Co., Hi South Second. Sovsnth. Crass Ai'litmeim, phone
JJodding company.
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CAR OF HEINZ
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PRODUCTS HAS COME TO TOWN

CONCERT SINGER
TALKS BY RADIO
FROM ATLANTA

We mention today only a few varieties that are especially good: Heinz Spaghetti, with Cheese; Italian style, small cans 14c; medium cans 18c. Baked
Red Kidney Beans, small cans 14c; medium 18c.
Tomato Soup made with cream, small cans 14c;
Cream of Pea Soup, medium cans 22c; Cream of
Celery Soup, medium cans 22c; Apple Butter in
glass, 1 pound, net, 32c; 2 pounds, net, 50c. Other
good things to follow.
New Peas and Strawberries are down again at
our store,

WARD'S CASH STORE
508 WEST CENTRAL.

LET'S GO

HAROLD LLOYD in

"A

MAN"

SAILOR-MAD- E

Comedy and ten

Twice as Long ns llie Vsunl Harold Lloyd
times as many laughs.
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DIE

RE-VIE-
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SNAP-SHOT- S

RKGVLAK ADMISSION PRICES.

WORTH

LOCAL ITEMS

Reported to
Have Fired Bullet During
n
Wrangle in Front of
Hotel.
w

4

Columbia Grafonolas

ROTHMAH'S

SCHOOLS

T

l

"'

.

Be-le-

"i

Celso Lovatn of Belen, one of
the county commissioners of Valencia county, was shot and seriously
wounded afr Belen Tuesday night
after election, Early Wednesday
morning he was brought to Albu
querque and Is still In a critical
condition at St. Joseph
hospital
here.
Lovato. who was raised by an
aunt at Belen and Is sometimes
known by the name of Celso Jara- millo was standing with a group
of three or rour men in front of
the Belen hotel Tuesday evening.
It was reported that most of the
men had been drinking.
James Haca, deputy sheriff of
Valencia county and a brother-i- n
law of lovato, was starting to take
I
him home. Ho is reported to have
Alma Gluck.
had some difficulty and in some
Alma Gluck, world famous con- manner his revolver was discharg
cert singer, may soon give a con- ed, the bullet entering; Dovato a
The shooting occurred
cert for the radiophone fans of the abdomen.
11:30 o'clock that evening.
country. While in Atlanta recent- about
Lovato was taken In an automo
Ij.WVJT mowers.
ly Miss Gluck talked to Fort
e
bile to Albuquerque, arriving here
lawn
New shipment
and appeared much im- about
2 o'clock.
Dr. W. R. Love- mowers,
See
new low prices.
at
her
wireless
pressed by
&
Co.'s
lace operated upon him at St.
Korbor
them at J.
during the early morning.
The bullet was found to have gone
The "SCNSniNE" nut In DAINthrough the stomach ana to nave TY GIFT PACKAGES. Machine
Fannie S.
entered the left kidney.
aiiMieil. TMnon nuts.
His condition last night was de- Spitz, 323 North Tenth street. TeleGOUWTYSEGUR
his
serious
and
be
to
very
clared
phone 802.
chances for recovery did not appear
fnvnrnlile.
Mr T.nvato Is 30 years old. He
PLITC
ROADWA I
has a wife and a small daughter
I
III
at Belen.
To replace that broken window
bvmutr
I
glass. Albuquerque North
First.
ARRESTED FOR THEFT
'rhone 421. 423
OF AUTO, MAY ALSO

Journal Vrent naa bring results.

Horlick's Malted Milk, hospital size
Horlick's Malted Milk, $1.00 size
Horlick's Malted Milk, 50c size
Whole Klim, 2' pounds
Whole Klim, 1 pound
Skimmed Klim, 2i2 pounds
Skimmed Klim, 1 pound
Armour's Milk, small size, Sc; tall cans
St. Charles Milk, small size 5Vzc; tall
Carnation Milk, small size 5V2c; tall
Hebe, small size, 4y2c; tall cans

'

Phone

490-- J

"TTIE LAUNDRY
OF QT7AUTY"
Dry Cleaning,
flats
Dyclnj?,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
latest process.
by

and

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

George Telford Production

"The Great

LAUNDRY CO.

148

THEATRE

A

THE IMPERIAL

Phones
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449.

mpersonation5'
WITH

James Kirkwooi

STRUMQUISrs

ADDED ATTRACTIONS j

BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES
CURRENT EVENTS
REGULAR PRICES.

FACE FRAUD CHARGE
Isleta Indians and the Catholic
church at that place will rccolve
J600 from licrnalillo county for
the portion of the pueblo's lands to
bo used in the construction of the
concrete highway from the Barelas
hi'ldgfi to the south cc.inty line, it
was decided at the meeting of the
commission
county
yesterday
morning.
The action was ta:;en following
the report of Leo Crnne, Indian
agent, who stated that he had secured the agreement of the church
to accept $100 for the portion of
its lands required for the road,
and of the Indians to accept $"U0
for their share.
atMr. Crane had previously
tempted to reach an agreement
with the church and with the Indians, but had found that the
church demanded $200 for its
share, while the Ind'nns asked
$075. At a later conference, however, the lower sum was agreed
upon.
The new concrete highway will
follow a different route from the
present ronn on r:i west side of
the river through the pueblo, the
new route being more direct.
Mr. Crane told the commission
that he also hopes to have tho men
of tiie pueblo devote three days'
:
'"i '" t.:e ccn-.nciirn of
tho new road.
-,

KIWAMIANS PROMISE
THREE DAYS A YEAR
TO N.M. UNIVERSITY
Three days each year will be devoted by the Albuquerque Kiwanis
c'ub to the aduncemcril of the interests of the stale university, according to u resolution adopted by
the club at its meeting yesterday
The resolution was introduced by
Sidney Weil after an appeal for
support by President David spence
Hill.
Dr. Hill spoke cf the work which
the university is doing. He told
tje Kiwanians that students and
faculty members spend $1:00, 000
each year in the city of AlbuquerHo said that the university
que.
greatly desired the paving of East
Ccntdal avenue and free water for
use in beautilying the campus.
The paper of the day was rend
for U C.
by Dr. M. K. Wylder
.Mersfelder on the Canadian-Unite- d
States relations in observance of
tho week set aside for this purpose
by tho International Kiwanis. Tne
paper treates on the resources of
the country and the friendship
which has been maintained between
the neighboring countries.
Mr. Weil, who was introduced by
Thomas Hughes as the rew Ki
wanis commissioner was warmly
applauded. The attendance prize, $5
given by George M. Post, was won
by Charles Zapf and a box of cand,'
given by Dr. It. Fred Pettit, was
won by P. .'. Tandersypt.
The
silent boosts were sample bottles ot
bluing given by Richard P. Woodson, Jr., and picture pest cards of
the Menaul school, given by II. C.
Donaldson.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.
C. H. CONNER, M. II. D. O.

Osteopathic Seclallst.
2033-Stern Ulds. Tel. 701--

Sheriff Tony Ortiz returned yes-- j
terday from Alamosa, Colo., with
Max Weiller, who was arrested
uu
by officers there last r riuay
a warrant marglng him with the
theft of an automobile here.
Weiller may also face a charge
of the
of fraud if investigations
district attorneys office are found
which
information
out
to bear
that office has received. The al- leged fraud grew out of a rancn
di al in which he is accused ot
by
possession
having obtained
fraudulent means of the ranch
south of town or Tony Scarpelinl.
and appropriated the funds received from its sale.
Weiller is at present in the
county Jail awaiting a hearing on
the auto theft charge.

nc
,.llc
8 Vic

WILLY-NILL- Y

Sell

Egg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

always

Phone

first-cla-

work.

ss

234, 207 E. Central Ave.

RUTHERF0RD& GOEBEL

SQUARE

I

I I f

I

i

f

"On the Square's" no Idle Jest,
Our charge is fair we do our
best.
from the proverbs of
Mr. Quick.

contractors

517 S. Broadway. Phone

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

-

CARD

TABLES
Even people who
do not play cards
find these card tauseful.
bles very
They fold up out of
the way when not
in use and come in
finish
mahogany
with rubber tipped
legs and covered
with green baize.

Pounds, 811. 00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why Wc Lead. Others Follow

Johnson Coal Co.
N.

First

Phone

3H8--

WANTED

Palace Drug Co.

FOUND

real

place to get yoin
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
BILL'S SHOP,
213 S. Second.
Phone 4H0.
Prompt Service.

P M)

CHARLES

RAY

r. a v. p,

PHONE

624 TODAY

WE SFXL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
IMPORTED FIGS.
Potatoes. 100 lbs
$2.10
NEW DRIED PRUNES, lb. 10c
Pure Sorghum,
5 nnd 10 lbs.
Hebe Small Milk, 0 for
23c
10 lbs. Sugar
$1.00
Gallon Apples
r;
Gallon Ponchos
75c
Glassed Jar Pears,
40c
Glassed Jar Poaches,
24-ll)- 9
83 1.3c
Glassed Jar Apricots, 2i-lb- s
3Bc
Hulk l'enimt Butter, I'o
20c
Comb Honey
, 30o
flaked Hominy, 3 lbs
.2."i
Honey
,$1.75
ooe
i Gal. Honey
Hliiek-Eye- d
Peas, lb
12'ic
Cider Vinegar
COe
Sack of Meal..;
,
3."c
25c
Pig Uacon
ana
niar
iiorsenoo ronnceo.. hoc
Peaches
Pears
and
Apricots,
2Ji-lcans
25c

2;,

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"TEA FOR TWO"

VAUDEVILLE
WILLIE

I

WIMTMORE

KING OF MINSTRELS
IN

Talking and Buck and

Singing,

Wing Dancing.
REGULAR PRICES

CREAM COFFEE
SoIdAt This Store.

WeSellSKWHERS
tho highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle and

CERRILLOS

EGG COAL

Uniform Size.
Convenient to Handle.
More Heat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
uel for Stove and Ranges. Order a ton
today.

ilAIIII COAL CO.

other Macaroni Products.,

Phone 91

FOR RENT

Nice part of our office with
window.
For Sale: Oak roll top desk
and large oak office table.
CHARLES G. ZAPF & CO.
Gold.
Seeond
Phone 040

COFFEE CONTEST CALLED OFF

EMPIRE Cleaners

SHOE REPAIRING

Owing to the lack of Interest In the contest and the fact
that the company has found it is more expedient to conduct
only a Jobbing business and sell thrdugh the dealers Instead
of direct to the consumer, our coffee contest has been called

DTKRS AND HATTERS
KVO CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

en's rubber neels ,
Ladles' rubber tieets

ELMS HOTEL

Finest roomi- In the etate
hot and cold
steam
heat,water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with,
out private bath. 14 to $10 week
Transient rate S1.S0 single;

However, special inducements will be offered to the users
of our Coffees through dealers as they make their purchases
with other food supplies at their local dealers.

Mountain Stales Coffee Company

4oe
40c

FINE HAND MADE
"SHOES AND BOOTS"
Work Guaranteed.
Free Call and Delivery.

off.

NOTICE!

Knights and Ladles of Security
Dues and assessments from this
date will be Daid at 704
North Fifteenm.

Rightway Shoe Shop
Phone 127.
218
S. Second

,

12.00 double.

With bath 12.50 single ana
double 13.00.

Albuquerque Decorating
Company
Paperhanging and
Interior Decorating Our motto

Painting,

first-clas-

s,

work.

Electric Machine

Perennial Plants.

iJHEATINO

CHOCOLATE

-l

always
Phone 234. 207 E. Central Ave.

Oriental Popples, Delphinium.
Iris, Baby's Breatn, Dahlias.
Gladiolus, etc. Better order
early.
R. F. BLOOM, Phone 2187-- J

TO 11

116 West Gold Avenue.

arms

Is

Makes your old floors new
and your now floors perfect.
Phone 845.
It. V. Hullck.
Office 211 West Gold.

1

FRANK TROTTER

pay good prices for firesuch as Rifles, Shot
Must be in
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South first Street
We

us.

--

2.0(1(1

FROM

IN- -

throughout

Gallup Lump Coal

9(111

We are conscientious
plumbers, giving you your
money's worth on every
job s6 that" when you
need a plumber you want

1305--

Fine Shoe Repairing

The week will be observed by
an intensive forest protection educational campaign.

THEflTERl

LYRIC

LAST TIME TODAY

"general

COAL

WOOD
iicm oi csoo

A

Tha Highest Grade Macaroni

is

country during the week
starting April II). The last day
of tho special week will be the
golden nnniversaiy ot Arbor Day.
Copies of th proclamation have
been received by the district forest service and have been forwarded to Governor M. C.
entire

DELIVERY BOY

205 S. First St.

Wo

Paperhanging and
Interior Decorating Our motto
Painting,

J,

."96c
45c
A0c

DECORATING CO.

ALBUQIKHQIK

7Fc
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
90c
Men's Half Soles
FOREST FIRE WEEK
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
WILL BE OBSERVED
City Electric Shoe Shop
HERE THIS MONTH
213 South Second St.
Phone 5G7-In accordance with the proclamation of President Warren G.
Free Call and Delivery
Harding, forest ' protection week Work Done While You Wait
the
will be observed

WANTED AT

.

3

THROUGH ISLETS

$3.20
77c
3gc
$1.57
76c

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

J. A. SKINNER

Let Us Send a Man

Uilld

high-grad-

221--

For Convalescent Tuberculars
the mountains. Kates SI 2.50
per week. For reservations

"Albuquerque will bo surprised
at the showing which the national
guard boys will make at "cavalry
tactics on Sunday afternoon," said
Rolf
Henry
Adjutant
Brown, who is in the city to attend the first annual field meet of
"The
the Headquarters troop.
boys have been practicing hard at
their stunts nand will put on a
good show.
"It will be Interesting for the
the
spectators at the meet to see
development in tho young fellows
who belong to the guard," he con
tinued. Many of them had never
been on a horse before they v enlisted and you just ought to see
them now. This Is the town's optrain
portunity to see what guard
ji'uiih ...v....
ing Will ao iur
at
held
be
will
meet
field
The
the cavalry stables In Hunlng park
Instead of on South Fourth street,
as formerly announced. The proand
gram of mounted games, races
will begin at 2:30
exhibitions
of
the
o'clock. Twenty members
of the
troop and several members
ladies' riding club will participate.
There will be bleachers and parking space for the spectators.

VP

and 5.
The regular monthly meeting of
the missionary society of the
Christian church will bo held at
the church at 2:30 this afternoon.
Division No. 1 will have charge of
the proprani.
The Mothers' circle of the Congregational church will meet from
3 to 5 o'clock this afternoon at the
church for the Kaster party for
the children of the cradlo roll and
primary departments, and for their
mothers.
Mrs. Herbert Galles, who has
Sold On Eusy Payments
been confined to her home the
past ten days suffering an attack
of lung congestion, is reported to
be Improving.
Factory wood, ri11 tructt load,
Music and Jewelry Store
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
117 South First St. Phone IM7-- J
Phone 91.
Born, Tuesday morning to Mr.
and Mrs. lieorge Mitchell, 1012
West Central avenue, a son.
There is an undelivered telegram
at (he Postal Telegraph office for
C. II. Spencer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard A. Sloys-te- r
.have returned to tho city from
Before going to
Denver, Colo.
TO H LD TRACK
Denver, Mr. Sleyster was in the
Insurance and real estato business
here. He Is now an Insurance adjuster.
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath.
SATURDAY
N. T. ArmlJo building, phone 741.
The Itnilway Mail clerks will
hold their monthly meeting nnd
dinner at the Y. M. C. A. tonight
Seven hundred and fifty athletes
:30 o'clock, followed by on illus- will take part in a track
meet at
trated lecture by J.
Jones.
Washington park .Saturday morning. The meet is being staged by
the ward schools of Albuquerque
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
and managed by the city public
schools. Kach of tho four wards
DOINGS
ire entering about 200 athletes and
the meet will last about two Iiouim
"There was a young dame named with seven events
nt the same time
Felitas,
beginning at 9:30 o'clock.
Who was vaccinated for 'lleighti-tis.A banner will be awarded th
school winning the meet and anto the winning relay team.
other
It is up to T. B. Crabb to say The entrants
will be divided into
where.
seven classes according to weight
M. W. Thompson will soon open und the ribbons
given will be the
a. furniture store in connection with same
for each division. Five events
the Builders' Supply company and will be held for the girls
in
which will require a new store room section and five for the boys. each
on the corner of Yale and Central.
The events to bo hold are:
E. C. Morgan started foundation Dashes,
running broad jump, runwork for a handsome new Spanish ning high
broad
jump,
type bungalow for M. W. McKinley Jump, hop and jump,standing
baseball and
on Stanford avenue this week.
basket ball throws.
From
ail
these, seventy first, second and
third
will
bo
The
awarded.
places
K. OF C. PLAN A BIG
light weights' will have as mucn
chance as any for the best places,
CONVENTION, TO MEET since
entrants are divided with the
HERE MAY 14 AND 15 weight ranging from 34 to 13j
pounds.
will be In
Competent officials
May 14 and 15 are the dates anand there will be no crowdcharge
nounced for tho annual convention
of the Knights of Columbus, which ing around the contestants. Xo adwill be held here this year. Dele- mission will be charged.
gates from the six councils which
are, other than Albuquerque, Santa HIGHLAND PLACE
Fe. Oallup, Roswell, Las Cruces,
Las Vegas and Baton, are expected
MAY BE INCLUDED
to be present.
IN CITY LIMITS
Women are being urged to attend
the convention, and a special committee Is being arranged to proProperty owners In Highland
vide entertainment and comforts Place, which consists of two blocks
tor the women visitors.
at the ccrner of Santa Fe avenue
The first day of the convention, and High street, petitioned the tity
which is Sunday, all those attend- commission last
nigtit that the
ing will attend mass in a body. place bs taken Into the city limits.
After mass In the morning, first
School
John
Superintendent
degree Initiations will be held. The Milne addressed .the commission
afternoon will include seeond and and asked that the 293 acres of
third degree initiations, followed by land belonging to the schools and
banquet for men and women. adjoining Highland Place also be
Charges will be made for the ban- included in the petition.
The petition was referred to City
quet and programs, the proceeds of
which will go to St. Anthony's Attorney William Keleher, who will
orphanage.
report at the next meeting. If the
city can afford to make the im
liAW.V MOWERS.
provements which would be requir
if the tract is taken Into the city,
ed
e
New shipment
lawn
fcec it was me opinion of the commis
mowers, at new low prices.
sioners last night that the petition
them at J. Korber & Co.'s
should be granted at the next meet
HOUSE ROOMS ing.
BITTNER
Phone

EXPERT WATCH MAKING,
Engravliis,- Jewelry
Repairing- Opposite Postoffico.
118 South Fourth.

WHILE, BROWN Well Country Camp

E5

8I9W South First.

--

The Jeweler

high-grad-

Also "THE LAW OF THE WOODS," PATHE
and SCREEN

Coal SuoDly Co. Phone

FOGG,

in
Brother-in-La-

I

I

5

AFTER. ELECTION;

'April 6, 1922

GALLUP

con

SCGARITE
SWASTIKA
All Sizes.
Best Prices.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35
Exclusive Agent for Swastika and Sugarite Coal.

Boswell's Cash Grocery

612 North Fifth Street.

Phone

AUCTION SALE
Friday, April 7th, at 916 West Marquette
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30
Five rooms of Afurniture to go to the
cash. Note the following articles to ho unM- highest bidder for
Davenport, Dresser and Chiffonier, 3 Fiber Rockers Din- lna; Table and 6 Dining Chairs to match, Blrd's-ev- e
Maple
Dressing Table. Sowing Machine, 2
Beds,
........ Springs
. and Mat- 1111
1.
..
LicanrN.
.inn .u..-runvintr ......
..'.(. nan u..,..0
attiA iuttiuuHs.
star
itea
Oil
Cookin Stove, Refrigerator and many other articles not men
If it is house furnishings you want you can not afford to
miss this salo, as these goods are the same as new and
hava
never been used by sick. Now, folks, if you want
furniture
don t weaken. Be on hancT promptly and bring
your friends
-l

-

n.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

805-- J

CASH AND CARRY, PRICES AND THEN SOME I
Our Annual 7 Article for the Price of 6 Is On in Full Force.
'
.
Buy 6 Articles and Get 1 FREE. Example:
6 cans Peaches at 25c can
,$1.50
1 can Peaches Free.
,

' ,
7 cansr for only.
$1.50
store
sold
same
in
the
the
way. Last year this was such a
Anything
success that we have been asked to repeat the sale time and time
again since then. Now is your chance. Come early and get your
choice.

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

Of GOOD FUEL
PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING i

ORDER 'CERRILLOS EGG
THE SATISFACTORY,

PII0HE 91

ECONOMICAL

AA 111

IIAIIN COAL CO.

